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ABSTRACT 

This is a study of topicalization (OSV) and object 

preposing (SOV) in Mandarin Chinese. 

Whether topics in Mandarin are base-generated or derived 

by movement has been controversial. We provide a detailed 

discussion and show that they are derived by movement. 

Topicalization in Mandarin is generally assumed to be A' -

movement. Based on Mahajan's (1990) criteria, we however find 

that it may be A or A' -movement for it exhibits reconsti-uction 

effects, lacks WCO effects and topics can bind anaphors. Yet 

we still argue that it is uniformly A'-movement based on the 

logophoric analysis of anaphor binding and the reconstruction 

effects. We explain the lack of WCO effects by adding the 

constraint "a trace v is a formal variable if the chain is 

triggered by a [+wh]/[+quant] feature" to Higginbotham's 

(1983) Accessibility Condition. Topic traces are thus 

classified as A'-anaphors for topicalization is triggered by 

[+topic]. With this feature-based definition, we admit a 

third type of position--A'-positions may be operator or non-

operator positions, depending on the features they host. 

Topics in Mandarin are normally assumed to move to IP-

adjunct position. We however suggest that they move to [Spec, 

CP] because: topicalization is triggered by the topic feature, 

the occurrence of an embedded topic depends on the verb that 

selects the embedded clause, and no topic is allowed after an 
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adjunct complementizer. 

Object preposing in Mandarin is assumed to be movement to 

adjunct positions in some studies. We however find it 

movement to specifier positions because it is an A-movement 

triggered by the focus feature. We suggest that the preposed 

object lands on [Spec, ModalP] or [Spec, VP]. We divide the 

preposed objects into [+C-focus] and [+focus] objects; [+C-

focus] objects have emphatic markers or contrastive conjuncts 

but [+focus] objects do not. The focus features reside in 

Modal or V to trigger object preposing, with selectional 

restrictions; e.g., modals only select verbs with [+C-focus], 

which explains why objects in [Spec, VP] must have emphatic 

markers or contrastive conjuncts. Related phenomena such as 

clause-boundness of object preposing are also discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this dissertation is to study the 

derivation, distribution and the properties of preverbal NPs 

in Mandarin Chinese. 

The canonical word order of Mandarin is SVO (Chu 1979, 

Huang 1978, Huang 1982a, Li 1979, Mei 1979, Sun & Givon 1985), 

such as (la). OSV and SOV orders are also found, e.g. (lb) 

and (Ic) respectively.' 

(1) a. Wo chi shuiguo le. 

I eat fruit LE^ 

'I ate the fruit.' 

'The abbreviations used in the glosses in this 
dissertation are as follows: Part = particle; Exp = 
experiential marker; Poss = possessive marker; Neg = negation; 
LE = perfective/inchoative marker; Pi = plural marker; SUB = 
subject; DO = direct object; imp = imperfective; f = female; 
pst = past; perf = perfective; gen = genitive; m = male; EDO 
= embedded direct object, ESUB = embedded subject. 

^The generally accepted analysis of le distinguishes two 
types of le according to the place it occurs. One is usually 
seen as a verbal suffix marking perfectivity (Wang 1965, Chao 
1968, Li & Thompson 1981) . The other is seen at the end of a 
clause, signaling inchoativity (Teng 1975, Chan 1980). 
Whether these two le's can be collapsed into one is debatable 
(e.g. Shi 1990) . In (la) , the le is ambiguous. It may mark 
perfectivity and/or inchoativity. Since this is not our 
concern in this study, these two le's would not be marked 
differently unless necessary. 



b. ShuiguOj wo chi ej le. 

fruit r eat LE 

'I ate the fruit.' 

c . Wo shuiguOj chi e; le. 

I fruit eat LE 

' I ate the fruit. ' 

Sentences of OSV order are generally considered as 

sentences with sentence-initial topics. The phenomenon or 

process of deriving OSV sentences is usually called 

topicalization. The usual use of the term 'topicalization' 

not only refers to the phenomenon that the pre-subject XP is 

coindexed with a gap in the same clause, as in (lb), or with 

a gap in an embedded clause, e.g. (2a) ; but also refers to 

sentences where no gap is found, e.g. (2b) . What we are 

interested in and will be the focus of this study is 

topicalization with gaps because it involves issues such as 

movement vs base-generation and A vs A-bar positions. 

(2) a. Shuiguoj wo zhidao ta yijing chi e; le. 

fruit I know he already eat LE 

' Fruit, I know he already ate. ' 

b. Shuiguo, wo zui xihuan chi lizi. 

fruit I most like eat pear 

'Fruit, I like to eat pears most.' 
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Whether topics in Mandarin are base-generated or derived 

by movement has long been controversial. Linguists such as Xu 

& Langendoen (1985) argue that they are base-generated because 

Subjacency may be violated; linguists such as Huang (1982a) 

suggest that they are derived by movement since Subjacency is 

observed; whereas, linguists such as Lu (1988) and Jiang 

(1991) show that Subjacency is obeyed in some cases and 

violated in others. The problem concerning the way sentences 

with gap topics in Mandarin are derived is the first problem 

we are going to study. 

It is normally assumed that the pre-subject topic 

position in Mandarin is an A-bar position. However, according 

to Mahajan's (1990) criteria, this position may be an A- or A-

bar position. This is the second topic we are going to 

discuss. 

The recent dominant proposal concerning the structural 

position of the topic is that the topic adjoins to IP. 

However, some phenomena show that this may not be correct. 

This is the third issue we are going to explore. 

Compared with OSV sentences, SOV sentences like (Ic) are 

less studied. Unlike topicalization, the preposing of the 

object NP in SOV sentences is clause-bound; i.e., the gap 

coindexed with the object in SOV sentences must be in the same 

clause with the object. In addition, there may be more one 

landing site for the preposed object considering the relative 
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positions between the object and the modal. Moreover, SOV 

sentences are very common among languages. Is the derivation 

of SOV sentences in Mandarin similar to that in other 

languages? What are the landing sites of the preposed object? 

Why is object preposing clause-bound? Phenomena related to 

SOV sentences are the fourth topic we are going to study. 

1.2 Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework adopted in this study is the 

Government and Binding Theory (Chomsky 1981) and theories 

based on it, related to it and developed from it, especially 

the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1993, 1995, Chomsky & Lasnik 

1994). 

There are several differences between the traditional 

Government and Binding Theory and the recent development of 

the Minimalist Program. The first major difference is that, 

in the Government and Binding Theory, the derivation of a 

sentence is divided into different levels, namely D-structure, 

S-stmicture, and LF, as illustrated in (3) (from Barss 

1994:2); but one of the central theses of the Minimalist 

Program is the elimination of explicit reference to any 

designated levels of syntactic representation other than LF, 

as illustrated in (4) (from Barss 1994:2). 
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(3) (lexical 
projection) 

lexicon > D-structure 

I•overt movement 

1/ I 
S-structure 

covert movement 

(4) covert movement 
lexicon ^ Lp 

-lexical projection & h 
phrase-marker union ' 
-overt movement jVspellout 

u 
PF 

The second major difference is that, under the Government and 

Binding Theory, Move a can move anything anywhere as long as 

constraints such as the Projection Principle, the Case Filter, 

Theta Criterion, the S\ibjacency Condition, etc., are observed; 

whereas, under the Minimalist Program, movements must be 

motivated by the licensing or checking of morphosyntactic 

features, movements must be minimal or economical, and no 

optional movement is allowed. 

Our analyses in this study will be mainly based on the 

Minimalist Program. Terms of pre-Minimalism may be used for 

convenience and theories of pre-Minimalism will be referred to 

or adopted if the theory in question is not clear or still not 



fully-developed in the Minimalist Program. 
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1.3 The Organization of the Dissertation 

The organization of the dissertation is as follows. In 

Chapter 2, we first define the term 'topicalization', review 

the literature related to the way topics are derived in 

Mandarin, and then argue that topics in Mandarin are derived 

by movement. The A/A-bar properties of topicalization are 

discussed in Chapter 3 based on Mahajan's (1990) criteria, 

followed by our argument that topicalization in Mandarin is an 

instance of A-bar movement only. The distribution and the 

landing site of the topic are discussed in Chapter 4. In 

Chapter 5, phenomena related to SOV sentences are studied. We 

first discuss whether SOV sentences are sentences with double 

topics. We then discuss the motivation of preposing the 

object to the post-subject position, the A/A-bar properties of 

object preposing, the landing site of the object, the property 

of clause-boundness in object preposing and the positions of 

adverbs. Chapter 6 is our conclusion, which is the summary of 

the major findings in this study and the residual problems for 

future research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

TOPICALIZATION IN MANDARIN: MOVEMENT VS BASE-GENERATION 

2.1 Introduction 

Whether topics in Mandarin are base-generated or derived 

by movement has long been controversial. The main puirpose of 

this chapter is to discuss this problem. In 2.2, we first 

discuss the definitions of topics, settle on a definition most 

suitable for our study, namely, topics are the XPs in the pre-

subject position, and then decide that the focus of this study 

is cases of gap-topics in Mandarin. In 2.3, we review the 

literature on the way gap topics in Mandarin are derived; the 

arguments for base-generation are reviewed in 2.3.1, those for 

movement in 2.3.2, and 2.3.3 is Jiang's (1991) generalization, 

which concludes that some cases of topicalization obey island 

constraints (i.e. Subjacency) and some do not. In 2.4, we 

reexamine the data of topicalization in Mandarin with respect 

to Subjacency and reach our own generalization, which also 

indicates that Siibjacency may be violated in some cases and 

obeyed in others. We then present our analysis in 2.5. In 

2.5.1, we provide additional evidence and argue that 

topicalization in Mandarin is indeed derived by movement. In 

2.5.2, we provide evidence to argue that the cases in which 

Subjacency is violated are also derived by movement. The 

analysis of the topic constructions under current syntactic 
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theories--Chomsky's {1986a) and Cinque's (1990) barrier 

systems--is presented in 2.5.3. In 2.5.4, we discuss the 

occurrence of resumptive pronouns in sentences with topics and 

provide an explanation. 2.6 is our brief conclusion. 

2.2 The Definition of Topics and the Focus of This Study 

Topics are generally functionally defined. For example, 

the traditional studies of topic (e.g. the Prague-school) 

assume that the defining property of topics is familiarity--

being old information; Li & Thompson (1976) define topics as 

'center of attention'. These functional definitions of topics 

will not be adopted in this study because they do not provide 

a well-defined, clear-cut definition for a syntactic study 

like the present one, explained as follows. 

If topics are old information, as Jiang (1991) points 

out, topics can appear in several syntactic positions and be 

different syntactic categories. For example, in (laA-lbA) , 

the old information is the pronoun ta, which appears in the 

object position in (laA) and in the possessor position in 

(IbA); in (2A), the old information is the VP da le Zhangsan 

'beat Zhangsan'. 

(1) a. Q: Zhangsan zenme le? 

Zhangsan how LE 

'What happened to Zhangsan?' 



A: Lisi da le ta. 

Lisi beat LE he 

'Lisi beat him.' 

b. Q: Zhangsan zenme le? 

Zhangsan how LE 

'What happened to Zhangsan?' 

A: Ta-de qiche huai le. 

he-Poss car break-dovm LE 

'His car broke down.' 

(From Jiang 1991:51) 

(2) Q: Na-xie ren da le Zhangsan? 

which-Pi people beat LE Zhangsan 

' Who beat Zhangsan?' 

A: Lisi da le Zhangsan. 

Lisi beat LE Zhangsan 

'Lisi beat Zhangsan.' 

(From Jiang 1991:52) 

Second, if topics are old information, they may not be a 

single constituent (Jiang 1991). For example, in (3A), the 

old information is Zhangsan xihuan 'Zhangsan like', which is 

not a constituent. 

(3) Q: Zhangsan xihuan shui? 

Zhangsan like who 

'Who does Zhangsan like?' 
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A: Zhangsan xihuan Lisi. 

Zhangsan like Lisi 

'Zhangsan likes Lisi.' 

(From Jiang 1991:53) 

If topics are the 'center of attention', as Li & Thompson 

claim, topics may not be different from focus--new 

information--in some cases. For example, in (laA) , the center 

of attention is Lisi da le 'Lisi beat', which is the new 

information and is not even a constituent. 

Li & Thompson (1981) and Tsao (1990) suggest that, in 

Mandarin, between a topic and its comment there can be a pause 

longer than the pause which usually exists between words, or 

a particle a or one of the other similar particles. (4) is an 

example. 

(4) Zhangsan a Lisi hai meiyou jian-guo. 

Zhangsan Part Lisi still Neg see-Exp 

'Zhangsan, Lisi hasn't met (him) yet.' 

This however is not a workable definition either. First, 

neither a pause nor a particle is a necessary marking for the 

topic.' For example, Zhangsan in (5A) may not be followed by 

a particle, though a pause is possible but not necessary. 

'Jiang (1991:54) suggests that a pause or a particle is 
not a sufficient marking for a topic in Mandarin, though it 
might be a necessairy marking. 
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(5) Q: Na-ge ren Lisi zui bu-xihuan? 

which-CL person Lisi most dislike 

'Who does Lisi dislike the most?' 

A: Zhangsan (?*a) Lisi zui bu-xihuan 

Zhangsan Part Lisi most dislike 

'Zhangsan, Lisi dislikes the most.' 

Li Sc Thompson (1981:86-7) themselves have also noted that 

"topic markers, however, including the simple pause, are not 

necessary. A cursory survey of Mandarin speech suggests that 

they are not commonly used at all." Second, Andrew Barss 

(p.c.) points out that it is difficult to tell whether the 

topic with the topic marker (the pause and/or the particle) 

and the comment following it are in the same sentence. This 

is true indeed. For example, if the pause is longer or if the 

intonation is different,^ the topic and the comment may belong 

to two different discourse segments and do not form a single 

"In English, a sentence with a topic is acceptable with 
the intonation in (ia) and unacceptable with the intonation in 
(ib) . The same judgment is found in Mandarin--(iia) is 
acceptable while (iib) is terrible. Thank Andrew Barss for 
bringing this to my attention. 

_/\ 
(i) a. John, I like. 

/\/ _/\_ 
b. *John, I like. 

_/\ 
(ii) a. Zhangsan, wo xihuan. 

Zhangsan I like 

/\/ /\ 
b. *Zhangsan, wo xihuan. 
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sentence. 

Our definition of topics in this study is a very simple 

one, as in (6) . 

(6) Topics are XPs in the pre-subject position of a 

sentence. 

Topics according to our definition may be divided into 

gap topics and non-gap topics. In the cases of non-gap 

topics, the topic does not corefer with any element in the 

sentence; instead, it bears some domain-instant relation to an 

element in the sentence.^ (7) is an example of non-gap topic. 

In (7), the topic fangzi 'house' and wuding 'roof' form some 

part-whole relation. 

(7) Fangzi wuding zui zhongyiao. 

house roof most important 

' (As for) houses, the roof is the most important.' 

As non-gap topics do not involve gaps and possibly movement, 

they are not of our interest and are not going to be discussed 

in this study. 

In the cases of gap topics, the topic is coindexed with 

a gap within the sentence. (8) is an example. 

^Chafe (1976) defines the topic in Chinese as to limit 
the applicability of the main predication to a certain 
restricted domain, i.e. the topics in Chinese are domain 
topics, which correspond to our non-gap topics and do not 
include gap topics. 
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(8) Zhe-ben shU; wo kan-gno S; le. 

this-CL book I read-Exp LE 

'This book, I have read (it) 

As gap topics involve gaps and possibly movement, they are 

what we are interested in in this study. Gap topics may be 

seen either as a result of movement or as base-generated in 

the pre-subject position, which is what we are going to 

discuss in this chapter. In the following sections and in the 

rest of this dissertation, if the terms 'topic' and 

'topicalization' are used without special specification, they 

refer to gap topics. 

2.3 Base-Generation vs Movement: the Literature 

Whether topics in Mandarin are derived by movement or are 

base-generated in the pre-subject position has long been 

controversial. Linguists such as Xu & Langendoen (1985), Xu 

(1986), Li & Thompson (1976, 1981), Cheng (1991), Lu (1994a), 

etc. claim that topics in Mandarin are base-generated because 

there is evidence showing that the relation between the topic 

and its gap does not obey constraints on movement and there 

are topic-comment constructions impossible to be derived by 

movement. Linguists such as Huang (1982a, 1987), Hou (1979), 

Li (1985, 1990) , Shi (1992) , Qu (1994) , etc. claim that topics 

in Mandarin are derived by movement because the Subjacency 
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Condition is observed. And linguists such as Lu (1988) and 

Jiang (1991) claim that there are cases where the Subjacency 

Condition and/or the A-over-A principle (Chomsky 1973) may be 

violated and there are cases where these two conditions must 

be observed. Apparently, the situation is far from clear. 

In the following, we review the arguments for topics to 

be base-generated in 2.3.1, the arguments for topics to be 

derived by movement in 2.3.2, and Jiang (1991) in 2.3.3. A 

more detailed discussion of these arguments and a more 

complete picture for the derivation of topics in Mandarin are 

provided in 2.4. 

2.3.1 Topics Are Base-Generated 

There are generally two reasons for linguists such as Xu 

& Langendoen (1985), Xu (1986), Li & Thompson (1976, 1981), 

Cheng (1991) , Lu (1994a) , etc. to claim that topics in 

Mandarin are base-generated in the pre-sxibject position. The 

first reason is that the relation between the topic and its 

gap in the comment clause does not always obey the Subjacency 

Condition. For example, in (9a) (from Xu & Langendoen 1985) 

and (9b) (from Cheng 1991) , the gaps of the topics zhe-ge 

went! 'this question' and zhexie hua 'these paintings' are 

within the relative clauses. If the topics in (9a-b) are 

derived by movement, the Subjacency Condition should be 

violated; however, (9a-b) are grammatical. 
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(9) a. [Zhe-ge wenti]j, wo conglai mei yudao-guo [ej 

this-CL question I ever Neg meet-Exp 

neng huida ej] de renj. 

can answer DE man 

'This question, I have never met a person who 

can answer (it).' 

b. [Zhexie hua]; wo dou mei kanjian [ [ej 

these painting I all Neg see 

xihuan S;] de renj] . 

like DE person 

'These paintings, I have never met a person who 

likes (them).' 

The second reason is that in some cases the comment clause 

does not contain an element anaphorically related to the topic 

or the topic does not have any selectional relation with the 

verb in the comment clause (Li & Thompson 1976, 1981, Tsao 

1977, Xu Sc Langendoen 1985, Xu 1986) . (10) , originally from 

Chao (1968), is an example usually cited for this case. In 

(10), the topic na-chang huo 'that fire' is not anaphorically 

related to any element in the comment clause, nor does it bear 

any selectional relation to the verb lai 'come'. 

(10) Na-chang huo, xingkui xiaofangdui lai de kuai. 

that-CL fire fortunately fire-brigade come DE quick 
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'That fire, fortunately the fire brigade came 

quickly.' 

2.3.2 Topics Are Derived by Movement 

Linguists such as Huang (1982a, 1987), Li (1985, 1990), 

Shi (1992) , etc. see gap topics in Mandarin as a result of 

movement. The first piece of evidence usually provided is 

that topicalization is subject to Subjacency, e.g. (lla-b). 

(11) a. *Zhangsani Lisi zhidao [Np[cptip zuotian e; 

Zhangsan Lisi know yesterday 

da Wangwu] de] shiqing] .* 

beat Wangwu DE matter 

'Zhangsan, Lisi knows the fact that (he) beat 

Wangwu yesterday. 

b. *Zhangsani Lisi hen [npCcpCip xihuan Sj/i] 

Zhangsan Lisi hate like 

de] renj] . 

DE person 

(i) 'Zhangsan, Lisi hates the people who like 

(him).' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, Lisi hates the people whom (he) 

likes.' 

*De is treated as a complementizer in some studies. 
Here, we assume the same position. 
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(lla) is an example of topicalization out of a complex NP 

formed by a noun and a complement clause. In (lla) , there are 

at least two bounding nodes between the topic and the gap 

within the complex NP, namely, NP and IP, if we assume that NP 

and IP are bounding nodes in Mandarin, and Subjacency is 

violated. (lib) is an example of topicalization out of a 

complex NP formed by an NP and a relative clause. Like (lla) , 

if the topic in (lib) moves either from the subject position 

or the object position of the relative clause, two bounding 

nodes are crossed, namely, NP and IP. Siabjacency is also 

violated. 

In response to Xu & Langendoen's (1985) claim that 

topicalization in Mandarin may not obey the Siibjacency 

Condition, Shi (1992) argues that the gap in the examples 

given by Xu & Langendoen such as (9a), repeated in (12a), is 

filled with a phonetically null pronoun. The reason is that 

the third personal pronoun for a nonhuman entity is usually 

phonetically null in Mandarin except when it follows a 

preposition (Li & Thompson 1981), as illustrated in (13a-b), 

which applies to resumptive pronouns as well. That is, from 

Shi's point of view, the gap in (9a)/(12a) is a phonetically 

null resumptive pronoun and Subjacency is in fact observed. 

If we replace the topic with a human NP, as in (12b) , the 

sentence becomes ungrammatical. 
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(12) a. [Zhe-ge wenti]j, wo conglai mei yudao-guo [ej 

this-CL question I ever Neg meet-Exp 

neng huida ej] de renj. 

can answer DE man 

'This question, I have never met a person who 

can answer (it).' 

b. * [Zhangsan] j, wo conglai mei yudao-guo [e; 

Zhangsan I ever Neg meet-Exp 

xihuan Cj] de ren;. 

like DE man 

'Zhangsan, I have never met a person who like 

(him).' 

(13) a. Wo zhaodao Lisi/ta le. 

I find Lisi/he LE 

'I found Lisi/him.' 

b. Wo zhaodao na-ben shu/*ta le. 

I find that-CL book/it LE 

'I found the book/it.' 

The second piece of evidence for gap-topics in Mandarin 

to be derived by movement, as pointed out by Shi (1992) , comes 

from the binding facts of the long-distance reflexive ziji. 

The long-distance reflexive ziji can take any c-commanding 

sxibject as its antecedent (Huang & Tang 198 9, 1991) . For 

example, ziji in (14) can take the subject of the relative 
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clause as its antecedent, which results in the interpretation 

{14i) . But (14) may also have the interpretation (14ii) , 

which requires that Zhangsan c-commands ziji. If the topic is 

base-generated, it will be difficult to explain the binding 

relation between Zhangsan and ziji. Therefore, Shi suggests 

that topics in Mandarin are better analyzed as derived by 

movement.^ 

(14) [npU Sj Jiao-guo zijii^yj] de laoshij] j Zhangsan,c 

teach-Exp self DE teacher Zhangsan 

zui xihuan e;. 

most like 

(i) 'The teachers who have taught themselves, 

Zhangsan likes the most.' 

(ii) 'The teachers who have taught him, Zhangsan 

likes the most.' 

In response to the claim that in some cases the comment 

clause does not contain an element anaphorically related to 

the topic or the topic does not have any selectional relation 

with the verb in the comment clause, Shi (1992) suggests that 

the topics without gaps in the comment clause are not topics. 

He argues that what has been considered by Li & Thompson 

^This relation can be accounted for by either the 
reconstruction analysis in van Riemsdijk & Williams (1981), 
the chain accessibility theory in Barss (1986), or the theory 
of cyclic binding in Barss (1994) . 
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(1976, 1981) and other linguists (e.g. Tsao 1977, Xu & 

Langendoen 1985) as gap-less topic constructions can be 

roughly classified into four types and each of the four types 

requires reanalysis, as follows. 

The first type involves sentences that are incomplete in 

one way or another, e.g. (10), repeated in (15). 

(15) Na-chang huo, xingkui xiaofangdui lai de kuai. 

that-CL fire fortunately fire-brigade come DE quick 

'That fire, fortunately the fire brigade came 

quickly.' 

Shi points out that, according to Lu et al. (1980), the 

morpheme xingkui 'fortunately' in (10)/(15) is a conjunctive 

adverb. It is half of the pair xingkui...buran 

'fortunately...otherwise...', or xingkui...cai 

'fortunately. ..consequently... ' . Shi suggests that the 

complete sentence is like (16) , Shi's (43b) , in which a gap is 

involved. 

(16) Na-chang huo;, xingkui xiaofangdui lai de 

that-CL fire fortunately fire-brigade come DE 

kuai, 6; cai mei zaocheng sunshi. 

quick consequently Neg cause damage 

'That fire, thanks to the quick arrival of the fire 

brigade, did not cause damage.' 

The second type of gap-less topic constructions which has 



been argued not to involve movement in Shi's analysis is 

associated with preposed adverbials about time, location, 

etc., with an optional preposition. These phrases usually 

occur between the subject and VP, but they can occur in 

sentence initial position as well. For example, zhe-jian shi 

'this matter' in (17) is claimed to be a topic that fills no 

argument position by Li & Thompson (1976, 1981). Shi argues 

that it is an adverbial and can appear with a preposition as 

in wei zhe-jian shi 'for this matter'. 

(17) Zhe-jian shi, ni bu neng quang mafan yi-ge 

this-CL matter you Neg can all bother one-CL 

ren. 

man 

'This matter, you cannot just bother one person.' 

The third and the fourth types claimed to be gap-less 

topic constructions in Shi's analysis used to be analyzed as 

double subject structures (Teng 1974, 1977). The third type 

consists of sentences that have idioms as predicates. For 

example, (18) and (19), Shi's (46) and (47), are grammatical 

only when a fixed non-literal interpretation is given to the 

clause following the initial NP. According to Shi, the 

comment clause functions as an idiom chunk that cannot be 

further analyzed; it is a predicate in this case, i.e. with 

the status of a VP. Shi suggests that (18) and (19) should be 

analyzed as simple sentences of the form NP+VP. 



(18) Taraen, ni kan wo, wo kan ni. 

they you see me I see you 

'They look at each other.' 

(19) Tamen, da yu chi xiao yu. 

they, big fish eat small fish 

'These people annex (the business of) the weak ones 

among them in competition. ' 

The fourth type involves the emphatic morpheme dou 'all' . 

For example, in (20), Shi's (48), the topic is tamen and the 

subject is shui according to Li & Thompson (1976, 1981). Shi 

suggests that shui in (20) cannot be the subject because: (a) 

it can only have an interpretation equivalent to that of a 

universal quantifier and its occurrence is licensed by the 

emphatic morpheme dou (Lee 1986) ; (b) its deletion does not 

affect the interpretation or acceptability; and (c) it can 

appear after a modal. Shi suggests that shui should be 

analyzed as an adverb, instead. 

(20) Tamen, (shui) dou bu lai. 

they anyone all Neg come 

'They, none of them are coming.' 

In summary, according to the phenomenon of Subjacency 

violation, the binding fact of the long-distance reflexive 

ziji, and Shi's analysis of the gap-less topic constructions, 

there should be no base-generated topic in Mandarin. All 

topics are derived by movement. 
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2.3.3 Jiang (1991): A More Complicated Picture 

As we have seen in 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, linguists such as Xu 

& Langendoen (1985), Xu (1985), Cheng (1991), Li & Thompson 

(1976, 1981), etc. suggest that topics in Mandarin are base-

generated and Subjacency may be violated; whereas, linguists 

such as Huang (1982a, 1987), Li (1985, 1990), Shi (1992), etc. 

argue that topics in Mandarin are derived by movement and 

Subjacency is obeyed. Why is there such conflicting 

observation? This is because they do not see the whole 

picture. Jiang (1991) discusses the phenomena of 

topicalization in Mandarin quite thoroughly and suggests that 

there are cases where Subjacency cannot be violated and there 

are cases where Subjacency can be violated. His discussion is 

based on the Complex NP Constraint, the A-over-A Principle, 

the Sentential Siibject Constraint, etc.,® reviewed in 2.3.3.1-

2.3.3.4. 

2.3.3.1 The Complex NP Constraint (CNPC) 

According Jiang (1991), the relation between the topic 

and its gap in Mandarin may violate the CNPC in some cases and 

obey it in others, as follows. 

First, Jiang suggests that if the topic gap is within a 

®Jiang (1991) also discusses Coordinate Structure 
Constraint, which is obeyed by topicalization in Mandarin. 
Since we do not discuss compound sentences in this study, it 
is not reviewed here. 
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complex NP object, the CNPC must be obeyed; otherwise, the 

sentence is ungrammatical, as in (21a-c), Jiang's (11-c) . 

(21) a. *Zhangsani Lisi zhidao [NPCCP zuotian da 

Zhangsan Lisi know yesterday beat 

Wangwu de] shiqing] . 

Wangwu DE matter 

'Zhangsan, Lisi knows the fact that (he) beat 

Wangwu yesterday.' 

b. *Zhangsani Lisi hen [NPCCP Sjyj xihuan e•^^ de] 

Zhangsan Lisi hate like DE 

renj] . 

person 

(i) 'Zhangsan, Lisi hates the people who like 

(him).' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, Lisi hates the people whom (he) 

likes.' 

c. *Zhangsani Lisi xihuan CNPCNP ej fuqin] . 

Zhangsan Lisi like father 

'Zhangsan, Lisi likes (his) father.' 

But, according to Jiang, if the topic gap is within a complex 

NP in the subject position, the CNPC may be violated and the 

sentence is still grammatical, as in (22a-b), Jiang's (14). 
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(22) a. Zhangsari;, [NPLCP renshi ey•^ de] rerij] 

Zhangsan know DE person 

hen duo. 

very many 

(i) 'Zhangsan, the people (he) knows are 

many.' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, the people who know (him) are 

many.' 

b. Zhangsanj, [NPCCP S; da Lisi de] shi] yinqi 

Zhangsan beat Lisi DE matter cause 

le gongfen. 

LE public-indignation 

'Zhangsan, the fact that (he) beat Lisi has 

caused public indignation.' 

Second, Jiang suggests that if the complex NP is in the 

subject position of a complement clause, topicalization out of 

the complex NP may violate the CNPC if the complement clause 

is an SAS and the CNPC cannot be violated if the complement 

clause is an NSS. Jiang divides clauses into two types, 

namely, saturated sentences (SAS) and non-saturated sentences 

(NSS) . SAS refers to clauses in the form of [j XP S] and NSS 

refers to clauses in the form of [5 NP VP] . Examples of 

topicalization out of the complex NP subject of these two 

types of clauses are in (23) and (24), Jiang's (15) and (22). 
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The grammaticality judgment here is Jiang's. 

(23) Zhangsan;, wo xiangxin [CPI CNP [cp2 ®i/j renshi ej/j 

Zhangsan I believe know 

de] renj] hen duo] . 

DE person very many 

(i) 'Zhangsan, I believe that the people (he) knows 

are many.' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, I believe that the people who know 

(him) are many.' 

(24) a. Lisii Zhangsan xiangxin CcpitMpCcpi da ren 

Lisi Zhangsan believe beat person 

de] shi] hui yinqi gongfen]. 

DE matter will cause piiblic-indignation 

'Lisi, Zhangsan believes that the incident (in 

which Lisi) beat people will cause public 

indignation.' 

b. *Lisii Zhangsan xihuan [CPI[NP[CP2 

Lisi Zhangsan like beat person 

de] shi] yinqi gongfen]. 

DE matter cause public-indignation 

'Lisi, Zhangsan likes for the incident (in 

which Lisi) beat people to cause public 

indignation.' 
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In (23) and (24a) , the verb xiangxin 'believe' subcategorizes 

for an SAS complement clause, i.e. CPj. Topicalization out of 

the complex NP siibject of CPj is allowed. But in (24b) , the 

verb xihuan 'like' subcategorizes for an NSS complement 

clause, i.e. CPi. Topicalization out of the complex NP 

subject of CPi in this case is not acceptable. 

Third, Jiang suggests that if the complex NP is in the 

topic position, the CNPC may also be violated. (25), Jiang's 

(24) , is an example. In (25) , the complex NP is preposed from 

the object position of the embedded clause to the topic 

position of the embedded clause. The topic of the matrix 

clause is extracted from the complex NP and the sentence is 

grammatical, according to Jiang. 

(25) Lisij, wo xiangxin [CPCNPCCP qipian Zhangsan de] 

Lisi I believe cheat Zhangsan DE 

shi]j meiren zhidao ej] . 

matter nobody know 

'Lisi, I believe that the incident (in which he) 

cheated Zhangsan, nobody knows (it).' 

Fourth, Jiang suggests that no NP in the S inside the 

complex NP can intervene between the topic and its gap. An NP 

intervenes between the topic and its gap if the NP is a 

daughter of a node on the path from the gap to the topic. For 

example, in (26a-b), Jiang's (23a-b), Zhangsan intervenes 
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between the topic and its gap and the sentences are 

ungrammatical. 

(26) a. *Lisii, [NPLCP Zhangsan da ej de] shi] 

Lisi Zhangsan beat DE matter 

yinqi le gongfen. 

cause LE public-indignation 

'Lisi, the incident (in which) Zhangsan beat 

(Lisi) has caused public indignation.' 

b. *Lisii, wo xiangxin [CP[NP[CP Zhangsan meiyou 

Lisi I believe Zhangsan Neg 

j iandao e; de] xiaoxi] bu kekao] . 

see DE news Neg dependable 

'Lisi, I believe that the news that Zhangsan 

hasn't seen (Lisi) is not dependable.' 

Fifth, Jiang suggests that no other topic NPs or NPs in 

the S in which the gap is located can inter-vene between the 

topic and its gap within the complex NP.' (27a-b) , Jiang's 

(25a-b) , are two examples. (27a) involves multiple topics. 

The topic wo '1' intervenes between the topic Lisi and its gap 

in the complex NP, which is also topicalized. In (27b), the 

subject Zhangsan of the complement clause in the topicalized 

complex NP intervenes between the topic Lisi and its gap. 

'The second part of this rule is actually redundant with 
the previous one. 
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Both (27a-b) are ungrammatical. 

(27) a. *Lisii, wOj, [e; qipian Zhangsan de shil^ 

Lisi I cheat Zhangsan DE matter 

[jp ej yidian bu zhidao e^] . 

a-bit Neg know 

'Lisi, I, the incident (in which Lisi) cheated 

Zhangsan, (I) don't know (it) in the least.' 

b. *Lisii, [Zhangsan qipian le e-, de xiaoxi]j 

Lisi Zhangsan cheat LE DE news 

meiren zhidao ej. 

nobody know 

'Lisi, the news that Zhangsan cheated (him), 

nobody knows (it).' 

In summairy, according to Jiang, the CNPC may be violated 

if there is no NP intervening between the topic and its gap 

and if the complex NP in which the topic gap is located is in 

the matrix subject position, in the subject position of an SAS 

complement clause or in a topic position; the CNPC must be 

obeyed if the complex NP is in the object position or in the 

siibject position of an NSS complement clause. 

2.3.3.2 The A-over-A Principle 

As for the A-over-A principle, according to Jiang (1991), 



the situation is similar to the CNPC.® If the topic has its 

gap inside an object NP, the principle must be obeyed, e.g. 

(21c), repeated in (28). 

(28) *Zhangsani Lisi xihuan CNPCNP e;] fuqin] . 

Zhangsan Lisi like father 

'Zhangsan, Lisi likes (his) father.' 

If the topic has its gap in a subject NP or in a topic NP, the 

principle may be violated, e.g (29) (Jiang's (26)) . In (29), 

the topic Zhajigsan is topicalized out of the NP with a 

possessive NP, which in turn is extracted from the object 

position to the topic position. 

(29) Zhangsanj [^p e; waibiaolj renren xihuan ej. 

Zhangsan appearance everyone like 

'Zhangsan, (his) appearance, everyone likes.' 

Also, according to Jiang, there should be no intervening NPs 

between the topic and its gap in the NP with a possessive NP, 

e.g. (30) . 

(30) *Zhangsani, Lisi xiangxin CCPCNP S; fuqin] hen 

Zhangsan Lisi believe father very 

youqian]. 

rich 

*In fact, all the cases involving the A-over-A principle 
in Jiang (1991) are NPs with a possessive NP in the Spec 
position, which are also complex NPs. The situation of the A-
over-A principle should be the same as the CNPC. It is not 
clear why Jiang does not put them together. 
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'Zhangsan, Lisi believes that (his) father is 

very rich.' 

In summary, according to Jiang, the A-over-A principle 

cannot be violated unless the topic is extracted from a 

subject or topic position and there is no NP intervening 

between the topic and its gap. 

2.3.3.3 The Sentential Subject Constraint (SSC) 

The SSC involves extraction out of a sentential subject. 

According to Jiang (1991) , the SSC may be violated when there 

is no NP intervening between the topic and its gap or the 

intervening NP is the subject of the verb that takes an SAS 

complement clause; it cannot be violated otherwise. Examples 

are in (31a-c), Jiang's (28a-c). 

(31) a. Zhangsan;, [cp Ccp piping Lisi] hen 

Zhangsan criticize Lisi very 

nande]. 

rare 

'Zhangsan, that (he) criticizes Lisi is 

very rare.' 

b. Zhangsan^, Lisi xiangxin [c? CCP piping 

Zhangsan Lisi believe criticize 

Wangwu] shi j ingchangde] . 

Wangwu be frequent 
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'Zhangsan, Lisi believes that (he) criticizes 

Wangwu is frequent.' 

c. *Zhangsani, CcpCcp Lisi piping e,] shi 

Zhangsan Lisi criticize be 

jingchangde]. 

frequent 

'Zhangsan, that Lisi criticizes (him) is 

frequent.' 

In (31a) , the topic gap is in the subject position of the 

sentential subject. Nothing intervenes between the topic and 

the gap. The sentence is grammatical. In (31b), the topic 

gap is in the subject position of the sentential subject of 

the complemement clause of xiaxigxin 'believe' . Although the 

subject of the matrix clause, i.e. Lisi, intervenes between 

the topic and its gap, the sentence is grammatical because 

Lisi is the subject of the verb xiangxin, which according to 

Jiang takes an SAS complement clause. In (31c) , the topic gap 

is in the object position of the sentential subject. The 

subject of the sentential subject intervenes between the topic 

and its gap. The sentence is hence langrammatical. 

2.3.3.4 Topicalizing the NSS Subject 

Jiang (1991) notes that the topic gap cannot be in the 

subject position of an NSS, which refers to clauses in the 
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form of [s NP VP] . (32) is an example. In (32), the verb 

xihuan 'like' subcategorizes for an NSS complement clause. 

The topic gap is in the subject position of the complement 

clause and the sentence is ungrammatical. 

(32) *Zhangsanj Lisi xihuan [cp e-i jingchang qu kan 

Zhangsan Lisi like often go see 

Wangwu]. 

Wangwu 

'Zhangsan, Lisi likes (for him) to often go to see 

Wangwu.' 

2.4 The Real Constraints 

In 2 .3, we have seen the arguments for topics in Mandarin 

to be base-generated, which claim that the relation of the 

topic and its gap does not have to obey any constraint, and 

the arguments for topics to be derived by movement, which 

claim that the relation of the topic and its gap must obey the 

Subjacency Condition. We have also seen the complicated 

picture presented by Jiang (1991). Although Jiang (1991) has 

scrutinized the topic constructions in Mandarin carefully, he 

does not provide a complete and accurate generalization of the 

phenomena, neither does he explain them within the current 

syntactic theory. In this section, we reexamine the cases of 

topicalization in Mandarin and reach some generalization that 
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reflects the true constraints between the topic and its gap. 

In 2.5, we analyze these constraints within the current 

syntactic theory. 

2.4.1 The Complex NP Constraint 

As Jiang (1991) suggests, the CNPC may be obeyed in some 

cases of topicalization in Mandarin and violated in others. 

First we should know that the so-called complex NPs include 

NPs with relative clauses as their modifiers and NPs with 

complement clauses (as well as NPs with possessive NPs, which 

we discuss in 2.4.2 while discussing the A-over-A Principle). 

Let's call the complex NPs with relative clauses R-CNPs and 

those with complement clauses C-CNPs. These two complex NPs 

behave differently with respect to topicalization. What makes 

things more complicated is that in Mandarin an R-CNP may occur 

without a demonstrative + classifier (D+CL) such as na-ge 

'that-CL', e.g. (33a), or the D+CL may appear either before or 

after the relative clause, e.g. (33b) and (33c) 

respectively. 

'Huang (1983) claims that when the relative clause 
precedes the D+CL, it tends to be restrictive and, when it 
follows the D+CL, it tends to be non-restrictive. But Jiang 
(1991) argues that, although it is true that a relative clause 
is restrictive when it precedes the D+CL, it may or may not be 
restrictive when it follows the D+CL, depending on the 
context. 
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t^ptcp Zhangsan renshi e; de] reri;] hen duo. 

Zhangsan know DE person very many 

'The people Zhangsan knows are many.' 

Na-ge [OT[cp Zhangsan jieshao ej de] mishu;] 

that-CL Zhangsan recommend DE secretary 

hen nenggan. 

very capable 

' The secretary whom Zhangsan recommended is 

very capable.' 

^NpCcp Zhangsan jieshao ej de] na-ge mishUj] 

Zhangsan recommend DE that-CL secretary 

hen nenggan. 

very capable 

' The secretary whom Zhangsan recommended is 

very capable.' 

'°C-CNPs may have D+CL preceding or following the 
complement clause, as in (i) and (ii) (vs (34a) ) . 
Topicalization out of C-CNPs with D+CL's is as impossible as 
topicalization out of bare C-OJPs, which is the reason why we 
do not discuss C-CNPs with D+CL's in the text. 

(i) *Zhangsanj Lisi zhidao na-jian [NPECP zuotian 
Zhangsan Lisi know that-CL yesterday 
da Wangwu de] shiqing]. 
beat Wangwu DE matter 
'Zhangsan, Lisi knows that incident that (he) beat 
Wangwu yesterday.' 

(ii) *Zhangsanj Lisi zhidao CNPCCP zuotian da 
Zhangsan Lisi know yesterday beat 
Wangwu de] na-jian shiqing]. 
Wangwu DE that-CL matter 
'Zhangsan, Lisi knows that incident that (he) beat 
Wangwu yesterday.' 

(33) a. 

b. 
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Let's call the R-G!JP without the D+CL BR-CNP (B stands for 

'bare'), the R-QJP in which the relative clause follows the 

D+CL DR-CNP and the R-CNP in which the relative clause 

precedes the D+CL RD-CNP. The three types of R-CNPs behave 

differently with respect to topicalization. 

Topicalization out of the C-CNP and all three types of R-

CNPs obeys the CNPC when the CNPs are in the object position. 

(21a) is an example of the C-CNP and (21b), that of the BR-

CNP, repeated in (34a-b). (34c) is an example of the DR-CNP 

and (34d), that of the RD-CNP. 

(34) a. *Zhangsani Lisi zhidao [NPCCP S; zuotian da 

Zhangsan Lisi know yesterday beat 

Wangwu de] shiqing]. 

Wangwu DE matter 

'Zhangsan, Lisi knows the fact that (he) beat 

Wangwu yesterday.' 

b. *Zhangsani Lisi hen [NPCCP eyj xihuan ej,-, de] 

Zhangsan Lisi hate like DE 

renj] . 

person 

(i) 'Zhangsan, Lisi hates the people who like 

(him).' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, Lisi hates the people whom (he) 

likes.' 
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c. *Zhangsanj, wo renshi na-ge CNPCCP jieshao 

Zhangsan I know that-CL recommend 

e-j de] mishUj] . 

DE secretary 

'Zhangsan, I know the secretary whom (he) 

recommended.' 

d. *Zhangsani, wo renshi [NPCCP jieshao e-j de] 

Zhangsan I know recommend DE 

na-ge mishUj] . 

that-CL secretary 

'Zhangsan, I know the secretary whom (he) 

recommended.' 

Note that in 2.3.1, we mentioned that linguists such as 

Xu Sc Langendoen (1985), Cheng (1991), etc. argue that 

Subjacency is not obeyed by topicalization in Mandarin. 

(9a)/(12a) and (9b), repeated in (35a-b), are their examples, 

which involve BR-CNPs in the object position. 

(35) a. [Zhe-ge wenti]j, wo conglai mei yudao-guo [t; 

this-CL question I ever Neg meet-Exp 

neng huida tj] de renj. 

can answer DE man 

'This question, I have never met a person who 

can answer (it).' 
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b. [Zhexie hua]; wo dou mei kanjian [ [tj xihuan 

these painting I all Neg see like 

6;] de renj] . 

DE person 

'These paintings, I have never met a person who 

likes (them).' 

According to Jiang's (1991) and our generalization, (35a-

b)/(9a-b) should be ungrammatical. But they are acceptable. 

Following Shi (1992), as discussed in 2.3.2, we suggest that 

the topic gap in (35a-b) is filled with a phonetically null 

pronoun since the topic is a nonhuman third personal NP. 

If the complex NP is in the subject position, the 

plausibility of topicalization out of the C-CNP and the three 

types of R-CNPs varies. If the topic gap is within a BR-CNP, 

the CNPC may be violated, as shown in (22a) , repeated in 

(36a) , and (36b) . 

(3 6) a. Zhangsanj, EN? [CP eyj renshi de] renj] 

Zhangsan know DE person 

hen duo. 

very many 

(i) 'Zhangsan, the people (he) knows are 

many.' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, the people who know (him) are 

many.' 
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b. Zhangsaiii, wo zhidao [cp[np[cp Syj renshi ej/j 

Zhangsan I know know 

de renj] hen duo] . 

DE person very many 

(i) 'Zhangsan, I know that the people (he) 

knows are many.' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, I know that the people who know 

(him) are many.' 

But, if the topic gap is within a C-CNP, a DR-CNP or a RD-CNP 

in the s-ubject position, the CNPC must be obeyed, as shown in 

(37a-c) respectively. 

(37) a. *?Zhangsanj, wo zhidao [cptNptcp ®i Lisi 

Zhangsan I know beat Lisi 

de shi] yinqi le gongfen] . 

DE matter cause LE public-indignation 

'Zhangsan, the fact that (he) beat Lisi has 

caused piiblic indignation. ' 

b. *Zhangsani, wo zhidao na-ge [NPCCP SJ jieshao 

Zhangsan I know that-CL recommend 

ej de] mishUj] hen nenggan. 

DE secretary very capable 

'Zhangsan, I know the secretary whom (he) 

recommended is very capable.' 
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c. *?Zhangsani, wo zhidao [NPCCP jieshao ej de] 

Zhangsan I know recommend DE 

na-ge mishuj] hen nenggan. 

that-CL secretary very capable 

'Zhangsan, I know the secretary whom (he) 

recommended is very capable.' 

{22b) , repeated in (38) , from Jiang (1991) is a sentence of C-

CNP in the subject position but it is grammatical. Our 

explanation is that the topic is still within the C-CNP, not 

in the matrix clause. That is, the CNPC is not violated. 

(38) Zhangsan;, [NPCCP Lisi de] shi] yinqi le 

Zhangsan beat Lisi DE matter cause LE 

gongfen. 

publie-indignat ion 

'Zhangsan, the fact that (he) beat Lisi has caused 

public indignation.' 

In summary, the CNPC may be violated if the topic gap is 

in a sxibject BR-CNP but must be obeyed if the topic gap is in 

a C-CNP, a DR-CNP or a RD-CNP in the subject position or in 

any CNPs in the object position. 

As for Jiang's other observations about the CNPC, we also 

have our own opinions. First, Jiang suggests that if the 

topic gap is in a complex NP in the subject position of a 

complement clause, the CNPC may be violated if the complement 
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clause is an SAS and it cannot be violated if it is an NSS. 

Examples are in (23) and (24a-b) , repeated in (39a-c) with our 

judgments. 

(39) a. Zhangsan;, wo xiangxin [cpitspCcpz ®i/j i^enshi 

Zhangsan I believe know 

Sj/i de renj] hen duo] . 

DE person very many 

(i) 'Zhangsan, I believe that the people (he) 

knows are many.' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, I believe that the people who 

know (him) are many.' 

b. *Lisii Zhangsan xiangxin [cpiCNptcpi da 

Lisi Zhangsan believe beat 

ren de] shi] hui yinqi 

person DE matter will cause 

gongfen]. 

piiblic-indignation 

'Lisi, Zhangsan believes that the incident (in 

which Lisi) beat people will cause public 

indignation.' 

c. *Lisij Zhangsan xihuan [CPICNP[CP2 ®i 

Lisi Zhangsan like beat person 

de] shi] yinqi gongfen]. 

DE matter cause public-indignation 
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'Lisi, Zhangsan likes for the incident (in 

which Lisi) beat people to cause public 

indignation.' 

While we find (39a)/(23) acceptable, (39b)/(24a) and 

(39c)/(24b) are both very difficult to be accepted." The 

difference between (39a) and (39b-c) is that (39a) involves a 

BR-CNP but (39b-c) a C-CNP. That is, it is the types of the 

CNPs that cause the difference in grammaticality, not the 

types of the complement clauses. 

Second, Jiang suggests that no NP in the S inside the 

complex NP can intervene between the topic and its gap. (26a-

b) are Jiang's examples, repeated in (40a-b) . 

(40) a. *Lisii, [NPCCP Zhangsan da de] shi] 

Lisi Zhangsan beat DE matter 

yinqi le gongfen. 

cause LE public-indignation 

'Lisi, the incident (in which) Zhangsan beat 

(him) has caused public indignation.' 

b. *Lisij, wo xiangxin [CP[NP[CP Zhangsan meiyou 

Lisi I believe Zhangsan Neg 

jiandao de] xiaoxi] bu kekao] . 

see DE news Neg dependable 

"it is not clear why our judgment of (39b)/(24a) is 
different from Jiang's. But both I and my informants find 
(39b)/(24a) difficult to be accepted. 
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'Lisi, I believe that the news that Zhangsan 

hasn't seen (him) is not dependable.' 

Like Jiang, we find (26a-b) unacceptable; however, our reason 

is that the complex NPs here are C-CNPs. If the topic gap is 

not within a C-CNP, the sentence is well-formed, e.g. (41) vs 

(40b) . In (41) , the embedded s\ibject Zhangsan intervenes 

between the topic and its gap, but the sentence is 

grammatical. 

(41) Lisij, wo xiangxin Zhangsan meiyou jiandao e-,. 

Lisi I believe Zhangsan Neg see 

'Lisi, I believe Zhangsan didn't see (him).' 

Third, according to Jiang, if the topic gap is in a 

complex NP in the topic position, the CNPC may be violated. 

(25) is Jiang's example, repeated in (42) with our judgment. 

We however find (42)/(25) unacceptable. The ill-formedness 

results from topicalization out of a C-CNP. 

(42) *Lisij, wo xiangxin [CP^NP^CP qipian Zhangsan de] 

Lisi I believe cheat Zhangsan DE 

shi]j meiren zhidao ej] . 

matter nobody know 

'Lisi, I believe that the incident (in which he) 

cheated Zhangsan, nobody knows (it).' 

Fourth, Jiang suggests that no other topic NPs or NPs in 

the S in which the gap is located can intervene between the 
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topic and its gap. Sentences in (27a-b) are Jiang's examples, 

repeated in (43a-b). 

(43) a. *Lisij, woj, [ej qipian Zhangsan de shi],^ 

Lisi I cheat Zhangsan DE matter 

[jp Sj yidian bu zhidao e^] . 

a-bit Neg know 

'Lisi, me, the incident (in which he) cheated 

Zhangsan, (I) don't know (it) in the least.' 

b. *Lisii, [Zhangsan qipian le Sj de xiaoxi]j 

Lisi Zhangsan cheat LE DE news 

meiren zhidao ej. 

nobody know 

'Lisi, the news that Zhangsan cheated (him), 

nobody knows (it).' 

Like Jiang, we find (43a)/(27a) unacceptable. It is 

unacceptable because it involves three topics. According to 

Xu Sc. Langendoen (1985) , multiple topics are possible but 

pragmatically they may be difficult to process. More 

importantly, the gap of the topic Lisi is within a C-CNP. We 

also find (43b)/(27b) imgrammatical again because the topic 

gap is within a C-CNP. The ill-formedness is not a result of 

the intervening subject Zhangsan, as Jiang suggests. For in 

(41) above, the subject intervenes between the topic and the 

gap but the sentence is still grammatical. 
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In summary, Jiang's observations of topicalization in 

Mandarin with respect to the CNPC are not completely correct. 

The correct generalization should be: the CNPC may be violated 

if the topic gap is in a subject BR-CNP but must be obeyed if 

the topic gap is in a C-CNP, a DR-CNP or a RD-CNP in the 

subject position or in any CNPs in the object position. 

2.4.2 The A-over-A Principle 

Lu (1988), while claiming that topicalization in Mandarin 

is not subject to the Subjacency Condition, points out that NP 

movements in Mandarin including topicalization obey the A-

over-A principle.'- Jiang (1991) however argues that 

sometimes the A-over-A principle may be violated. While R-

CNPs and C-CNPs may count as structures applicable for the A-

over-A principle, the examples given by Jiang are mostly 

possessive NPs. As mentioned in 2.3.3.2, Jiang finds that 

when the topic has its gap inside an object complex NP, the A-

over-A principle is obeyed, e.g. (21c) , repeated in (44a) ; and 

when the topic has its gap in a subject complex NP or in a 

topicalized complex NP, the principle may be violated, e.g 

(29) , repeated in (44b) . Jiang also suggests that there be no 

intervening NPs between the topic and the gap within the 

complex NP, e.g. (30) , repeated in (44c) . 

'^The A-over-A Principle is in fact subsumed under the 
Subjacency Condition. 
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(44) a. *Zhangsanj Lisi xihuan [NPCNP Sj] fuqin] . 

Zhangsan Lisi like father 

'Zhangsan, Lisi likes (his) father.' 

b. Zhangsan.; [^p Sj waibiao] j renren xihuan ej. 

Zhangsan appearance everyone like 

'Zhangsan, (his) appearance, everyone likes 

(his appearance).' 

c. *Zhangsani, Lisi xiangxin [CPCNP fuqin] hen 

Zhangsan Lisi believe father very 

youqian]. 

rich 

'Zhangsan, Lisi believes that (his) father is 

very rich.' 

We however suggest that the A-over-A principle cannot be 

violated in any way and the grammatical sentences given by 

Jiang, such as (44b)/(29), should be reanalyzed. In 

(44b)/(29), Zhangsan and waibiao 'appearance' has certain 

possessive relation. The possessive marker -de in Mandarin 

may be omitted in some cases. We suggest that Zhangsan and 

waibiao in (44b)/(29) should together be analyzed as an NP 

instead of a topic and an NP with a gap in the possessive NP. 

2.4.3 The Sentential Subject Constraint 

Jiang (1991) suggests that in Mandarin the BSC may be 
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violated when there is no NP intervening between the topic and 

its gap or the intervening NP is the subject of a verb that 

takes an SAS complement clause and it cannot be violated 

otherwise. We however find that the SSC is violable in 

topicalization. The ill-formedness of Jiang's example in 

Olc) , repeated in (45) , is due to bad choice of the predicate 

shi j ingchangde Even if there is no extraction, the 

sentence is pretty marginal, e.g. (46). 

(45) *Zhangsani, [cptcp Lisi piping e;] shi jingchangde] . 

Zhangsan Lisi criticize be frequent 

'Zhangsan, that Lisi criticizes (him) is 

frequent.' 

(46) ?*[cp[cp Zhangsan piping Lisi] shi jingchangde]. 

Zhangsan criticize Lisi be frequent 

'That Zhangsan criticizes Lisi is frequent.' 

If we change the predicate, the situation is different. For 

example, the intervening NP Zhangsan in (47) does not affect 

the grammaticality of the sentence. 

(47) Lisij, wo renwei [cp[cp Zhangsan qu kan ej zui 

Lisi I think Zhangsan go see most 

heshi]. 

proper 

'^To me, (31b) is pretty marginal, too. 
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'Lisi, I think it is most appropriate for Zhangsan 

to see (him).' 

2.4.4 Topicalizing the NSS Subject 

Jiang (1991) suggests that the topic gap cannot be the 

subject of an NSS, as illustrated by the ill-formedness of 

(32) , repeated in (48) . We however believe that this has 

nothing to do with Sxibjacency. 

(48) *Zhangsani Lisi xihuan [cp Sj jingchang qu kan 

Zhangsan Lisi like often go see 

Wangwu]. 

Wangwu 

'Zhangsan, Lisi likes (for him) to often go to 

see Wangwu.' 

(48)/(32) is ungrammatical because the verb xihuan 'like' is 

similar to want in English. The subject of the complement 

clause can either be an empty category or can be lexically 

realized. When it is an empty category, it is controlled by 

the matrix subject and when it is lexically realized, it is 

different from the matrix siibject in reference. For example, 

in (49a) , the siibject of the complement clause is an empty 

category and in (49b), the subject is Zhangsan. (48)/(32) is 

ungrammatical because the empty siabject of the complement 

clause is normally interpreted as coreferential with the 
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matrix subject and the topic does not bind any element in the 

sentence. 

(49) a. Lisij xihuan Ccp e; jingchang qu kan Wangwu] . 

Lisi like often go see Wangwu 

'Lisi likes to see Wangwu often.' 

b. Lisi xihuan [^p Zhangsan jingchang qu kan 

Lisi like Zhangsan often go see 

Wangwu]. 

Wangwu 

'Lisi likes for Zhangsan to see Wangwu 

often.' 

2.4.5 The Adjunct Condition and the Wh-island Constraint 

Huang (1982a) notes that coindexation of a topic and a 

gap within an adjunct is impossible, e.g. (50) (Huang's (33) 

in Chapter 6).'" That is, there is no Subjacency violation 

and the Adjunct Condition must be obeyed. 

'^However, in Huang (1982a) , sentences such as (i) are 
grammatical. Our explanation is that the topic is within the 
adjunct clause and not in the matrix clause. Therefore, 
Subjacency is not violated. 

(i) [Na-ge ren] j ,  [yinwei ni piping-le ej] wo hen 
that-CL person because you criticize-LE I very 
bu gaoxin 
not happy 
'That person, because you criticized (him), I am 
very unhappy.' 
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(50) *Zhangsani Lisi [yinwei wo meiyou qing e;] hen 

Zhangsan Lisi because I Neg invite very 

bugaoxing. 

unhappy 

'Zhangsan, Lisi was very unhappy because I didn't 

invite (him).' 

As for the P\^-island Constraint (WIC) , Huang (1982a) 

claims that Mandarin does not respect the WIC, as illustrated 

in (51) . 

(51) Zhangsan;, wo xiangzhidao [cp shui da-le ej] 

Zhangsan I wonder who hit-LE 

'Zhangsan, I wonder who hit (him) .' 

In (51) , the topic is coindexed with a gap in the embedded CP, 

which is a wh-island, but the sentence is grammatical. 

2.4.6 Summary 

In 2.4.1-2.4.5, we have reexamined the topicalization 

phenomena in Mandarin and reached different generalizations 

from previous studies. The following is the summary of our 

findings. (52a-e) are the topic constructions in which 

Subjacency is obeyed, i.e., sentences of these constructions 

are grammatical under the standard formulation of Subjacency 

(i.e. no more than one bounding node is crossed) and 

ungrammatical otherwise. (53a-c) are the topic constructions 
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in which Subjacency may be violated, i.e., more than one 

bounding node may be crossed yet the sentences are 

grammatical. The structures in (52a-e) and (53a-c) are 

temporary. We will discuss them in detail in 2.5. 

( 52 ) a . *TOpj. . . [f4j) [fj* [QP [fj. . . ] ] 

(C-CNPs) 

b . *TOpj. . . [y [y • • • 1 ^DP ̂ NP [n* ̂ CP • • • Sj. . . ] 

EN-- ..]]]]] 

(R-CNPs in the object position.) 

c . */*?Topi. . . [[P [DP [FFP [N- [CP- [N- •••]]] ] 

[ : . . . . ] ]  

(DR-CNPs and RD-CNPs in the subject position) 

d. *Topj. - . [[4p [fj- [np ] [N • • • 131 

(NPs with possessive NPs) 

e . *T0Pj ... [(;p [jp [(;p . . . Sj . . . ] [[p ....]]] 

(Adjunct Condition.) 

(53) a. Top;. . . [,p[cp. . .fii. . . ] [p. . . ] ] 

(Sentential sxabject) 

b . TOPi ... [[P [i,jp [fj. [(;p ...€)...] ...]]] [[• . . . ] ] 

(BR-CNP in the subject position) 

c. Topj. . . [cp [+WH] [ip ...ej...]] 

(Wh-island Constraint) 

Our generalization here may be different from some of the 

previous studies. However, our generalization is not 
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idiosyncratic. Qu (1994:34) argues that Subjacency may be 

violated in Mandarin topic constructions under the following 

circumstances: 

(54) a. topicalization out of the relative clause 

contained in an NP in the subject position; 

b. topicalization out of a sentential subject; 

c. topicalization out of the sentential complement 

to the subject NP. 

Our generalization agrees with {54a) (all of Qu's grammatical 

examples involve BR-CNPs) and (54b) and is different from 

(54c), which we will argue against based on other linguists' 

data. 

If Qu's generalization in (54c) were correct, Jiang's 

examples in (25a-b)/(40a-b), repeated in (55a-b) should be 

acceptable; however, they are judged to be ungrammatical by 

Jiang and by us. 

(55) a. *Lisii, Cnp tcp Zhangsan da de] shi] 

Lisi Zhangsan beat DE matter 

yinqi le gongfen. 

cause LE pxiblic-indignation 

'Lisi, the incident (in which) Zhangsan beat 

(him) has caused public indignation.' 
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b. *Lisii, wo xiangxin [cpCsptcp Zhangsan meiyou 

Lisi I believe Zhangsan Neg 

jiandao e; de] xiaoxi] bu kekao] . 

see DE news Neg dependable 

'Lisi, I believe that the news that Zhangsan 

hasn't seen (him) is not dependable.' 

Huang (1982a:457) gives the sentence in (56) and marks it 

ungrammatical, which should be acceptable according to Qu's 

conclusion in (54c). 

(56) *Na-ge ren;, [ [t; kanjian tj] de xueshengj] lai 

that-CL person see DE student come 

le. 

LE 

'That man, the students whom (he) saw have come.' 

Xue (1991:75) also provides the example in (57) to claim that 

extraction of the object out of the subject C-CNP is not 

grammatical. According to Qu, (57) should be acceptable, 

contrary to fact. 

(57) *Hepingi, Lisi xiangxin [ [xuesheng xunqiu tj] de 

peace Lisi believe students seek DE 

fangan] hui yingde guangfande zhichi. 

plan will win wide support 

'Peace, Lisi believes the plan that students seek 

(it) will win wide support.' 
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Hence, Qu's generalization in (54c) does not reflect the 

judgment of the majority. The correspondence between (53a-b) 

and (54a-b) shows that our generalization reflects most 

speakers' j udgments. 

2.5 Our Analysis 

In 2.4, we have concluded that Siibjacency may be obeyed 

in some topic constructions in Mandarin and violated in 

others. In this section, we provide more evidence to argue 

that topics in Mandarin are indeed derived by movement in 

2.5.1. It is generally assumed that Subjacency is observed by 

movement. However, the cases in (53a-c) violate Subjacency 

yet they are grammatical. Hence, in 2.5.2, we explore these 

cases in more detail to see whether movement is involved. In 

2.5.3, we try to account for the relations between 

topicalization and Subjacency within the current syntactic 

theory by analyzing all the cases in (52-53) under Chomsky's 

(1986a) and Cinque's (1990) systems of barriers. If topics 

are derived by movement, resumptive pronouns are not supposed 

to occur while Subjacency is not violated, which is not agreed 

by some speakers of Mandarin. Hence, we discuss the 

occurrence of resumptive pronouns in 2.5.4. 

2.5.1 Evidence for the Movement Hypothesis 

We have seen both the arguments for topics in Mandarin to 
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be base-generated and to be derived by movement in 2.3.1 and 

2.3.2. Linguists on both sides have their own arguments. 

Jiang's (1991) generalization makes the situation even more 

confusing. However, in this section, we will take our stand 

and argue that topics in Mandarin are derived by movement. 

First, as shown in (52), there are island constraints on 

the relation between the topic and its gap. For example, no 

extraction to the topic position is possible from a C-CNP, an 

R-CNP in the object position, an NP with a possessive NP 

specifier, and an adjunct clause. If topics were base-

generated, we would expect the relation between the topic and 

its gap to be free from any constraint, as suggested by Xu 

(1986). Therefore, topics in Mandarin are better analyzed as 

derived by movement. 

Second, the facts concerning the extraction of 

adverbials, as noted by Li (1990), indicate that the relation 

between the topic and its gap is constrained by Subjacency. 

(58a-b) are examples provided by Li (Li's (80) and (81) in 

Chapter 6). The structures are Li's, 

(58) a. Zoutian, wo kandao yixie [np ts- shou le shang 

yesterday I see some get LE wound 

de] xuesheng]. 

DE student 
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'Yesterday, I saw some students who were 

wounded.' 

b. Zoutian, CnpCs- yixie shou le shang de] 

yesterday some get LE wound DE 

xuesheng] lai le. 

student come LE 

'Yesterday, some students that were wounded 

came.' 

According to Li, zoutian 'yesterday' can refer only to the 

time of my seeing the students in (58a) and the time of the 

students' coming in (58b), not to the time of the students' 

being wounded. That is, zoutian. is not topicalized out of the 

relative clause. In contrast, as noted by Li, zoutian in (59) 

(Li's (82)) can refer to the time of my knowing the event or 

the time of the students' being wounded. That is, 

topicalization in Mandarin is constrained by Subjacency and 

should be analyzed as an instance of movement. 

(59) Zoutian, wo zhidao yixie xuesheng shou le shang. 

yesterday I know some students get LE wound 

'Yesterday, I know some students were wounded.' 

Third, the binding fact of the long-distance reflexive 

ziji, e.g. (14) , repeated in (60) , is strong evidence for 

topics in Mandarin to be derived by movement, as discussed in 

2.3.2. 
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(60) [np[s tj Jiao-guo zijik/j] de laoshij] j Zhangsan^ 

teach-Exp self DE teacher Zhangsan 

zui xihuan tj. 

most like 

(i) 'The teachers who have taught themselves, 

Zhangsan likes the most.' 

(ii) 'The teachers who have taught him, Zhangsan 

likes the most.' 

In (60)/(14), ziji can take the sxibject of the relative clause 

as its antecedent and results in interpretation (60i) . It can 

also have interpretation (60ii), which requires that Zhangsan 

c-command ziji. If the topic were base-generated, it would be 

difficult to explain the binding relation between Zhangsan and 

ziji. If the topic is derived by movement, ziji may be c-

commanded by Zhangsan with LF reconstruction (van Riemsdijk & 

Williams 1981), or by chain-binding (Barss 1986), or by cyclic 

binding (Barss 1994) . Therefore, topics in Mandarin are 

better analyzed as derived by movement. 

Fourth, sentences exhibiting strong crossover effects 

like (61) provide further support to the movement hypothesis. 

In (61), the empty category cannot be a PRO for it is in the 

object position of a finite clause (i.e. the null Case of PRO 

cannot be checked (Chomsky & Lasnik 1994)). It cannot be a 

pro either. If it were a pro, the sentence should be 
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grammatical since (61) is acceptable when the empty category 

is replaced by an overt prono\in, as in (62) . Hence, the empty 

category in (61) is created by movement. 

(61) *Lisij, taj zhidao wo jian-guo e,. 

Lisi he know I see-Exp 

'Lisi, he knows that I saw (him) 

(62) Lisi;, taj zhidao wo j ian-guo ta;. 

Lisi he know I see-Exp he 

'Lisi, he knows that I saw him.' 

In summary, we have enough reasons to believe that topics 

in Mandarin are derived by movement and the relation between 

the topic and its gap observes the Subjacency Condition. 

2.5.2 Is Movement Involved in (53a-b)? 

In 2.5.1, we have argued that topics in Mandarin are 

derived by movement. In this case, Subjacency should be 

obeyed all the time. If this is correct, it predicts the 

ungrammaticality of the structures in (52a-e) , repeated in 

(63a-e). However, it also predicts the structures in (53a-c), 

repeated in (64a-c), to be ungrammatical, contrary to fact. 

( 6 3 )  a .  * T o p j .  .  .  [ f f l >  [ QP . . . S j . . . ]  [ n - - * ] ]  

(C-CNPs) 
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b . *ToPi. . . [y- [y • • • ̂  Cdp ̂ np ̂ n" tcp • • • fij • • • ] 

[N-...]]]]] 

(R-CNPs in the object position.) 

c . */*?Topi. . . [ip [DP CNP ^N' tcp • • - Si • • - ] CN' • • - ] ] 3 ] 

(DR-CNPs and RD-CNPs in the subject position) 

d. *ToPi. . . [np [fj- [NP Si ] [N • • - ^ 1 ^ 

(NPs with possessive NPs) 

e . *TOP; . . . [cp [jp [(;p ... 6; ... ] [jp ....]]] 

(Adjunct Condition) 

( 54 ) a . TOPi . . . [[p [(;p ... 6; ... ] [[• . . . ] ] 

(Sentential subject) 

b. Topi. . . [[p [|sfp [fj. [cp • • . Sj. . . ] [ff....]]] [{•. . . ] ] 

(BR-CNP in the subject position) 

c . ToPi. . . [cp [+WH] [,p . . . 6;. . . ] ] 

(W2i-island Constraint) 

There are several possibilities for (64a-c)/(53a-c) to 

happen. The first possibility is that Subjacency may be 

violated in cases like (64a-c) but must be obeyed in (63a-e). 

This kind of structure specific stipulation is undesirable and 

impossible in current syntactic theory and is not what we are 

going to pursue here. The second possibility is that 

Subjacency is obeyed in all the structures, including (64a-c). 

In this case, the structures in (64a-c) may not be what they 
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look like and have to be reexamined. The third possibility is 

that Subjacency is obeyed all the time but (64a-c) do not 

involve movement. Both the second and third possibilities are 

possible. In this section, we discuss whether movement is 

involved in (64a-b) and put the cases of WIC violation aside 

till 2.5.3.6. 

Cinque (1990) suggests that in every construction, along 

side the ordinary movement, a (resumptive) A'-bound pro 

strategy is always possible as a more marked option but it is 

the only option available whenever Move a is excluded on 

independent grounds. In the A'-bound pro strategy, no 

movement is involved; instead, a pro fills in the position 

normally occupied by a trace created by movement. The pro, 

like a variable, is bound by an operator in an A'-position. 

As NP is the only category that has an empty pronominal form 

(pro or PRO), it is the only category that has access to the 

resumptive A'-bound pro strategy. 

As we have seen, Subjacency is violated yet the sentences 

are grammatical when the topic gap is within a BR-CNP in the 

subject position (i.e. {64b)) or within a sentential subject 

(i.e. (64a)). The examples involving BR-CNPs in the subject 

position are (22a)/(36a) and (36b), repeated in (65a-b), and 

those involving sentential subjects are (31a-b) and (47) , 

repeated in (66a-c). 
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(65) a. Zhangsan^, [np [cp Si/j renshi de] rerij] 

Zhangsan know DE person 

hen duo. 

very many 

(i) 'Zhangsan, the people (he) knows are 

many.' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, the people who know (him) are 

many.' 

b. Zhangsanj, wo zhidao CcpCNptcp ®i/j renshi 0^; 

Zhangsan I know know 

de] renj] hen duo] . 

DE person very many 

(i) 'Zhangsan, I know that the people (he) 

knows are many.' 

(ii) ' Zhangsan, I know that the people who know 

(him) are many.' 

(66) a. Zhangsan;, [cpCcp piping Lisi] hen 

Zhangsan criticize Lisi very 

nande] . 

rare 

'Zhangsan, that (he) criticizes Lisi is 

very rare.' 
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b. Zhangsanj, Lisi xiangxin [cpEcp piping 

Zhangsan Lisi believe criticize 

Wangwu] shi j ingchangde] . 

Wangwu be frequent 

'Zhangsan, Lisi believes that (Zhangsan) 

criticizes Wangwu is frequent.' 

c. Lisij, wo renwei [cp[cp Zhangsan qu kan e;] zui 

Lisi I think Zhangsan go see most 

heshi]. 

proper 

'Lisi, I think it is most appropriate for 

Zhangsan to see (him).' 

In these examples, the topics are NPs. According to 

Cinque (1990), the gaps in these sentences are possible to be 

A' -bound resumptive pros and no movement is involved, if we 

assume that the topic in Mandarin is an A'-operator.But 

NPs are the only category that has an empty pronominal form 

(pro or PRO) and are the only category that has access to the 

resumptive A'-bound pro strategy. If we can find examples 

with topics other than NPs coreferential with gaps within 

sentential subjects and BR-CNPs in the subject position, we 

may say that movement is indeed involved in (53a-b)/(64a-b). 

'^We will discuss the A/A-bar and operator/non-operator 
properties of topics in Mandarin in Chapter 3 and show that 
the topic is a non-operator in an A-bar position. 
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First, let's take a look at examples involving sentential 

subjects, e.g. (67a-b). 

(67) a. Zai xuexiao, wo xiangxin [cp [cp Zhangsan 

in school I believe Zhangsan 

piping Lisi] hen nande]. 

criticize Lisi very rare 

'At school, I believe that that Zhangsan 

criticizes Lisi is very rare.' 

b. Mingtian, wo renwei [cptcp Zhangsan qu kan 

tomorrow I think Zhangsan go see 

Lisi] zui heshi]. 

Lisi most proper 

'Tomorrow, I think it is most appropriate for 

Zhangsan to see Lisi.' 

In (67a) and (67b), the topics are a locative adverbial zai 

xuexiao ' at school' and a temporal adverbial mingtian 

'tomorrow' respectively. The two adverbials may be 

interpreted with the matrix clauses or with the sentential 

siabjects. That is, in (67a), zai xuexiao may refer to the 

location of my believing that that Zhangsan criticizes Lisi is 

rare or to the location of Zhangsan's criticizing Lisi; in 

(67b), mingtian may refer to the time of my thinking that it 

is most appropriate for Zhangsan to see Lisi or to the time of 

Zhangsan's seeing Lisi. In fact, the adverbials are preferred 
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to be interpreted with the sentential subjects. As zai 

xuexiao and mingtian are adverbials and not NPs, the A'-bound 

pro strategy suggested by Cinc[ue (1990) is not available.'® 

The only way for the adverbials in (67a-b) to reach the topic 

position is by movement. Hence, movement is indeed involved 

in topicalization out of a sentential subject" and the SSC 

'®As brought to my attention by Andrew Barss (p.c.) , some 
temporal adverbials like tomorrow are NPs. Rizzi (1990) also 
suggests that temporal and locative expressions are 
referential, but manner adverbs are not. If this is the case, 
Cinque's bound pro strategy may be available. However, this 
may not be true in Mandarin. First, temporal adverbials in 
Mandarin do not have an overt pro-form. Second, if temporal 
adverbials could escape island constraints, zoutian 
'yesterday' in (58a-b), repeated in (ia-b), might be 
interpreted with the relative clause, which is impossible. 
Therefore, the fact that the adverbial mingtian 'tomorrow' in 
(67b) can be interpreted with the sentential subject provides 
support to the hypothesis that sentential subjects are not 
islands for topicalization in Mandarin. 

(i) a. Zoutian, wo kandao yixie [NPCS- shou le shang 
yesterday I see some get LE wound 
de] xuesheng]. 
DE student 
'Yesterday, I saw some students who were 
wounded.' 

b. Zoutian, Cnp [5- yixie shou le shang de] 
yesterday some get LE wound DE 
xuesheng] lai le. 
student come LE 
'Yesterday, some students that were wounded 
came.' 

"The claim that movement is involved in topicalization 
out of sentential subjects also argues against that Huang's 
(1984, 1989) analysis. Huang's analysis is that the topic 
structure involving a sentential subject such as (66a-c) is 
formed by base-generation rather than by movement. That is, 
the gap within the sentential subject is a pro and no movement 
takes place. With his theoiry of Generalized Control, the pro 
is properly controlled by the topic. Huang's analysis however 
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does not hold in topic constructions in Mandarin.'® 

Now let's turn to examples involving BR-CNPs in the 

subject position, e.g. (68a-c). 

(68) a. [Zai Taibei] , wo zhidao [NPCCP Zhangsan renshi 

in Taipei I know Zhangsan know 

Cj de] renj] hen duo. 

DE person very many 

'In Taipei, I know the people who Zhangsan 

knows are many.' 

cannot account for the extraction of the adverbials out of the 
sentential subject since they are not NPs and pro is hence not 
available. 

'®Note that Huang (1982a) claims that Chinese displays the 
SSC but in one of his later works (Huang 1984:562), he 
suggests that Chinese lacks the SSC effect. Huang's (1982a) 
claim that Chinese displays the SSC is based on the sentence 
in (i) (Huang 1982a:459), in which relativization of the 
object in the sentential subject is impossible. 

(i) *wo mai-le [[[[ Lisi mei kan tj] zhen qiguai] de 
I buy-LE Lisi Neg read really strange DE 
na-ben shU;] 
that-CL book 
' I bought the book which the fact that Lisi did not 
read is very strange.' 

As noted by Xue (1991:63-64) , the ill-formedness of (i) maybe 
results from the fact that zhen qiguai 'really strange' has an 
exclamatory effect and not from the violation of the SSC. An 
examination of exclamatory phrases reveals that such phrases 
cannot be used as the predicate of a relative clause, as is 
true in English (Qu 1994:28). 

(ii) a. This is the movie star whom I am very happy to 
meet. 

b. *This is the movie star how happy I am to meet. 
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b. [Zai zhe-ge chitang] , Lisi gaosu wo [NP [CP ta 

in this-CL pond Lisi tell I he 

zhuadao ej dej yuj] hen duo. 

catch DE fish very many 

'In this pond, Lisi told me that the fish he 

caught were many.' 

c. Zoutian, wo zhidao [NPCCP Zhangsan jian-guo ej 

yesterday I know Zhangsan see-Exp 

de] renj] hen duo. 

DE person very many 

'Yesterday, I know/knew the people who Zhangsan 

saw are many. ' 

In {68a-b), the topics are locative adverbials zai Taibei 'in 

Taipei' and zai zhe-ge chitang 'in this pond' and in (68c) the 

topic is a temporal adverbial zoutian 'yesterday'. Unlike 

English, the adverbials in these sentences may be interpreted 

with the matrix clauses or with the relative clauses in the 

BR-CNPs. That is, in (68a), zai Taipei may refer to the 

location of my knowing that the people who Zhangsan knows are 

many or to the location of Zhangsan's knowing people; in 

(68b), zai zhe-ge chitang may be interpreted as the location 

of Lisi's telling me that he caught a lot of fish or the 

location in which he caught the fish; and in (68c), zoutian 

may refer to the time of my knowing that the people who 
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Zhangsan saw are many or to the time of Zhangsan's seeing 

people." Like (67a-b), the only way that the two adverbials 

can access the topic position from the BR-CNPs is by movement. 

Hence, we conclude that movement is indeed involved in 

the structures in (53a-b)/(64a-b). 

But extraction of adverbials from BR-CNPs in the subject 

position is much more complicated than what we have just seen. 

If we change the predicate of which the BR-CNP is the subject, 

the grammatical status may be different. For example, in 

(69a) and (69c), the predicate is youqian 'rich', in (69b) 

ha.ochi 'delicious', and in (70a-b) lai 'come', instead of the 

quantitative predicate hen duo 'very many' . The sentences are 

all unacceptable if the adverbial in the topic position is 

interpreted with the relative clause in the BR-CNP. 

''Note that if we change the matrix verb in (68c) , the 
temporal adverbial zoutian 'yesterday' may not be interpreted 
with the BR-CNP, e.g. (i) . However, this does not seem to be 
the result of island constraint. In (ii), in which no island 
is involved, zoutian cannot be interpreted with the embedded 
clause either. The ungrammaticality of (ii) results from the 
conflict of zoutian and the future tense of the matrix clause. 
I have no idea why this is so and will leave it for future 
research. 

(i) *Zoutian, wo hui gaosu Lisi [Zhangsan renshi de 
yesterday I will tell Lisi Zhangsan know DE 
ren hen duo] . 
person very many 
' *Yesterday, I will tell Lisi that the people 
Zhangsan knew are many.' 

(ii) *Zoutian, wo hui gaosu Lisi [Zhangsan lai-guo 
yesterday I will tell Lisi Zhangsan come-Exp 
le] . 
LE 
'•Yesterday, I will tell Lisi that Zhangsan came.' 
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(69) a. *? [Zai Taibei]j, wo zhidao [NP Ecp Zhangsan tj 

in Taipei I know Zhangsan 

renshi ej de] renj] hen youqian. 

know DE person vejry rich 

'In Taipei, I know/knew the people who Zhangsan 

knows are very rich.' 

b. *? [Zai zhe-ge chitang] j ,  Lisi gaosu wo [NPECP 

in this-CL pond Lisi tell I 

ta tj zhuadao Sj de] yuj] dou hen haochi. 

he catch DE fish all very delicious 

'In this pond, Lisi told me that the fish he 

caught were delicious.' 

c. *Zoutianj, wo zhidao [NPECP Zhangsan tj 

yesterday I know Zhangsan 

jian-guo ej de] renj] hen youqian. 

see-Exp DE person very rich 

'Yesterday, I know/knew the people who Zhangsan 

saw are very rich.' 

(70) a. * [Zai Taibei];, wo zhidao [NP[CP Zhangsan t; 

in Taipei I know Zhangsan 

renshi ej de] renj] lai le. 

know DE person come LE 

' In Taipei, I know/knew the people who Zhangsan 

met came.' 
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b. *Zoutiani, wo zhidao [^PECP Zhangsan tj 

yesterday I know Zhangsan 

jian-guo de] ren^] lai le. 

see-Exp DE person come LE 

'Yesterday, I know/knew the people who Zhangsan 

saw came.' 

What happens to adverbial extraction out of the BR-CNP in 

the subject position in {69a-c) and {70a-b) also occurs to 

argument extraction. For example, in contrast to (65a-b), 

topicalization of the subject from the BR-CNP in {7la-b) is 

ungrammatical 

-°There seems to be a difference in grammaticality between 
topicalization out of a BR-CNP in the subject position of an 
individual-level predicate (Carlson 1977) and out of a BR-CNP 
in the subject position of a stage-level predicate. For 
example, {71a) is marginally acceptable but (71b) is awfully 
bad. This may result from the difference in the base-
generated positions of the subjects between these two types of 
predicates introduced by Krazter (1989) and Diesing (1990, 
1992). Krazter and Diesing claim that a stage-level predicate 
theta-marks its subject internal to its projection, as 
asserted by the standard predicate-internal subject theory, 
and that an individual-level predicate theta-marks a 
predicate-internal subject position (occupied by PRO in 
Diesing's theory) and at the same time the clause contains a 
predicate-external subject theta-position. As to how Krazter 
and Diesing's theory works to explain the grammaticality 
difference between (71a) and (71b) , we will leave it for 
future research. 
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(71) a. *?Zhangsani, wo zhidao [NP [CP renshi ej de] 

Zhangsan I know know DE 

renj] hen youqian. 

person very rich 

'Zhangsan, I know the people whom (he) knows 

are very rich.' 

b. *Zhangsani, wo zhidao [NPCCP renshi ej de] 

Zhangsan I know know DE 

renj] lai le. 

person come LE 

'Zhangsan, I know the people whom (he) knows 

came.' 

In summary, in Mandarin, topicalization out of a 

sentential subject is always allowed but topicalization out of 

a BR-CNP in the subject position is allowed only when the 

predicate is a quantitative predicate. We will try to explain 

this in 2.5.3. 

2.5.3 Analysis 

In 2.4, we have seen that topicalization in Mandarin is 

very complicated with respect to Subjacency and we have 

reached the conclusion that some island constraints may be 

violated (e.g. (53a-c)/(64a-c)) and others must be obeyed 

(e.g. (52a-e)/(63a-e)). In the current syntactic theory, all 
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of the island constraints are subsumed under Subjacency, which 

in turn is siibsumed under barriers (Chomsky 1986a, Cinque 

1990) . In this section, we are going to examine the 

structures in (52)/(63) and (53)/(64) in detail based on the 

theories of barriers. In the analysis following, we assume 

that topicalization is an instance of A-bar movement to [Spec, 

CP] , which we will argue for in Chapter 3 and 4. 

Here, we first review the definitions of barriers 

proposed by Chomsky (19a6a) and Cinque (1990) in 2.5.3.1, and 

from 2.5.3.2 to 2.5.3.6 we examine the structures in (52)/(63) 

and (53)/(64) based on the theories of barriers. 

2.5.3.1 The Definitions of Barriers 

In the Government and Binding theory, two principles are 

involved in A-bar movements: ECP and Subjacency. The former 

requires that traces be properly governed and the latter 

requires that each movement should not cross more than one 

bounding node at a time. ECP, as formulated by Chomsky 

(1986a), building on work of Huang (1982a) and of Lasnik & 

Saito (1984) , is given in (72) . The definitions related to 

(72) are given in (73-77) . 

(72) Proper government 

a properly governs /3 iff a 0-governs or antecedent-

governs /S. (p. 17) 
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(73) or 0-governs /3 iff o: is a zero-level category that 6 -

marks /S, and a, /S are sisters. (p. 15) 

(74) y-marking 

If /S is properly governed, it is assigned [+7] 

indelibly. If jS is not properly governed, it is 

assigned [-7] indelibly. (pp.17-18) 

(75) Such y-marking takes place at S-structure for A-

positions, and at LF for A'-positions. (p.18) 

(76) Empty categories (ECs) not required by the Extended 

Projection Principle can delete between S-structure 

and LF (possibly after having properly governed and 

Y-marked other ECs). (p.21) 

(77) y-checking (applying at LF) 

*[-7] (p.46) 

This formulation of the ECP has, among other 

consequences, that of forcing a strict successive cyclic 

derivation for all categories that (like adjuncts) are in A'-

positions, and of permitting long wh-movement of all 

categories that are in A-positions. 

Chomsky (1986a) further attempts to xinite Subjacency and 

(antecedent) government by employing a common notion of 

barrier. His definition of barriers is given in (78) . (79) 

and (80) are the formulations of government and Subjacency 

based on barriers. 
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(78) y is a barrier for /S iff (a) or (b) : 

a. Y is a maximal projection which immediately 

dominates 6, 5 a non-L-marked maximal 

projection dominating /3. (definition of barrier 

by inheritance). 

b. y is a non-L-marked maximal projection 

dominating jS, y^sIP. (definition of inherent 

barrier). 

(Chomsky 1986a:14) 

(79) a governs /8 iff a m-commands jS and there is no y, y 

a barrier for /8, such that y excludes or. 

(Chomsky 1986a:9) 

(80) (3 is subjacent to a iff there are fewer than two 

barriers for jS that exclude a. 

(Chomsky 1986a:30) 

Following Pesetsky's (1987) classification of D-linked 

and non-D-linked elements, Cinque (1990) divides phrases into 

referential and nonreferential. If what is moved is 

referential, the chain formed by the element and its trace is 

subject to the binding theory. If what is moved is 

nonreferential, the chain formed by the element and its trace 

is subject to antecedent government. Cinque (1990) also 

argues against Chomsky's definitions of government and 

Subjacency based on the number difference of barriers. He 

instead proposes the following definitions of barriers for 
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government and binding. 

(81) Definition of barrier for government 

Every maximal projection that fails to be directly 

selected by a category nondistinct from [+V] is 

a barrier for government. (Cinque 1990:42) 

(82) Definition of barrier for binding 

Every maximal projection that fails to be (directly 

or indirectly) selected in the canonical direction 

by a category nondistinct from [+V] is a barrier for 

binding. (Cinque 1990:42) 

According to Cinque, the categories nondistinct from [+V] 

include V, I and C. 'Direct selection' in Cinque's definition 

is a notion that, for lexical categories, means direct s-

selection, and for nonlexical categories, direct c-selection. 

By direct c-selection, I and V are selected by C and I 

respectively and IP and CP are not barriers, which is 

different from Chomsky's definition. 

Cinque's definition of the ECP is as follows: 

(83) Definition of the ECP 

A nonpronominal EC must be properly head-governed by 

a head nondistinct from [+V]. (Cinque 1990:49) 

Here, we have reviewed Chomsky's (1986a) and Cinque's 

(1990) definitions of barriers. Based on these definitions, 

the phenomena of topicalization in Mandarin related to 

Subjacency summarized in (52-53)7(63-64) will be discussed in 
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the following sections. 

2.5.3.2 The Sentential Subject Constraint 

As we have noted, topicalization out of a sentential 

subject in Mandarin is grammatical and movement is indeed 

involved since extraction of adverbials is possible. Now the 

problem is how to explain this phenomenon within the current 

theory. First, let's examine the examples in (47)/(66c) and 

(67b), repeated in (84a-b), based on Chomsky's (1986a) 

definition of barriers. 

(84) a. Lisij, wo renwei [cpCcp Zhangsan qu kan tj] 

Lisi I think Zhangsan go see 

zui heshi]. 

most proper 

'Lisi, I think it is most appropriate for 

Zhangsan to see (him).' 

b. Mingtian, wo renwei [cpCcp Zhangsan qu kan 

tomorrow I think Zhangsan go see 

Lisi] zui heshi]. 

Lisi most proper 

'Tomorrow, I think it is most appropriate for 

Zhangsan to see Lisi.' 

Here, we assume that the landing site of the topic is [Spec, 

CP], for which we will provide evidence to justify in Chapter 
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4. If we follow Chomsky's definition of barriers, the 

movement history of (84a) should be as (85). 

(85) [cpi Lisij [ipi wo [ypi tj"" [ypi renwei [cpj 

' fiP2 tcP3 ^i" f-iP3 Zhangsan [vp2 [vp2 cju 

kan tj] ] ] ] zui heshi] ] ] ] ] ] . 

In (85), the object within the sentential subject, i.e. CPj, 

first adjoins to VPj, the VP of the sentential subject. No 

barrier is crossed. It then moves to [Spec, CPj] , crossing 

IP3, not a barrier either. It then moves from [Spec, CP3] to 

[Spec, CPj] , crossing CP3 and IP2. CP3 is a barrier inherently 

because it is a sentential subject and is not L-marked (I is 

not a lexical category) and IP2 is a barrier by inheritance. 

That is, two barriers are crossed and Subjacency is violated. 

Hence, according to Chomsky (1986a), (84a) should be 

ungrammatical. However the sentence is acceptable. 

Similarly, (84b) is predicted to be ungrammatical by Chomsky's 

definition of barriers, as shown in (86) . The offending 

movement is from [Spec, CP3] to [Spec, CPj] , crossing two 

barriers, namely CP3 and IPj.^' 

^^If we assume with Baltin (1982) and Lasnik & Saito 
(1992) that topicalization involves IP-adjunction, which is 
prohibited in Chomsky (1986a), the situation is different. 
The movement structure of (84a) will be (i) and that of (84b) 
will be (ii). 

(i) [jpi liisij [jpj wo [ypi tj"" tvpi renwei [cp2 tiP2 
' Uf2 [cp3 [iP3 [iP3 Zhangsan [ypz tj' [vp2 

qu kan tj] ] ] ] ] zui heshi] ]]]]]] . 
(ii) [,pi Mingtian; [ipj wo [ypi t-,"' [ypi renwei [cpj 
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(86) [cpi Mingtiaiij [[p, wo [ypi tj"' [ypi renwei [(-p, 

Cj" [jpj [cp3 ' [ip3 ZhsngssH [vP2 fvp2 kan 

Lisi]]]] zui heshi]]]]]]. 

A possibility to solve this problem is to adopt Lasnik & 

Saito's (1992:102) assumption that A'-binders are not barriers 

for further extraction. If we assume that the sentential 

subject raises (overtly) to adjoin to IP, which is invisible 

in overt word order, the barrierhood of the CP of the 

sentential subject would be voided and the IP dominating it 

would not be a barrier either. However, this analysis 

requires the stipulation that a sentential subject must move 

to adjoin to IP without motivation. 

Since Chomsky's definition of barriers does not make the 

correct prediction without stipulation, let's turn to Cinque's 

definition of barriers. 

Uv2 ^i" tiP2 tcP3 fiP3 ^i' tjps Zhangsan [ypz tj 
[vp2 qu kan Lisi] ] ] ] ] zui heshi] ]]]]]] . 

In (i) , one barrier, namely CP3, is crossed when moving from 
IP3-adjxinct position to adjoin to IP2; and another barrier, 
namely CPj, is crossed when moving from IPj-adjunct position to 
adjoin to VPi. Subjacency is not violated according to 
Chomsky. The ECP is not violated either since the object 
trace is theta-governed by the verb kan 'see'. Hence, (84a) 
is grammatical. (84b) is different. Similar to (84a), 
Subjacency is not violated in (84b). But, the topic in (84b) 
is an adjunct. Its trace is not theta-govemed and not y-
marked at S-structure; hence, antecedent-government is 
required. No barrier should be crossed between any two 
traces. However, similar to (84a), two of the movements cross 
one barrier and the ECP is violated. That is, (84b) should be 
ungrammatical, contrary to fact. The IP-adjunction hypothesis 
does not make the correct prediction either. 
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According to Cinque (1990), if the element involved is 

referential, the chain formed by the element and its trace is 

subject to the binding theory. If the element involved is 

nonreferential, the chain formed by the element and its trace 

is subject to antecedent government. In (84a), the topic Lisi 

is referential. No successive cyclic movement is necessary. 

What needs to be examined is whether the chain formed by the 

topic and its trace is subject to the binding theory, as in 

(87) . 

(87) [QPJ Lisij [[pj wo [ypi renwei CcP2 fiP2 ̂ cps CiP3 

Zhangsan [ypj qu kan t,] ] ] [ypz zui heshi] ] ] ] ] ] . 

The maximal projections on the path from the object trace in 

the sentential subject to [Spec, CPi] are all directly or 

indirectly selected: VPj is c-selected by the head of IP3, 

which in turn is c-selected by the head of CP3, which in turn 

is indirectly s-selected (theta-marked) by VPj, and IP2 is c-

selected by the head of CP,, which in turn is L-marked by the 

head of VPi, which in turn is c-selected by the head of IPj. 

The problem here is that although CP3 is s-selected by the 

head of VPj, it is not selected in the canonical direction 

since the verb in Mandarin governs to the right, not to the 

left. According to Cinque, every maximal projection that 

fails to be (directly or indirectly) selected in the canonial 

direction by a category nondistinct from [+V] is a barrier for 
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binding. CP3 in (87) should be a barrier for binding. 

However, Cinque adds the canonical condition to the definition 

of barriers for binding only to explain some ungrammaticality 

caused by the sentential subject, which as Cinque notes is a 

milder island than other strong islands. If we assume that 

the canonical requirement in Cinque's definition of barriers 

for binding is parametric and Mandarin does not have this 

requirement, then (84a) is grammatical. 

Now let's turn to (84b), the example of adverbial 

extraction from the sentential subject. As adverbials are 

nonreferential, successive cyclic movement is required and the 

chain formed is subject to antecedent government, as in (88) . 

(88) [cpi Mingtianj [ipi wo [ypi renwei Ecpz tiP2 tcps [iP3 

Zhangsan [yps tj [yps qu kan Lisi] ] zui heshi] . 

The maximal projections on the path from the trace of the 

adverbial in the sentential subject to [Spec, CPj] are all 

directly or indirectly selected: VP3 is c-selected by the head 

of IP3, which in turn is c-selected by the head of CP3, which 

is indirectly s-selected (theta-marked) by VPj, and IP^ is c-

selected by the head of CPj, which in turn is L-marked by the 

head of VPi, which in turn is c-selected by the head of IP,. 

The problem here is also CP3, which is only indirectly not 

directly s-selected. According to Cinque, every maximal 

projection that fails to be directly selected by a category 
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nondistinct from [+V] is a barrier for government. CP3 in 

(88) should thus be a barrier for government. But as argued 

by Huang (1982a), INFL in Mandarin is a lexical category and 

can properly govern the subject trace in [Spec, IP]. If this 

is correct, and if we modify Cinque's definition of barriers 

for government as in (89) , CP3 is not a barrier for government 

any more. 

(89) Definition of barrier for government (revised) 

Every maximal projection that fails to be directly 

selected by a category nondistinct from [+V] or 

governed by a lexical INFL is a barrier for 

government. 

The second part of (89), i.e. the part added, may seem 

category-specific. But considering the specific property of 

INFL in Mandarin argued by Huang, it is not implausible to add 

such a specific rule. 

Another way to solve the problem under Cinque's system is 

also to adopt Lasnik & Saito's (1992) assumption and raise the 

sentential subject to adjoin to IP to void the barrierhood of 

the CP of the sentential sxibject. Again, this requires 

stipulation. 

In summary, the legitimate extraction from the sentential 

subject in Mandarin cannot be accounted for by either 

Chomsky's (1986a) or Cinque's (1990) definition of barriers 
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without stipulation or modification. Apparently, how to 

account for the lack of the SSC in Mandarin needs further 

research. 

2.5.3.3 NPs with Relative Clauses 

As we have discussed, R-CNPs in Mandarin can be divided 

into three types: BR-CNP, DR-CNP and RD-CNP. If the R-CNP is 

in the object position of a verb, extraction out of all the 

three types is impossible. If the R-CNP is in the subject 

position, extraction out of a BR-CNP is possible and out of a 

DR-CNP or a RD-CNP is impossible. In this section, we will 

try to explain this difference within the theory of barriers. 

Tang (1990a, 1990b), following Abney (1987), argues that 

a determiner phrase (DP) is required to capture certain 

similarities between clauses and noun phrases. She further 

argues that to account for the facts of noun phrases in 

Mandarin, a functional category 'klassifier' (K) should be 

posited and that KP subcategorizes an NP complement and is 

subcategorized by the head of DP. The structure of a DP in 

Mandarin is illustrated in (90). 

(90) [dp to' n.a] [[y> ben] [|^ [n* shu] ]]]]]] 

that CL book 

'that book' 

In the following, we assume Tang's DP hypothesis while 
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discussing the cases of R-CNPs within the theory of barriers. 

First, let's take a look at R-CNPs in the object 

position. (34b-d) are examples of BR-CNP, DR-CNP and RD-CNP 

respectively, repeated in {91a-c) with DP structure. 

(91) a. *Zhangsani Lisi hen [QPCCP ^i/j xihuan tyj de] 

Zhangsan Lisi hate like DE 

renj] . 

person 

(i) 'Zhangsan, Lisi hates the people who like 

(him).' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, Lisi hates the people whom (he) 

likes.' 

b. *Zhangsani, wo renshi [qp na [^p ge [np [c? tj 

Zhangsan I know that CL 

j ieshao tj de] mishuj] ] ] . 

recommend DE secretary 

'Zhangsan, I know the secretary whom (he) 

recommended.' 

c. *Zhangsani, wo renshi [DP[CP j ieshao tj de] 

Zhangsan I know recommend DE 

[p na [RP ge [^jp mishuj] ] ] . 

that CL secretary 

'Zhangsan, I know the secretary whom (he) 

recommended.' 
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In Chomsky's (1986a) barrier system, Subjacency is 

violated in {91a-c) because in each of the sentences more than 

one barrier is crossed at a time. Ola) is ungrammatical 

because, if the relative CP adjoins to D' , the relative CP is 

a barrier since it is not L-marked and the DP dominating it, 

although L-marked by the verb, is a barrier by inheritance; if 

the relative CP adjoins to K' , the relative CP is an inherent 

barrier and the KP dominating it is a barrier by inheritance; 

and if the relative CP adjoins to N', the relative CP is an 

inherent barrier and the NP dominating it is a barrier by 

inheritance. (91b) is ungrammatical because the relative CP 

is an inherent barrier and the NP dominating it is a barrier 

by inheritance. (91c) is ungrammatical because the relative 

CP is an inherent barrier and the DP dominating it is a 

barrier by inheritance. 

In Cinque's barrier system, (91a-c) violate the binding 

theory because the relative CP is always a barrier as it is an 

adjunct and not selected in any way and the NP and KP are also 

barriers as they are selected by a [-V] category. 

Now let's turn to R-CNPs in the subject position. (3 6a-

b), (37b) and (37c) are examples of BR-CNP, DR-CNP and RD-CNP 

respectively, repeated in (92a-d) with DP structure. 
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( 9 2 )  a. Zhangsarij, [QPCCP renshi ej,-, de] rerij] 

Zhangsan know DE person 

hen duo. 

very many 

(i) 'Zhangsan, the people (he) knows are 

many.' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, the people who know (him) are 

many.' 

b. Zhangsan;, wo zhidao [cptoptcp Syj Jrenshi Cj/j 

Zhangsan I know know 

de] renj] hen duo] . 

DE person very many 

(i) 'Zhangsan, I know that the people (he) 

knows are many.' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, I know that the people who know 

(him) are many.' 

c. * Zhangsan;, wo zhidao [^p na [^p ge Lnp [cp ©i 

Zhangsan I know that CL 

jieshao ej de] mishUj] ] ] hen nenggan. 

recommend DE secretary very capable 

'Zhangsan, I know the secretary whom (he) 

recommended is very capable.' 
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d. *?Zhangsani, wo zhidao [qp tcp ®i jieshao ej de] 

Zhangsan I know recommend DE 

[q na [kp ge [^p mishuj] ] ] ] hen nenggan. 

that CL secretary very capable 

'Zhangsan, I know the secretary whom (he) 

recommended is very capable.' 

Under Chomsky's barrier system, {92a-d), like (91a-c), 

all violate Subjacency because the relative CP is a barrier 

inherently and the XP (i.e. the DP, KP or NP) dominating it is 

a barrier by inheritance. Under Cinque's barrier system, 

(92a-d) all violate the binding theory because the relative CP 

is an adjunct and is always unselected. Now the problem is 

that {92a-b), instances of BR-CNPs in the subject position, 

are grammatical. How should we explain this? 

Remember that, as discussed in 2.5.2, movement out of a 

BR-CNP in the subject position is allowed only when the 

predicate is a quantitative predicate like hen duo 'very 

many' . The examples in contrast to (92a-b) were given in (69-

71) , repeated in (93-95) . (93a-c) and (94a-b) are examples of 

adverbial extraction and (95a-b) argument extraction. 

(93) a. *? [Zai Taibei];, wo zhidao [NP[CP Zhangsan t; 

in Taipei I know Zhangsan 

renshi de] renj] hen youqian. 

know DE person very rich 



'In Taipei, I know the people who Zhangsan 

knows are very rich.' 

b. *? [Zai zhe-ge chitangjj, Lisi gaosu wo [NPCCP 

in this-CL pond Lisi tell I 

ta tj zhuadao tj de] yuj] dou hen haochi. 

he catch DE fish all very delicious 

'In this pond, Lisi told me that the fish he 

caught were delicious.' 

c. *Zoutiani, wo zhidao [NP[CP Zhangsan 

yesterday I know Zhangsan 

jian-guo tj de] renj] hen youqian. 

see-Exp DE person very rich 

'Yesterday, I know/knew the people who Zhangsan 

saw are very rich.' 

(94) a. * [Zai Taibei]wo zhidao [npLcp Zhangsan t; 

in Taipei I know Zhangsan 

renshi ej de] renj] lai le. 

know DE person come LE 

'In Taipei, I know/knew the people who Zhangsan 

met came.' 

b. *Zoutiani, wo zhidao [NPCCP Zhangsan ti 

yesterday I know Zhangsan 

jian-guo ej de] renj] lai le. 

see-Exp DE person come LE 



'Yesterday, I know/knew the people who Zhangsan 

saw came.' 

(95) a. *?Zhangsanj, wo zhidao [np [cp tj renshi ej de] 

Zhangsan I know know DE 

renj] hen youqian. 

person very rich 

'Zhangsan, I know the people whom (he) knows 

are very rich.' 

b. *Zhangsanj, wo zhidao [npCcp renshi ej de] 

Zhangsan I know know DE 

renj] lai le. 

person come LE 

'Zhangsan, I know the people whom (he) knows 

came.' 

What is peculiar is that quantitative predicates such as 

hen duo 'very many/much' do not take proper names and pronouns 

as their subjects, as in (96a-b) . The only NPs with 

demonstratives that they take as siibjects are NPs with generic 

classifiers such as zhong 'kind', as in (97a-c). 

(96) a. *Lisi hen duo. 

Lisi very many 

b. *Tamen hen duo. 

they very many 
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(97) a. Jiaoshi-li ren hen duo. 

classroom-in person very many 

'There are many people in the classroom.' 

b. *Naxie ren hen dou. 

those person very many 

c. Na-zhong pingguo hen duo. 

that-kind apple very many 

'There are many apples of that kind.' 

The examples in (96) and (97) indicate that the subject of the 

quantitative predicate may be generic and may not be specific 

or definite. However, (98) indicates that the subject of the 

quantitative predicate may be specific and definite. It seems 

that the subject of the quantitative predicate may be specific 

and definite and must be something quantifiable. 

(98) Ta-de qian hen duo. 

he-Poss money very many 

'He has a lot of money.' 

There are two possible analyses for the cases of BR-

CNPs in the subject position of quantitative predicates but 

neither of them can explain this phenomenon perfectly. 

The first possible analysis is based on Lasnik & Saito's 

(1992:102) assumption that A'-binders are not barriers for 

further extraction. If we assume that the subject of a 

quantitative predicate has to undergo QR (overtly) and adjoins 

to IP (May 1985), which is invisible in the overt word order, 
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the barrierhood of the DP in (92a-b) may be voided. In this 

case, topicalization out of the QR-ed BR-CNP only crosses one 

barrier, namely the relative CP. Under this analysis, {92a-b) 

is grammatical in Chomsky's barrier system because Subjacency 

is not violated; but the sentences are still ungrammatical in 

Cinque's system because the binding of the traces by the 

topics is blocked by the barrier. Moreover, extraction of 

adverbials out of BR-CNPs in the subject position of 

quantitative predicates is possible, e.g. (68a-c) , repeated in 

{99a-c). The trace of the adverbial must be antecedent-

governed, which is impossible under both Chomsky's and 

Cinque's system even with Lasnik & Saito's adjunction 

hypothesis because the relative CP is a barrier. 

(99) a. [Zai Taibei];, wo zhidao [npCcp Zhangsan tj 

in Taipei I know Zhangsan 

renshi tj de] renj] hen duo. 

know DE person very many 

'In Taipei, I know the people who Zhangsan 

knows are many.' 

b. [Zai zhe-ge chitang];, Lisi gaosu wo [NP[CP ta 

in this-CL pond Lisi tell I he 

tj zhuadao tj de] yuj] hen duo. 

catch DE fish very many 
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'In this pond, Lisi told me that the fish he 

caught were many.' 

c. Zoutianj, wo zhidao [NP [CP Zhangsan tj 

yesterday I know Zhangsan 

jian-guo tj de] renj] hen duo. 

see-Exp DE person very many 

'Yesterday, I know/knew the people who Zhangsan 

saw are many.' 

If there is a way to void the barrierhood of the relative 

CP, which we do not know presently and will not discuss 

here,^ (92a-b) and (99a-c) may be explained with the 

stipulation that only the subject of a quantitative predicate 

may be QR-ed to adjoin to IP. 

The second possible analysis is to appeal to the theories 

of specificity condition. A well-known problem regarding 

specificity is the contrast in grammaticality between 

extraction out of a specific NP and a non-specific NP, as 

illustrated in (lOOa-b) vs (lOla-b). 

(101) a. WhOi did you see pictures of tj? 

b. WhO; did you see a picture of tj? 

^If we assume that the [Spec, CP] of a relative clause is 
occupied by an empty operator coindexed with the relative head 
and that multiple specifiers are possible (Chomsky 1995), the 
relative CP will have two specifiers and the topic may move 
through the outer Spec. If we further assume May's (1985) and 
Chomsky's (1986a) exclusion/inclusion in dominance, the 
barrierhood of the relative CP may be dispensed. 
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(101) a. *WhOj did you see the/that/this/John's 

picture of tj? 

b. *WhOi did you see every/most/each 

picture (s) of Cj? 

Karimi (1996) suggests that, under the DP hypothesis, the 

[Spec, DP] of the object in (lOla-b) is filled either with a 

lexical item (e.g. a determiner, a demonstrative, or a 

quantifier) or with the feature [+specific] and in (lOOa-b), 

the [Spec, DP] of the object is empty. When the [Spec, DP] is 

empty, it can be used as an escape hatch for extraction out of 

the DP. When it is filled, no such escape hatch is available 

and Subjacency is violated. 

As mentioned above, although the subjects of quantitative 

predicates may be definite or specific, they cannot be proper 

names or pronouns and if with demonstratives they can only be 

NPs with generic classifiers. Although the subject may be NPs 

with possessive NP specifiers as in (98), repeated in (102), 

no other determiner is allowed to precede or follow the 

possessive specifier, e.g. in (103a-b), which is normally 

allowed in NPs of Mandarin, e.g. (104a-b). 

(102) Ta-de qian hen duo. 

he-Poss money very many 

'He has a lot of money.' 
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(103) a. *Na-yi-dai ta-de qian hen duo. 

that-one-bag he-Poss money very many 

(lit.) 'That bag of his money is a lot.' 

b. *Ta-de na-yi-dai qian hen duo. 

he-Poss that-one-bag money ve3ry many 

(lit.) 'That bag of his money is a lot.' 

(104) a. Na-san-ben ta-de shu, wo mai le. 

that-three-CL he-Poss book I buy LE 

'Those three books of his, I bought.' 

b. Ta-de na-san-ben shu, wo mai le. 

he-Poss that-three-CL book I buy LE 

'His three books, I bought.' 

The possessive NP in the DP may appear in [Spec, DP] or in 

[Spec, NP] in Mandarin, as shown in (104a-b) . The ill-

formedness of (103a) indicates that the [Spec, DP] cannot be 

filled and the ill-formedness of (103b) indicates that the 

possessive NP cannot appear in [Spec, DP] . That is, the 

[Spec, DP] of the subject of a quantitative predicate must be 

empty. If we assume that the [Spec, DP] of the sxibject of a 

quantitative predicate is always empty and those of other 

predicates are always filled with a lexical item or with the 

feature [+specific] since the subject in Mandarin must be 

specific (e.g. Li & Thompson 1981), extraction out of the 

subject of a quantitative predicate may have [Spec, DP] as an 

escape hatch but extraction out of the subject of other 
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predicates may not. 

However, even the assumption that the [Spec, DP] of the 

subject of a quantitative predicate must be empty does not 

help the cases of BR-CNPs in the subject position, for the 

relative CP is still a barrier for antecedent government in 

either Chomsky's or Cinque's system. If there is a way to 

dispense the barrierhood of the relative CP, we still have to 

deal with the barrierhood of the subject DP, as discussed 

above. 

In summary, the contrast in grammaticality between a BR-

CNP in the subject position of a quantitative predicate and 

other cases of R-CNPs cannot be explained without stipulation 

and future research is required. 

2.5.3.4 Complex NPs with Complement Clauses and Possessive NPs 

As we have concluded in 2.4, topicalization out of 

complex NPs with complement clauses and possessive NPs in 

Mandarin is impossible. Like the complex NPs in English and 

other languages, this can be well-explained in both Chomsky's 

and Cinque's barrier system. (21a), repeated in (105a), is an 

example of complex NP with complement clause and (21c), 

repeated in (105b) , is an example of complex NP with 

possessive NP. 
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(105) a. * Zhangsarii Lisi zhidao [NP [CP tj zuotian 

Zhangsan Lisi know yesterday 

da Wangwu de] shiqing]. 

beat Wangwu DE matter 

'Zhangsan, Lisi knows the fact that (he) 

beat Wangwu yesterday.' 

b. *Zhangsani Lisi xihuan [NP [N? t-,] fuqin] . 

Zhangsan Lisi like father 

'Zhangsan, Lisi likes (his) father.' 

The movement structures of (105a-b) based on Chomsky's 

barriers are in (106) and (107) respectively. In (106), the 

problem comes from the movement from [Spec, CP2] to adjoin to 

the matrix VP. The movement crosses two barriers, namely CP2 

and NP. CPj is not L-marked because N is a defective L-marker 

(Chomsky 1986a, Grimshaw 1990, Cinque 1990) and hence a 

barrier; the NP, although it is L-marked by the matrix verb, 

is a barrier by inheritance. 

(106) [cpi Zhangsan; [,pi Lisi [yp t;" [y? zhidao [^p 

In (107) , no barrier is crossed by the movement from the 

possessive NP position to [Spec, CP] The problem comes from 

the trace, which is not theta-governed by N since they are not 

sisters. That is, the ECP is violated. 

[n-[cP2 tiP2 zuotian da Wangwu] de] [^ 

shiqing] ]]]]]] 
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(107) [cp Zhangsan; [jp Lisi [yp t/ [yp xihuan 

[^NPi I^NP2 tj] [N- fuqin] ] ] ] ] ] . 

In Cinque's system, (105a) is ill-formed because the CP 

within the complex NP, i.e. CPj in (106), is not selected by 

a category nondistinct from [+V] since CP, is theta-marked by 

a noun, a [-V] category. CPj hence is a barrier for the 

binding between the topic and its trace. (105b) is ill-formed 

in Cinque's system because the ECP is violated: the trace is 

not properly governed by a head nondistinct from [+V]. 

2.5.3.5 The Adj unct Condition 

As for adjuncts, Huang (1982a) notes that coindexation of 

the topic and a gap within an adjunct is impossible, e.g. 

(50) , repeated in (108) . Adjuncts are not L-marked or 

selected in any way. Hence, an adjunct CP is a barrier for 

both binding and government in Cinque's definition. (108) is 

thus ungrammatical. 

(108) *Zhangsanj Lisi [yinwei wo meiyou qing ej 

Zhangsan Lisi because I Neg invite 

hen bugaoxing. 

very unhappy 

'Zhangsan, Lisi was very unhappy because I 

didn't invite (him).' 

The ill-formedness of (108) is also correctly predicted 
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by Chomsky's barrier system. The movement structure of (108) 

under Chomsky's theory is in (109) . The offending movement is 

the one from [Spec, CP^] to adjoin to VPi. CPj is a barrier 

because it is not L-marked and VPi^ is a barrier by 

inheritance. Two barriers are crossed and Subjacency is 

violated. 

(109) [cpi ZhangsaUj [jpi Lisi [ypia '^i"' CvpibtcP2 

tj" [c yinwei] [fp, w® meiyou [vp2 tj' [vp2 

qing tj] ] ] ] [ypic hen bugaoxing] ] ] ] ] ] 

2.5.3.6 The P/h-Island Constraint (WIC) 

As we have mentioned in 2.4.5, Huang (1982a) suggests 

that Mandarin does not respect the WIC, as illustrated in 

(51) , repeated in (110) . According to Huang, Mandarin does 

not have overt wh-movement; hence, at S-structure no wh-island 

exists and topicalization is not blocked in cases such as 

(110) . 

(110) Zhangsan;, wo xiangzhidao [^p shui da-le e;] 

Zhangsan I wonder who hit-LE 

'Zhangsan, I wonder who hit (him).' 

2.5.3.7 Summary 

In the sections above, we have discussed all the island 

constraints related to topicalization under Chomsky's and 
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Cinque's barrier systems. We find that, except the cases of 

sentential subjects and those of BR-CNPs in the subject 

position of quantitative predicates, all cases can be well-

explained under the barrier systems. In the cases of 

sentential subjects, the subject CP is a barrier in both 

Chomsky's and Cinque's system. To void its barrierhood, 

stipulation and/or modification of the definitions of barriers 

are needed. In the cases of BR-CNPs in the subject position 

of quantitative predicates, two barriers are involved, namely 

the subject DP and the relative CP. The former, like the 

subject CP of the sentential subject, can be dealt with by 

stipulation. The latter seems to be an unsurmountable 

obstacle because it is an adjunct. In summary, further 

research is needed to explain the cases of sentential subjects 

and those of BR-CNPs in the subject position of the 

quantitative predicates. 

2.5.4 The Occurrence of Resumptive Pronouns 

We have argued that topics in Mandarin are derived by 

movement. The topic trace is thus either a variable or an 

anaphor. It cannot be a pro or PRO, as shown by the example 

of strong crossover in (61), repeated in (111). If the trace 

were a pro or PRO, (111) should not show strong crossover 

effects and should be grammatical. 
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(111) *Lisij, ta; zhidao wo jian-guo e,. 

Lisi he know I see-Exp 

'Lisi, he knows that I saw (him) 

However, according to Jiang (1991), topic gaps in 

Mandarin can almost always be filled with resumptive pronouns. 

Xu Sc Langendoen (1985) also suggest that a topic may always 

have a pronominal co-indexed with it.^ (112) is an example. 

(112) (*?)Lisij Zhangsan xihuan ta; 

Lisi Zhangsan like he 

'Lisi, Zhangsan likes him.' 

As resumptive pronouns normally appear within islands, 

i.e., where movement is not available, the almost free 

occurrence of resumptive pronouns in Mandarin needs to be 

explained. Although (112) is acceptable to some speakers, it 

is not acceptable to me and other speakers, which also needs 

explanation. 

Resumptive pronouns have a couple of functions. First, 

resumptive pronouns can be used to disambiguate. For example, 

(36b), repeated in (113), is ambiguous. With a resumptive 

pronoun in the embedded subject or object position, the 

^Xu Sc. Langendoen (1985) also suggest that a topic may 
always have a nominal phrase co-indexed with it, e.g. (i) . 
But, in my judgment, (i) is better analyzed as composed of two 
discourse segments instead of one sentence. 

(i) Wu Xiangsheng wo renshi zhe-ge ren. 
Wu Mr. I know this-CL person 
'Mr. Wu, I know the guy. ' 
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sentence is not ambiguous any more, as in (I14a-b). 

(113) Zhangsan;, wo zhidao [cpCnpCcp renshi ey; 

Zhangsan I know know 

de] renj] hen duo] . 

DE person -verry many 

(i) 'Zhangsan, I know that the people (he) 

knows are many.' 

(ii) 'Zhangsan, I know that the people who know 

(him) are many.' 

(114) a. Zhangsan;, wo zhidao taj renshi de ren 

Zhangsan, I know he know DE person 

hen duo. 

very many 

'Zhangsan, I know the people he knows are 

many.' 

b. Zhangsan;, wo zhidao renshi ta; de ren 

Zhangsan, I know know he DE man 

hen duo. 

very many 

'Zhangsan, I know the people who know him 

are many.' 

Second, if the gap of the topic is within an island, a 

resumptive pronoun can remedy the sentence, e.g. (21a) 

(repeated in (115)) vs. (116) . 
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(115) *Zhangsanj Lisi zhidao [ffl,[cp e; zuotian da 

Zhangsan Lisi know yesterday beat 

Wangwu de] shiqing] . 

Wangwu DE matter 

'Zhangsan, Lisi knows the fact that (he) beat 

Wangwu yesterday.' 

(116) Zhangsan; Lisi zhidao taj zuotian da Wangwu 

Zhangsan Lisi know he yesterday beat Wangwu 

de shiqing. 

DE matter 

'Zhangsan, Lisi knows the fact that he 

beat Wangwu yesterday.' 

The acceptability of the resumptive pronoun strategy 

varies in the following situations. When Subjacency has to be 

obeyed, the resumptive pronoun strategy is completely 

acceptable; when the gap is in a sentential subject or a BR-

CNP in the subject position of a quantitative predicate, a 

resumptive pronoun may optionally be used; but when there is 

no Subjacency violation and no other purpose, the use of 

resumptive pronouns makes the sentence (e.g. (112)) less 

acceptable to some speakers, like myself. Apparently, the 

topic gap and the resumptive pronoun are not in complete 

complimentary distribution in Mandarin. Why is this so? 

Zaenen et al. (1981) suggest that the trace left behind 
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by a vh-movement may be 'spelled out' as a resumptive pronoun. 

The resumptive pronoun in this case still behaves like a trace 

and is syntactically bound by the wh-element. This is what is 

called 'syntactically bound resumptive pronoun'. If the 

syntactically bound resumptive pronoun is an option in 

Mandarin, the occurrence of resumptive pronouns in the topic 

constructions may be explained. That is, for some speakers, 

i.e. those who find (112) completely acceptable, the option of 

syntactically bound resumptive pronouns is always available. 

But for other speakers, i.e. those who find (112) marginal, 

the option of syntactically bound resumptive pronouns is 

available only when the resumptive pronoun is required for 

some purpose, e.g. to disambiguate. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we first defined that topics in Mandarin 

are the XPs in the pre-sxibject position and clarified that the 

focus of this study is gap-topics. We then reviewed the 

literature concerning topicalization in Mandarin and argued 

that topics in Mandarin are derived by movement. However, 

there are cases that are grammatical but violate the 

Subjacency Condition, namely cases of sentential subjects and 

BR-CNPs in the subject position of quantitative predicates, 

which we also argued to be derived by movement by providing 

examples of adverbial extraction. Although we tried to 
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analyze the two cases of Subjacency violation tinder Chomsky's 

(1986a) and Cinque's (1990) barrier systems, they cannot be 

explained without modification or stipulation. We also 

discussed the occurrence of resumptive pronouns in topic 

constructions and suggested that syntactically bound 

resumptive pronouns should be an option in Mandarin. 

In summary, the major finding of the study in this 

chapter is that gap-topics in Mandarin are indeed derived by 

movement and the problem for future research is: how to 

explain the phenomenon that Subjacency is not obeyed in 

extraction out of sentential subjects and BR-CNPs in the 

subject position of quantitative predicates. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

TOPICALIZATION IN MANDARIN: A VS A-BAR MOVEMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

The central issue of topicalization in Mandarin has long 

been how topics are derived: by movement or by base-

generation. Those who have argued that topics in Mandarin are 

derived by movement such as Huang {1982a, 1987), Li (1985, 

1990) and Shi (1992) , among others, normally assume with 

Chomsky (1977) that topicalization is an instance of A-bar or 

wh-movement. Qu (1994) to my knowledge is the only one that 

has examined the cases of topicalization in Mandarin based on 

Mahajan's (1990) criteria and claimed that clause-bound 

topicalization in Mandarin may be A or A-bar movement while 

long-distance topicalization is uniformly A-bar movement. 

In Chapter 2, we have shown that topics in Mandarin are 

derived by movement. In this chapter, we are going to discuss 

the A/A-bar properties of topicalization in Mandarin and show 

that it is uniformly A-bar movement, contrary to Qu's claim. 

At the same time, we will provide explanations to those 

phenomena that seem to indicate that topicalization in 

Mandarin is an instance of A-movement. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In 3.2, 

we discuss the A/A-bar properties of topicalization in 

Mandarin based on Mahajan's (1989, 1990) criteria and reach 
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the conclusion, that topicalization in Mandarin, clause-botind 

and long-distance, may be A or A-bar movement. In 3.3, we 

however reexamine the data and the A/A-bar properties of 

topicalization in Mandarin and claim that it is uniformly A-

bar movement. In 3.4, we discuss the motivation of 

topicalization in Mandarin and give an explanation to the data 

that seem to indicate that topicalization in Mandarin is an 

instance of A-movement. Our findings and analysis in this 

chapter are summarized in 3.5. 

3.2 A/A-bar Properties of Topicalization in Mandarin: 

Mahajan's (1989, 1990) Criteria 

Mahajan (1989, 1990), based on the phenomena of weak 

crossover, anaphor binding, and reconstruction, suggests that 

clause-bound scrambling in Hindi can be either A or A-bar 

movement while long-distance scrambling is necessarily A-bar 

movement. In this section, we examine the data of 

topicalization in Mandarin based on Mahajan's criteria and see 

whether it is A or A-bar movement. In 3.2.1, we examine the 

data of clause-bound topicalization in Mandarin based on the 

phenomena of weak crossover, anaphor binding, and 

reconstruction. In 3.2.2, we discuss the cases of long

distance topicalization. 
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3.2.1 Clause-Bound Topicalization in Mandarin 

In this section, we discuss the A/A-bar properties of 

clause-bound topicalization in Mandarin based on the phenomena 

of weak crossover in 3.2.1.1, anaphor binding in 3.2.1.2, and 

reconstruction in 3.2.1.3. 

3.2.1.1 Weak Crossover (WCO): an A-movement Diagnostic 

Weak crossover is the phenomenon illustrated by the 

contrasting possibilities of construing the pronouns in (la-b) 

and (2a-b) as bound variables. 

(1) a. WhO; [tj saw his-, mother at the festival]? 

b. Every manj saw his; mother at the festival. 

(2) a. *WhOi did hisj mother see tj at the festival? 

b. *HiSi mother saw every man; at the festival. 

Both who in (la) and every man in (lb) can bind the pronoun 

his. The pronoun in this case can be construed as a 

variable. But neither who nor the trace tj in (2a) and neither 

every man nor its LF trace in (2b) can bind the pronoun. The 

pronoun hence is not a bound variable. The ill-formedness of 

(2a) and (2b) has been termed 'the weak crossover (WCO) 

effect'.' 

'See, among others, Postal (1971), Wasow (1972), Chomsky 
(1976), Koopman & Sportiche (1982), Higginbotham (1980, 1983, 
1985) , Reinhart (1983) , Safir (1984) , May (1985) , and Barss 
(1994) for detailed discussion. 
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The WCO effect only appears in A-bar movement such as wh-

movement and quantifier raising, i.e. pronouns cannot be bound 

from the landing site of A-bar movement. It does not appear 

in A-movement, as illustrated in (3) and (4). 

(3) WhOj t'j seems to hiSj mother t; to have come. 

(4) Someone; seems to his; mother t; to have come. 

As the occurrence of the WCO effect depends on the A/A-

bar properties of the landing site, Mahajan (1989, 1990) uses 

the WCO effect as a diagnostic to determine whether the 

landing site of scrambling in Hindi is an A or A-bar position. 

He suggests that clause-bound scrambling in Hindi can be A 

movement because it does not cause weak crossover violations. 

The examples are given in (5) and (6) . 

(5) a. *uskiii bahin kis-ko; pyaar kartii 

his sister(SUB) who(DO) love do-imp-f 

thii? 

be-pst-f 

' *WhOi does herj sister loved?' 

b. *uskiij bahin sab-ko-, pyaar kartii 

their sister(SUB) everyone(DO) love do-imp-f 

thii? 

be-pst-f 

'•Theirj sister loved everyone;.' 
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(6) a. kis-ko; uskiij bahin tj pyaar kartii 

who(DO) his sister(SUB) love do-imp-f 

thii? 

be-pst-f 

b. sab-ko; uskii; bahin t; pyaar kartii 

everyone(DO) their sister(SUB) love do-imp-f 

thii? 

be-pst-f 

The ill-formedness of (5a) and (5b) results from the WCO 

effect because the in-situ vh-phrase and QP move to the 

clause-initial position at LF to obtain scope and bind the 

pronoun." But the WCO effect disappears if the wh-phrase and 

the QP are scrambled to the left of the pronoun, as in (Sa) 

and (6b) . This indicates that the landing sites of the wh-

phrase in (6a) and that of the QP in (6b) are A-positions. 

Similar to scrambling in Hindi, clause-bound 

topicalization in Mandarin does not exhibit the WCO effect, as 

shown in (7a) vs (7b) and (8a) vs (8b) . 

(7) a. *Tai-de mama zui tengai 

he-Poss mother most pamper 

"According to Simin Karimi (p.c.), the ill-formedness of 
(5a) and (5b) may also be attributed to the pronoun's 
preceding the wh-phrase and the QP at S-structure, which holds 
in Persian according to _Karimi and in Mandarin, as will be 
discussed in 3.3.2. 
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[na-ge xiaohai] {?^ 

which-CL child 

'*Which child; does hiS; mother pamper most?' 

b. [Na-ge xiaohai] j, taj-de mama zui 

which-CL child he-Poss mother most 

tengai 

pamper 

(8) a. *Wo xiang tamerij-de jiazhang biaoyang-guo 

I to they-Poss parents praise-Exp 

[suoyoude xuesheng];. 

all student 

'In front of their parents, I praised all the 

students.' 

(from Qu 1994:40) 

b. [Suoyoude xuesheng] j ,  wo dou xiang tamenj-de 

all student I all to they-Poss 

jiazhang baoyang-guo t;. 

parents praise-Exp 

(from Qu 1994:40) 

(7a) is ungrammatical when the pronoun ta 'he' is interpreted 

^Note that there is no overt vh-movement in Mandarin. 
The ill-formedness of (7a) does not result from t»^h-in-situ. 
But, as Simin Karimi (p.c.) points out, the deviance of (7a) 
and {8a) may result from the requirement that the antecedent 
of a pronoun must precede the pronoun at S-structure in 
Mandarin, which we discuss in 3.3.2. 
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as a variable bound by the wh-phrase na.-ge xiaohai 'which 

child' . That is, the pronoun cannot be boiind by the wh-phrase 

after wh-movement at LF; otherwise, it will cause the WCO 

effect. But after topicalizing the wh-phrase, as (7b), the 

sentence is acceptable/ Similarly, (8a) is ungrammatical if 

the pronoun tamen 'they' is interpreted as a variable bound by 

the QP suoyoude xuesheng 'all students' . That is, the pronoun 

cannot be bound by the QP after QR at LF; otherwise, it will 

induce the WCO effect.^ But after topicalizing the QP, the 

sentence is acceptable, as in (8b). This means that clause-

bound topicalization in Mandarin does not induce the WCO 

effect and the landing site may be an A-position. 

Another example that supports the claim that clause-bound 

topicalization in Mandarin does not exhibit the WCO effect is 

•^Qu (1994:127) claims that a wh-phrase with the 
interrogative reading cannot be topicalized. The well-
formedness of (7b) shows that Qu's claim is not correct, which 
is confirmed by the well-formedness of (i) , an example from 
Tang (1990:359). 

(i) ShUj, ta zhidao [t; mei lai] . 
who he know Neg come 
'(Lit.) Who, did he know did not come?' 

^There is a problem using (Sa) as an example for the WCO 
effect. Huang (1982a) calims that scope relations in Mandarin 
are decided by the c-command relations at S-structure. That 
is, QR does not exist in Mandarin. In this case, the ill-
formedness of (8a) does not result from the WCO effect. 
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in (9a) vs (9b) 

(9) a. * [Zhangsan du Sj zhiqian] , Lisi du le 

Zhangsan read before Lisi read LE 

[ n a - y i - b e n  s h u ] j .  

which-one-CL book 

'Before Zhangsan read (it) , which book did Lisi 

read?' 

b. [Na-yi-ben shu];, [Zhangsan du e; zhiqian], 

which-one-CL book Zhangsan read before 

Lisi du le tj. 

Lisi read LE 

'Which book, before Zhangsan read (it), Lisi 

read?' 

The gap in the adjunct clause in (9a-b) is argued to be 

an empty pronoun instead of a parasitic gap by Saito (1992) 

while discussing counterexamples of (9a-b) in Japanese, as 

shown in (lOa-b). 

(10) a. ?*[Masao-wa [pp Hanako-ga e; yomu mae-ni] 

Masao-Top Hanako-Nom read before 

[[dono hon-o]; yonda]] no? 

which book-Acc read Q 

^Again, as pointed out by Simin Karimi (p.c.), the ill-
formedness of (9a) and (10a) may also be attributed to the 
requirement that the antecedent of the pronoun has to precede 
the pronoun at S-structure. 
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'Masao [read [which book];] [before Hanako read 

e;] ?' 

b. [Dono hon-o] i [Masao-wa [pp Hanako-ga S; 

which book-Acc Masao-Top Hanako-Nom 

yomu mae-ni] [fcj yonda] ] no 

read before read Q 

'Which book;, [Masao [read tj] [before Hanako 

read e;] ] ' 

Saito's argument is that, in Chomsky (1986a), parasitic gaps 

involve movement of empty operators and their distribution is 

hence constrained by Subjacency. The fact that (11a) is 

grammatical and (lib) is a Subjacency violation indicates that 

the gap in the adjunct clause in (11a) (as well as in (lOa-b) ) 

is not a parasitic gap; otherwise Subjacency will be violated. 

Saito suggests that the gap in (11a) and (lOa-b) is an empty 

pronoun. If scrambling in Japanese were an instance of A-bar 

movement as assumed in Saito (1985) and Hoji (1985) and if the 

gap in (10b) is an empty pronoun, we would expect the WCO 

effect. However, (10b) is acceptable, which indicates that 

the landing site of the scrambled element is an A position in 

Japanese, as Saito (1992) concludes. 

(11) a. [Dono hon-o] i [Masao-wa [pp Hanako-ga [^p e; 

which book-Acc Masao-Top Hanako-Nom 
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kaita hito]-ni au mae-ni] [t; yonda] ] no? 

wrote person-to meet before read Q 

' [Which book] j, Masao [read tj [before Hanako 

met the person who wrote ej] ] ?' 

b. ?*[Dono hon-o] i [Hanako-wa [f^. ti kaita 

which book-Acc, Hanako-Top wrote 

hito]-ni atta] no? 

person-to meet Q 

' [Which book][Hanako met the person who 

wrote tj] ?' 

The same phenomenon parallel to that in (11a) and (lib) 

is found in Mandarin. (12a-b) are the same as (lla-b) in 

structure and grammaticality. Hence, the gap in the adjunct 

clause in (9a-b) and (12a) should be analyzed as an empty 

pronoun instead of a parasitic gap. If the gap in the adjunct 

clause in (9b) is an empty pronoun, the sentence should 

exhibit the WCO effect if the topic is in an A-bar position. 

But (9b) is acceptable, which indicates that the topic should 

be in an A-position. 

(12) a. [Na-yi-ben shu]i, [Zhangsan jiandao xie a; 

which-one-CL book Zhangsan see write 

de ren zhiqian] , Lisi yijing du-guo t; le? 

DE person before Lisi already read-Exp LE 
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'Which book, before Zhangsan saw the person who 

wrote (it), Lisi read already?' 

b. *[Na-yi-ben shu]j, Zhangsan jiandao xie ej 

which-one-CL book Zhangsan see write 

de ran? 

DE person 

'which book, Zhangsan saw the person who wrote 

(it)?' 

In summary, with respect to the WCO effect, the landing 

site of clause-bound topicalization in Mandarin may be an A-

position. 

3.2.1.2 Anaphor Binding: an A-movement Diagnostic 

Mahajan's (1989, 1990) second argument for clause-bound 

scrambling to be A-movement is based on the fact of anaphor 

binding in Hindi. His assumption is that if the landing site 

of the scrambled element is an A-position, the scrambled 

element should be able to bind a reflexive which is not bound 

by the scrambled element before scrambling takes place. The 

examples given by Mahajan are in (13a-b) . In (13a) , the 

reflexive apne is not bound by the direct object mohan-ko, 

which is a Condition A violation. In (13b) , mohan-ko is 

scrambled to the pre-subject position and there it binds the 

reflexive. The sentence is more acceptable. This indicates 
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that the scrambled element such as mohan-ko in (13b) may-

occupy an A-position. 

(13) a. */???apnei baccoN-ne mohan-ko; ghar se 

self's children(SUB) Mohan(DO) house from 

nikaal diyaa. 

throw give-perf 

'*Self's children threw Mohan out of the 

house.' 

b. ?mohan-kOi apne; baccoN-ne t; ghar se 

Mohan(DO) self's children(SUB) house from 

nikaal diyaa. 

throw give-perf 

Similar to scrambling in Hindi, the clause-bound topic in 

Mandarin may serve as an antecedent of a reflexive. In (14a) , 

where the reflexive ziji precedes shui 'who' or na-yi-ge 

xiaohai 'which child', which is a Condition A violation, the 

sentence is ungrammatical. But when shni/na-yi-ge xiaohai is 

topicalized, the sentence is much more acceptable, as in 

(14b) . That is, the topic in Mandarin can bind an anaphor, 

which indicates that the topic position may be an A position. 

(15a) and (15b) are another such examples. 

(14) a. * (Ta-) zijij-de mama bu xihuan 

he-self-Poss mother Neg like 
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[shui/na-yi-ge xiaohai];? 

who/which-one-CL child 

'Who/Which child does (he-)self's mother not 

like?' 

b. [Na-yi-ge xiaohai/?Shui](ta-) zijij-de 

which-one-CL child/who he-self-Poss 

mama bu xihuan t{? 

mother Neg like 

'Which child/Who, (he-)self's mother does not 

like?' 

(15) a. *Lian zijij-de laoshi dou qiaobuqi tamen;.^ 

even self-Poss teacher all despite them 

'Even self's teacher despites them.' 

b. Tamenj, lian zijij-de laoshi dou qiaobuqi 

they even self-Poss teacher all despite 

ti-

'The complex reflexive tamen-ziji 'they-self can be used 
in this example, as in (ib) . However, in this case, ziji may 
function as an intensifier instead of a reflexive and the 
sentence becomes grammatical even when tamen-ziji precedes 
tamen, as in (ia). 

(i) a. Lian tamen-zijij-de laoshi dou qiaobuqi 
even they-self-Poss teacher all despite 
tamenj. 
them 
'Even they-self's teacher despites them.' 

b. Tamen;, lian tamen-zijij-de laoshi dou 
they even tamen-self-Poss teacher all 
qiaobuqi. 
despite 
'Them, even they-self's teacher despites.' 
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'Them, even self's teacher despites.' 

In summary, with repect to anaphor binding, the landing 

site of clause-bound topicalization in Mandarin may be an A 

position. 

3.2.1.3 Reconstruction:® an A-bar Movement Diagnostic 

In addition to the claim that clause-bound scrambling in 

Hindi may be A-movement, Mahajan (1989, 1990) argues that 

clause-bound scrambling to the clause-initial position may 

also be A-bar movement. His argument is based on cases of 

anaphor binding reconstruction, as follows. 

(16a) is considered the base-generated word order in 

Hindi by Mahajan, in which the direct object can either be 

®Here and in the rest of this dissertation, the term 
'reconstruction' refers to the phenomenon where a moved 
element has to be bound in its base-generated position or in 
some intermediate position in which the element stops by 
during the derivation. How the phenomenon is analyzed does 
not concern us and will not be discussed in this dissertation. 

In the literature, two main approaches to the 
reconstruction phenomenon have been proposed. On the one 
hand, it has been proposed that a displaced phrase is 
literally put back to a previous movement site, as in 
Chomsky's (1976) treatment of certain cases, or the moved 
phrase leaves copies during the derivation, as in Chomsky 
(1993) . A variation of this approach is to assume the 
principles of binding theory to be 'anywhere' principles that 
can be satisfied at any point by the level of S-structure 
(Belletti and Rizzi 1988) or by pre-SPELLOUT (see Barss 1994). 
On the other hand, Barss (1986) has argued that reconstruction 
is best dealt with at S-structure by means of 'chain 
accessibility', according to which anaphors count as being 
bound by their antecedents as long as they are contained in a 
phrase whose trace is locally c-commanded by the antecedent. 
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bound by the subject or by the indirect object. If the direct 

object is scrambled over the indirect object to the post-

subject position, the direct object cannot be bound by the 

indirect object any more, as shown in (16b). 

(16) a. raam-ne; mohan-koj apnii;^ kitaab 

Ram(SUB) Mohan(10) self's book-f(DO) 

lOTaaii. 

return-perf-f 

'Ram returned self's book to Mohan.' 

b. raam-nej [apniii/,j kitaab] ̂ mohan-kOj 

Ram(SUB) self's book-f(DO) Mohan(IO) 

lOTaaii. 

retum-perf-f 

Similarly, if the direct object is scrambled to the post-

subject position. Binding Condition C effect disappears, as 

shown in (17a) vs (17b). In (17a), the direct object cannot 

be coindexed with the indirect object because it violates 

Condition C. But if the direct object is scrambled to the 

post-subject position as in (17b), the sentence becomes 

grammatical. 

(17) a, *Me-ne use; raamj-ki kitaab dii. 

I(SUB) him(IO) Ram-gen book-f give-perf-f 

'I gave to him Ram's book.' 
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b. Me-ne [raanii-ki kitaab]j usej tj dii. 

I (SUB) Ram-gen book-f him(IO) give-perf-f 

In Mahajan's analysis, the post-sxibject and pre-indirect 

object position, in which the scrambled direct objects in (16) 

and (17) are located, is an A-position because elements 

scrambled to that position can bind reflexives, as in (18a) vs 

(18b) . The contrast between (16a) vs (16b) and (17a) vs (17b) 

indicates that reconstioiction of the direct object to its 

base-generated position is impossible. Therefore, Mahajan 

suggests that there is no reconstruction under A-movement. 

(18) a. raam-ne; apnej/,j baccoN-ko Serj 

Ram(SUB) self's children(IO) tiger-m(DO) 

dikhaayaa. 

show-perf-m 

'Ram showed a tiger to self's children.' 

b. raam-ne; Serj apne;^ baccoN-ko 

Ram(SUB) tiger-m(DO) self's children(10) 

dikhaayaa. 

show-perf-m 

But, when the direct object is scrambled to the clause-

initial position, the situation is different. In (19), the 

direct object, a phrase with an anaphor, is fronted to the 

clause-initial position and the anaphor can still be bound by 

the subject. This indicates that the phrase containing the 
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anaphor can be reconstructed. Hence, Mahajan suggests that 

the movement of the direct object to the clause-initial 

position is an A-bar movement and reconstruction only occurs 

to A-bar movement. 

(19) [apniij/j kitaab] ̂ raam-ne; mohan-koj 

self's book-f(DO) Ram(SUB) Mohan(10) 

lOTaaii. 

return-perf-f 

'Ram returned self's book to Mohan.' 

The phenomenon of anaphor binding reconstruction found in 

Mandarin topic constructions is similar to scrambling to the 

clause-initial position in Hindi. For example, the 

topicalized anaphor ziji in (20a-b) can be bound by the 

subject Zhangsan in (20a) and shui 'who' in (20b) . If the 

anaphor is in an A position, we should expect Condition C 

violation. However, the sentences are grammatical. That is, 

what is topicalized should somehow be able to be reconstructed 

back to its base-generated position and the topic position in 

Mandarin should be analyzed as an A-bar position, according to 

Mahaj an. 

(20) a. Ta-zijij, Zhangsan; changchang piping t;. 

he-self Zhangsan frequently criticize 

'Himself, Zhangsan frequently criticizes.' 
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b. [Zijij-de erzi]j, shui; bu xihuan tj? 

self-Poss son who not like 

'Self's son, who doesn't like?' 

'Everyone likes his own son.' 

In summary, with respect to reconstruction effects, 

clause-bound topicalization in Mandarin should be analyzed as 

an A-bar movement. 

3.2.2 Long-Distance Topicalization in Mandarin 

In addition to the claim that clause-bound scrambling in 

Hindi may be A- or A-bar movement, Mahajan argues that long

distance scrambling (i.e., scrambling out of a finite clause) 

must be A-bar movement. His argument is based on the 

phenomena of weak crossover and anaphor binding. 

(21) is Mahajan's example of weak crossover. In (21), 

the embedded object wh-phrase moves over a coindexed pronoun--

the pronoun in the matrix subject phrase--to the initial 

position of the matrix clause. The sentence is ungrammatical, 

due to the WCO effect. According to Mahajan, this indicates 

that the landing site of long-distance scrambling in Hindi is 

an A-bar position. 

(21) *kis-kOi uskiij bahin-ne socaa Ccp ki 

who(EDO) his sister(SUB) thought that 
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raam-ne tj dekhaa thaa] 

Ram{ESUB) seen be-past 

' *Who did his sister think that Ram had seen?' 

(22) is Mahajan's example of anaphor binding. In (22), 

the embedded object phrase scrambles to the initial position 

of the matrix clause. Unlike cases of clause-bound 

scrambling, the scrambled object in this case cannot bind the 

anaphor in the matrix subject. According to Mahajan, this 

also indicates that the landing site of long-distance 

scrambling in Hindi is an A-bar position. 

(22) *mohan-kOi apniij bahin-ne socaa [c? ki 

Mohan(EDO) self's sister(SUB) thought that 

raam-ne tj dekhaa] . 

Ram(ESUB) saw 

'Mohan, self's sister thought that Ram saw.' 

The situation of long-distance topicalization in Mandarin 

is quite different. With respect to weak crossover, it seems 

that long-distance topicalization in Mandarin should be 

analyzed as an A-movement for it does not induce the WCO 

effect, as shown in (23a-b), in which the wh-phrase 

topicalized out of the embedded clause moves over a coindexed 

pronoun in the matrix subject position. 

(23) a. Na-yi-ge xiaohaij, taj-de mama renwei 

which-one-CL child he-Poss mother think 
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Lisi zui tengai tj? 

Lisi most pamper 

'Which child, his mother thinks that Lisi 

pampers (him) most?' 

b. Na-yi-ge ren;, taj-de mama renwei tj 

which-one-CL person he-Poss mother think 

shi yi-ge tiancai? 

be one-CL genius 

'Which person, his mother thinks (he) is a 

genius?' 

In the case of anaphor binding, long-distance 

topicalization in Mandarin also exhibits the characteristic of 

A-movement. For example, the topic in (24a-b), an R-

expression in (24a) and a pronoun in {24b) , can bind an 

anaphor in the matrix subject position, which indicates that 

the topic position is an A-position. 

(24) a. Na-yi-zhong renj, lian (ta-) zijij-de 

that-one-kind person even he-self-Poss 

fumu dou renwei [t; meiyou qiantu] 

parents all think Neg future 

'That kind of person, even (he-) self's parents 

think that (he) has no future.' 

b. Tamenj, lian (tamen-) zijij-de fumu dou 

they even they-self-Poss parents all 
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renwei [t; meiyou qiantu] 

think Neg future 

'They, even (they-)selfs parents think that 

(they) have no future.' 

However, when the topic is an anaphor, it seems that 

long-distance topicalization in Mandarin is an A-bar movement 

because reconstruction, Mahajan's diagnostic of A-bar 

movement, is involved, as shown in (25) . 

(25) (Ta-) zijij/j, Zhangsan; zhidao Lisij jingchang 

he-self Zhangsan know Lisi frequently 

piping tyj. 

criticize 

'(Him-)self, Zhangsan knows that Lisi criticizes 

frequently.' 

In summary, unlike scrambling in Hindi, long-distance 

topicalization in Mandarin may be analyzed as an A or A-bar 

movement according to Mahajan's criteria. 

Note that Qu (1994) does a similar study of 

topicalization in Mandarin based on Mahajan's criteria and 

reaches the conclusion that clause-bound topicalization in 

Mandarin may be A- or A-bar movement, similar to the 

conclusion we have reached, but long-distance topicalization 

in Mandarin is uniformly A-bar movement, different from our 

findings. The difference comes from Qu's arguments that long
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distance topicalization induces the WCO effect and that topics 

derived by long-distance movement cannot be the antecedents of 

anaphors. His examples of weak crossover are in (26a) vs 

(26b) (from Qu 1994:55). 

(26) a. *Wo gaosu-guo tamenj-de jiazhang [ni xihuan 

I tell-Exp they-Poss parent you like 

[suoyoude xuesheng];] . 

all student 

' I told their parents that you like all the 

students.' 

b. ?* [Suoyoude xuesheng]; wo gaosu-guo tamenj-de 

all student I tell-Exp they-Poss 

jiazhang [ni xihuan tj] . 

parent you like 

'All the students, I told their parents that 

you like.' 

(26a-b) however cannot count as evidence for the WCO 

effect in long-distance topicalization. First, in my 

judgment, (26b) is not so bad as marked by Qu. It deseirves a 

'??' at most. Second, if we change the phrase containing the 

pronoun, i.e. tamen-de jiazhang 'their parents', into an R-

expression as in (27) , the sentence is not improved in any 

way. The awkwardness of (26b) and (27) comes from extraction 

out of a complement clause of the ditransitive verb gaosu 
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'tell', not from the WCO effect. 

(27) ?? [Suoyoude xuesheng] j wo gaosu-guo Lisi [ni 

all student I tell-Exp Lisi you 

xihuan t;] . 

like 

'All the students, I told Lisi that you like.' 

Qu's examples of anaphor binding are in (28a-b) , from Qu 

(1994:56) . 

(28) a. *Zijii-de laoshi zhidao [wo biaoyang-guo 

self-Poss teacher know I praise-Exp 

[zhexie xuesheng];] . 

these student 

'Self's teachers know that I already 

praised these students.' 

b. *? [Zhexie xuesheng]; zijij-de laoshi zhidao 

these student self-Poss teacher know 

[wo biaoyang-guo tj] . 

I praise-Exp 

'These students, self's teachers know that I 

have already praised.' 

(28b) may be somewhat unacceptable. But the reason that 

it is unacceptable is not like what Qu argues--the topic is 

not in an A position and cannot bind the reflexive. If we 

change the simple reflexive ziji 'self in (28b) into the 
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complex reflexive tamen-ziji 'they-self , the sentence is much 

more acceptable, as in (29) , and if an emphatic marker such as 

lian...dou 'even...all' is used, the sentence is perfect, as 

in (30) . 

(29) ? [Zhexie xuesheng]; tamen-ziji—de laoshi 

these student they-self-Poss teacher 

zhidao [wo biaoyang-guo tj] . 

know I praise-Exp 

'These students, their own teachers know that I have 

already praised.' 

(30) Zhexie xuesheng; lian tamen-zijij-de laoshi 

these student even they-self-Poss teacher 

duo zhidao [wo biaoyang-guo tj] . 

all know I praise-Exp 

'These students, even their own teachers know that 

I have already praised.' 

The difference in acceptability between (28b) and (29-30) 

comes from the logophoric use of the anaphors in these 

sentences. We will argue in 3.3.1.1.2 that the anaphors in 

sentences such as (24a-b) and (29-30) are logophors. One of 

the functions of logophors is for emphasis. Reflexives with 

emphatic markers have more emphatic force and hence are more 

acceptable when used logophorically, e.g. in (30). 

In summary, the examples given by Qu (1994) are not 
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sufficient to support the claims that long-distance 

topicalization in Mandarin exhibits the WCO effect and that 

the topic derived by long-distance movement cannot serve as 

the antecedent of an anaphor. And our findings are that, 

unlike scrambling in Hindi, long-distance topicalization in 

Mandarin may be analyzed as A or A-bar movement according to 

Mahajan's criteria. However, in 3.3, we will reexamine the 

data and argue that topicalization in Mandarin, clause-bound 

and long-distance, is uniformly A-bar movement. 

3.3 Reexamining the A/A-bar Properties of Topicalization 

in Mandarin 

In 3.2, we have discussed the A/A-bar properties of 

topicalization in Mandarin based on Mahajan's (1989, 1990) 

criteria and concluded that, similar to clause-bound 

scrambling in Hindi, clause-bound topicalization in Mandarin 

may be A or A-bar movement; whereas, contrary to long-distance 

scrambling in Hindi, which is uniformly A-bar movement, long

distance topicalization in Mandarin may be A- or A-bar 

movement. However, according to Dayal (1994), Mahajan's 

argument is based on some problematic data and scrambling in 

Hindi, clause-bound and long-distance, should be uniformly A-

bar movement. In this section, we will reexamine the data of 

topicalization in Mandarin and argue that topicalization in 

Mandarin is uniformly A-bar movement. In 3.3.1, we reexamine 
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the cases of A-movement with respect to anaphor binding and 

weak crossover and in 3.3.2, we discuss the cases of A-bar 

movement by reexamining the data of reconstruction. 

3.3.1 A-movement 

In this section, we reexamine the cases of A-movement. 

We discuss the cases of anaphor binding in 3.3.1.1 and the 

cases of weak crossover in 3.3.1.2. 

3.3.1.1 Anaphor Binding 

In this section, we re-discuss the cases of anaphor 

binding. We first review the argument proposed by Dayal 

(1994) in 3.3.1.1.1, which argues that Mahajan's (1989, 1990) 

conclusion is incorrect and scrambling in Hindi should be 

uniformly A-bar movement. In 3.3.1.1.2, we reexamine the data 

of anaphor binding of topicalization in Mandarin and argue 

that the anaphors bound to the topic in the examples discussed 

above are not syntactic anaphors but logophors. 

3.3.1.1.1 Dayal (1994) 

Dayal (1994), contrary to Mahajan (1989, 1990), argues 

that scrambling in Hindi is an instance of A-bar movement 

only, not A-movement. Dayal's first argument is based on the 

assumption that A-bar movement is reconstructible and A-

movement is not, as shown in (31) vs (32). 
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(31) Which picture of himselfj did John; see tj? 

(32) John; appeared to himself; [t; to be winning the 

race] . 

Applying the assumption to the cases of scrambling in (33a-b) , 

Dayal concludes that the scrambled phrase is in an A-bar 

position and hence subject to reconstiruction. 

(33) a. [apne-aap-ko] i raam-ne; t; maaraa. 

self-ACC Ram-ERG beat 

'Ram beat self. 

b. [apnej bhaii-ko]j raam-ne; tj maaraa. 

self's brother-ACC Ram-ERG beat 

'Ram beat self's brother.' 

Dayal's second argument is based on sentences like (34), 

in which the scrambled element cannot bind the anaphor in the 

subject position, contrary to Mahajan's conclusion. 

(34) *mohan-kOi apne-aap-ne; t; maaraa. 

Mohan-ACC self-ERG beat 

'Self beat Mohan.' 

With regard to Mahajan's example of anaphor binding in 

(35), Dayal claims that it is unacceptable to most speakers 

and that Mahajan himself considers such examples marginal. 

Dayal's suggestion is that there is a dialect of Hindi in 

which reflexives that are not bound in the sense of Binding 

Theory may still be acceptable as long as there is a possible 
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antecedent preceding it. 

(35) *raohan-kOi apne; baccoN-ne t; awaaraa. 

Mohan-ACC self's children-ERG beat 

'Self's children beat Mohan.' 

However, as Dayal notes, scrambling does not have all the 

properties typically associated with A-bar movement; for 

example, it does not exhibit the WCO effect. Hence, Dayal 

suggests that a binary classification of movement types is not 

sufficient, as also suggested by Webelhuth (1989), Deprez 

(1989), and Saito (1992). 

3.3.1.1.2 Anaphor Binding: Reexamination 

As we have seen, Dayal (1994) challenges Mahajan's (1989, 

1990) analysis of scrambling in Hindi and suggests that 

scrambling in Hindi is uniformly A-bar movement. Is 

topicalization in Mandarin uniformly A-bar movement too? 

Dayal suggests that there are cases of reflexives in Hindi 

that are not constrained by Binding Principle A. Does this 

kind of reflexive exist in Mandarin? In this section, we 

reexamine the cases of anaphor binding and argue that those 

anaphors are logophors instead of syntactic anaphors based on 

Reinhart & Reuland (1993) and Wu (1994). 

Reinhart & Reuland (1993) report that the occurrences of 

anaphors may violate Condition A in two cases, which are known 
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as logophoric uses.' The first one is called 'perspective 

logophors', which do not occur in argument positions and are 

assumed to interact with point of view and are most common in 

narrative texts. For example, the first and second person 

anaphors'" can occur in English without a sentential 

antecedent (see Ross 1970, Cantrall 1974, Clements 1975, Kvino 

'in Reinhart & Reuland's (1993) analysis, any NP-
contained anaphor is not subject to Condition A of the binding 
theory. (ia)-(ib) are viewed as cases of logophors, not 
syntactic anaphors. Their suggestion does not seem to be 
completely correct, however. See Barss (1994:10, fn.6) for 
discussion. 

(i) a. Which picture of himself/herself does Max think 
that Lucie likes? 

b. Max knows which picture of himself/herself 
Lucie likes. 

'°Reinhart & Reuland (1993) divide reflexives into two 
categories, SE (simplex expression) anaphors and SELF 
anaphors. The former refers to the reflexives that are 
usually long-distance bound, such as zich in Dutch and sag in 
Norwegian; the latter refers to the reflexives that are 
usually locally bound, such as himself in English and zichzelf 
in Dutch. The anaphors here refer to SELF anaphors. Note, 
however, that the long-distance bound reflexive ziji in 
Mandarin is not equivalent to SE in Reinhart & Reuland's 
classification. For example, a SE cannot appear as an 
argument of predicates such as hate and speak in (ia-b) but 
ziji can, as in (iia-b). My observation is that ziji may be 
a SELF in some situation and a SE in others, which however is 
beyond the scope of this study. 

(i) a. *Max haat zich. (Dutch) 
Max hates SE 

b. *Max praat met zich. 
Max speaks with SE 

(ii) a. Zhangsan taoyan ziji. 
Zhangsan dislike self 
'Zhangsan dislikes (him-)self.' 

b. Lisi changchang han ziji jianghua. 
Lisi frequently with self talk 
'Lisi talk's to (him-) self frequently.' 
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1987 and Zribi-Heretz 1989) , as in (36a-b) , and the third 

person reflexive can be long-distance bound, in violation of 

Condition A, as in (37a-b), cited from Zribi-Heretz (1989) by 

Reinhart & Reuland. 

(36) a. There are five tourists in the room apart from 

myself. 

b. Physicists like yourself are a godsend. 

(37) a. "It angered him that she...tried to attract a 

man like himself." 

b. "Clara found time to check that apart from 

herself there was a man from the BBC." 

The second type of reflexives used as logophors is called 

'focus logophors' , which has also been labeled 'emphatic' (see 

Kuno 1987, Zribi-Hertz 1989). As a focus, the reflexive can 

occur even in an argument position, as in (38a-b). 

(38) a. This letter was addressed only to myself. 

b. Why should the state always take precedence 

over myself? 

According to Reinhart & Reuland, all anaphors, whether 

used anaphorically or logophorically, are referentially 

defective (cf. Chomsky 1986b, Keenan 1987). They cannot be 

used to directly select an entity in the discourse. Hence, 

even a logophor can be most easily used with some sort of 

linguistic antecedent in the sentence. It seems that the 

reflexives which may not be bound by Condition A in some Hindi 
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dialect suggested by Dayal (1994) are logophors since Dayal 

suggests that they may be acceptable as long as there is a 

possible antecedent, though she does not label them so. 

Do logophoric anaphors exist in Mandarin then? 

In Mandarin, as observed by e.g. Huang (1985) , Wang & 

Stillings (1984), Battistella & Xu (1986), and Huang & Tang 

(1991) , the bare reflexive ziji may be long-distance bound 

only when the remote antecedent agrees in 0-features (person 

and number) with all the potential antecedents closer to the 

reflexive, as illustrated in (39a) vs (39b). 

(3 9) a. Lisij jide Zhangsanj ma-guo zijij/j. 

Lisi remember Zhangsan scold-Exp self 

'Lisi remember that Zhangsan scolded self.' 

b. Lisij jide woj ma-guo zijij/.;. 

Lisi remember I scold-Exp self 

'Lisi remember that I scolded self.' 

Cases of ziji like (39a-b) are treated by Huang & Tang (1991) , 

Battistella (1989), Cole, Hermon & Sung (1990), Sung (1989, 

1990), for example, with successive-cyclic movement at LF. Wu 

(1994) however challenges their analyses by presenting the 

data in (40a-b). 

(40) a. Wo; jide Lisij ma-guo zijiuj. 

I remember Lisi scold-Exp self 

'I remember that Lisi scolded self.' 
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b. Zhangsarii jide [wo-de maina]j ma-guo 

Zhangsan remember I-Poss mother scold-Exp 

self 

'Zhangsan remembers that my mother scolded 

self.' 

In (40a), ziji can refer to the matrix subject vo 'I' 

although wo does not agree with the embedded subject Lisi, a 

closer potential antecedent, in person. In (40b), ziji can 

only refer to the local antecedent wo-de mama 'my mother' 

although the local antecedent agrees with the matrix subject 

Zhangsan in person and number. Wu suggests that ziji in (40a-

b) should rather be treated as an empathy expression 

conditioned by non-syntactic factors than as a purely 

syntactic anaphor. If Wu is correct, ziji is used 

logophorically in these cases and logophoric anaphors do exist 

in Mandarin. 

In the discussion in 3.2, we have concluded that both 

clause-bound and long-distance topicalization in Mandarin may 

be A-movement based on Mahajan's criteria--anaphor binding and 

weak crossover. But are the anaphors in the examples of 

anaphor binding logophors? 

The examples of anaphor binding are in (14a-b), (15a-b) 

and (24a-b), repeated in (41a-b), (42a-b) and (43a-b) 
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respectively. 

(41) a. * (Ta-) zijij-de mama bu xihuan 

he-self-Poss mother Neg like 

[shui/na-yi-ge xiaohai];? 

who/which-one-CL child 

'Who/Which child does (he-)self's mother not 

like?' 

b. [Na-yi-ge xiaohai/?Shui] j, (ta-) zij ij-de 

which-one-CL child/who he-self-Poss 

mama bu xihuan tj? 

mother Neg like 

'Which child/Who, (he-)self's mother does not 

like?' 

(42) a. *Lian zijij-de laoshi dou qiaobuqi tamenj. 

even self-Poss teacher all despite them 

'Even self's teacher despites them.' 

b. Tamenj, lian zijij-de laoshi dou qiaobuqi 

they even self-Poss teacher all despite 

'Them, even self's teacher despites.' 

(43) a. Na-yi-zhong ren;, lian (ta-) zi j i—de 

that-one-kind person even he-self-Poss 

fumu dou renwei [ meiyou qiantu] 

parents all think Neg future 
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'That kind of person, even (he-) self's parents 

think that (he) has no future.' 

b. Tatnenj, lian (tamen-) zijij-de fumu dou 

they even they-self-Poss parents all 

renwei [t; meiyou qiantu] 

think Neg future 

'They, even (they-) self' s parents think (they) 

have no future.' 

The reflexives in these cases are likely to be logophors than 

reflexives bound by Condition A. First, according to Reinhart 

and Reuland, anaphors that are used logophorically can be 

replaced by pronouns, which is true in (41b), (42b) and (43a-

b) . If we replace the anaphors in these sentences with 

pronouns, the grammaticality status is not changed." The 

ill-formedness of (41a) and (42a) may be due to the lack of 

antecedents for the logophors within the sentence.'- Second, 

"if the anaphors in these sentences are replaced by 
pronouns, it may result in the WCO configuration. However, as 
discussed in 3.2, topicalization in Mandarin does not exhibit 
the WCO effect; hence, the sentences will still be 
grammatical. 

'"The ill-formedness of (41a) and (42a) may also be 
explained by Reinhart & Reuland's (1993:696) Chain Condition 
in (i), which explains the hierarchical effect in (iia-b). 

(i) General condition on A-chains 
A maximal A-chain (o;i,...,an) contains exactly one 
link--a,--that is both +R [eferential] and Case 
marked. 

(ii) a. Max said that he^ criticized himselfj. 
b. *Max said that himself; criticized him;. 
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although pronouns are also acceptable in {41b), (42b) and 

(43a-b) , anaphors are preferred for the sake of emphasis. The 

anaphors in (42b) and (43a-b) are even marked with the focus 

marker lian..dou 'even...all'. That is, these anaphors are 

focus logophors. Third, according to Reinhart and Reuland, 

the use of logophors are highly context-dependent. The 

accessibility of an antecedent in the discourse is defined in 

terms of sentence topics, among others, according to Ariel 

(1990) . In the cases we concern here, the antecedents of the 

anaphors are topics . 

To summarize, the anaphors in cases such as (14b)/(41b), 

(15b)/(42b) and (24a-b)/(43a-b), which we treated as evidence 

for the claim that topicalization in Mandarin is an instance 

of A-movement based on Mahajan's (1989, 1990) criteria, are 

'^Qu (1994) also argues that clause-bound topicalization 
in Mandarin may be A movement. His examples are in (ia-b) . 
The anaphors in these examples are logophors too, like those 
in our examples. First, ziji in (ia-b) may be replaced by a 
pronoun. Second, ziji in (ia) is used for contrastiveness 
(i.e. their own teachers vs other people) and in (ib) for 
emphasis as exhibited by the occurrence of dou in (lian...)dou 
'even...all'. Therefore, Qu's examples of anaphor binding do 
not support the claim that topicalization in Mandarin is A-
movement, either. 

(i) a. [Zuozai qian-pai de xuesheng] j zijij-de 
seated front-row DE student self-Poss 
laoshi yijing biaoyang-guo le tj. 
teacher already praise-Exp LE 
'The students seated in the front row, their 
own teachers have praised them already.' 

b. John;, zijij-de haizi dou bu xihuan tj. 
John self-Poss child all Neg like 
'John, even self's children do not like (him) .' 
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better analyzed as logophoric anaphors, which may not be bound 

by Condition A of the binding theory, than as syntactic 

anaphors. In other words, the cases of anaphor binding are 

insufficient to support the claim that topicalization in 

Mandarin is an instance of A-movement. 

3.3.1.2 Weak Crossover 

As we have discussed in 3.2, based on Mahajan's criteria, 

the claim that topicalization in Mandarin may be A-movement is 

supported by the phenomena of anaphor binding and weak 

crossover. In 3.3.1.1, we have reexamined the cases of 

anaphor binding and suggested that they are insufficient to 

support the claim that the topic in Mandarin is in an A-

position. In this section, we discuss the cases of weak 

crossover and see whether they are sufficient to prove that 

topicalization in Mandarin is an instance of A-movement. 

Lasnik & Stowell (1991) observe that there are 

constructions involving A-bar binding where weak crossover 

effects do not arise. These constructions are tough-movement, 

parasitic gap, and topicalization constructions, as in (44a-

c), which are termed as constructions of 'weakest crossover' 

by Lasnik & Stowell. 

(44) a. WhOj tj will be easy for us to get hisj mother to 

talk to Cj? 
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b. WhOj did you stay with, tj before his-, wife had 

spoken to ej? 

c. This bookj, I expect itS; author to buy tj. 

Lasnik & Stowell suggest that weak crossover does not 

follow exclusively from the structural configuration of A-bar 

binding and that the principles responsible for the weak 

crossover phenomenon apply only to variables that are locally 

bound by true quantifiers and the weakest crossover 

constructions do not count as such. They propose that in the 

constructions exemplifying weakest crossover phenomenon, the 

operator is semantically nonquantificational and the trace is 

not a true variable but rather a previously unrecognized type 

of empty category--a null R-expression--with binding 

properties analogous to those of names and definite 

descriptions rather than to those of variables. For example, 

like in the weakest crossover constructions, the definite 

descriptions in (45a-b) do not exhibit WCO effects. 

(45) a. I went to visit [John Smith] j last week, but 

hiS; secretary told me [the man]; was 

unavailable. 

b. All of Bill/s friends say his-, mother loves 

[the guyj . 

Lasnik & Stowell's analysis however may not apply to all 

the cases of topicalization in Mandarin. Wh-phrases and QPs, 
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which are true QPs with their traces as variables, can appear 

as topics in Mandarin, as shown in (7b) and {8b) for example, 

repeated in (46a-b). According to Lasnik & Stowell, (46a-b) 

should exhibit the WCO effect, contrairy to fact.'"* 

(46) a. [Na-ge xiaohai];, taj-de mama zui 

which-CL child he-Poss mother most 

tengai tj? 

pamper 

'Which child, his mother pampers most?' 

b. [Suoyoude xuesheng]j, wo dou xiang tamenj-de 

all student I all to they-Poss 

j iazhang baoyang-guo tj. 

parents praise-Exp 

'All the students, I have praised in fornt of 

their parents.' 

Therefore, according to Lasnik & Stowell, topicalization 

is an instance of A-bar movement and the lack of the WCO 

effect does not support the claim that topics in Mandarin are 

in A-positions. But, Lasnik & Stowell's analysis does not 

completely support the claim that topicalization in Mandarin 

is an instance of A-bar movement because vh-phrases and QPs 

may be topicalized in Mandarin. 

'•'See Abe (19 93) for other arguments against Lasnik & 
Stowell's analysis. 
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3.3.2 A-bar Movement: Reconstruction 

As discussed above, the phenomena of anaphor binding and 

weak crossover in Mandarin do not support the claim that 

topicalization in Mandarin is an instance of A-movement. Now 

the question is whether it is an instance of A-bar movement. 

In 3.2, we discussed the cases of A-bar movement of 

topicalization based on Mahajan's diagnostic--reconstruction--

and concluded that both clause-bound and long-distance 

topicalization in Mandarin may be A-bar movement. However, 

Mahajan's assumption that reconstmaction only applies to A-bar 

movements contradicts Belletti and Rizzi's (1988) claim that 

both A and A-bar movements are reconstructible. Belletti & 

Rizzi argue that A-movements give rise to the same 

reconstruction effects as A-bar movements, as illustrated in 

(47a-b) and (48a-b). Belletti and Rizzi's analysis of (48a-b) 

is based on Postal's (1971) analysis of psych-verbs, under 

which the surface subject in (48a-b) is base-generated in the 

post-verbal position. In order for the anaphors in (47-48) to 

be bound by their antecedents, the phrases containing them 

that have been A-moved somehow have to be reconstructed into 

their base-generated positions. 

(47) a. [I proprij genitorilj gli; sembrano [tj 

his own parents to him seem 
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i piu simpatici]. (Italian) 

the nicest 

b. [Replicants of themselves;] j seemed to the 

boys; [tj to be ugly] 

(48) a. Pictures of each other; surprise the men;. 

b. Those pictures of himself; never please John;. 

However, as Belletti and Rizzi admit, the reconstruction 

of A-movement is only available to Principle A of the binding 

theory. With respect to Principle B and C effects, the 

situation is different. With respect to Principle B, the 

application of reconstruction depends on the type of the 

antecedent that the A-moved pronoun has. If the antecedent is 

an anaphor, no reconstruction is needed, as in (49a) vs (49b) . 

If the antecedent is an R-expression, reconstruction must 

apply, as in (49a) vs (49c) . With respect to Principle C, 

reconstruction must not apply, i.e. an A-moved R-expression 

cannot be reconstructed, as in (50a) vs (50b) and (51a) vs 

(51b). 

(49) a. It seems to [John and Mary] ;/* themselves; that 

they; have to be confident in what they are 

doing. 

b. They; seem to themselves; to t; be confident in 

what they are doing. 
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c. *Theyi seem to [John and Mary] j to t; be 

confident in what they are doing. 

(50) a. *It seems to himself; that John; is confident in 

what they are doing. 

b. John; seems to himself j to tj be confident in 

what they are doing. 

(51) a. *It seems to him; that the claim that John; 

overslept is false. 

b. The claim that John; overslept seems to him; to 

be false. 

(From Huang 1993:105). 

In contrast, reconstruction effects are generally 

available with respect to all the three principles of the 

binding theory when a constituent is A-bar moved (Huang 1993), 

as shown in (52a-c). 

(52) a. Which picture of himself; did [John/he] j like t? 

b. *How many pictures of him; did Johiij take t? 

(From Huang 1993:105) 

c. *Whosei mother does he; love t? 

(From Huang 1993:106) 

In the topic construction of Mandarin, not only Principle 

A exhibits reconstruction effects, but also Principle C, as 

shown in (53a-b). 
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(53) a. (Ta-)zijii, Lisij changchang piping t;. 

he-self Lisi frequently criticize 

'(He-)self, Lisi criticizes frequently.' 

b. *Zhangsani, Lisi zhidao ta-, changchang 

Zhangsan Lisi know he frequently 

piping tj. 

criticize 

'Zhangsan, Lisi knows that he criticizes (him) 

frequently.' 

The reconstruction effect of Principle B in Mandarin is 

a little complicated. In some cases, it seems that the topic 

is reconstructible, as in (54) , but not reconstructible in 

other cases, as in (55a-b). 

(54) *Tai, wo zhidao zijij bu xihuan tj. 

he I know self Neg like 

'He, I know self does not like.' 

(55) a. * [Ta;-de mama]j, mei-ge ren; dou xihuan 

he-Poss mother every-CL person all like 

^j* 

'His mother, everyone likes.' 

b. *Taj, Zhangsan-, zhidao Lisi changchang 

he Zhangsan know Lisi frequently 

piping t;. 

criticize 
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'He, Zhangsan knows that Lisi criticizes 

frequently.' 

In (54), if the topic is reconstructible, the pronoun may be 

bound by the anaphor ziji, which violates Condition A. If the 

topic is not reconstructible, (54) should be grammatical with 

the logophoric reading of ziji, as discussed in 3.3.1.1.2. 

The ill-formedness of (54) indicates that reconstruction is 

available to Principle B. If reconstruction is available, the 

pronouns in (55a-b) should be able to be bound by the matrix 

subject and the sentences should be grammatical, contrary to 

fact. The ill-formedness of (55a-b) may however be explained 

if we take precedence into consideration--pronouns in Mandarin 

cannot precede a coindexed R-expression on its right in the 

surface representation.'^ For example, (56a), vs (56b), 

should be grammatical like its English counterpart because no 

binding principle is violated. But (56a) is ungrammatical. 

If we take precedence into consideration, (56a) can be 

explained. 

(56) a. *Taj huilai shi, Lisij-de mama cheng 

he come-back time Lisi-Poss mother just 

zai zhufan. 

at cook 

'^This was brought to my attention by Simin Karimi (p.c.) . 
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'When he came home, Lisi's mother was 

cooking.' 

b. Lisij huilai shi, taj-de mama cheng 

Lisi come-back time he-Poss mother just 

zai zhufan. 

at cook 

'When Lisi came home, his mother was 

cooking.' 

In summary, based on the phenomenon of reconstruction 

effects, we conclude that topicalization in Mandarin is an 

instance of A-bar movement. In support of this conclusion is 

the fact of Case assignment. In a sentence like (53a), in 

which the object is topicalized, the object is assigned Case 

in the postverbal position according to the theory of Case 

assignment or the Case is checked in the Spec of Agr^P, which 

is in the post-subject and preverbal position.'® The topic 

position is definitely not a Case position. Hence, 

topicalization is not an instance of A-movement, which is 

generally assumed to be movement to a Case position. 

'®This may not be true in Aoun & Li's (1989, 1993) 
analysis. According to them, the subject in Mandarin may be 
base-generated in [Spec, VP] and does not raise to [Spec, IP] 
or may be base-generated in [Spec, IP] directly. But see 
Huang (1993) for arguments against their analysis. 
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3.4 Topicalization vs P/h - movement: Our Analysis 

In 3.3, we have discussed the A/A-bar properties of 

topicalization in Mandarin in further detail and concluded 

that topicalization in Mandarin is uniformly A-bar movement. 

The problem left is how to account for the lack of the WCO 

effect since A-bar movements such as vh-movement and 

quantifier raising typically exhibit the WCO effect and 

typical A-movements do not. The solution to this problem lies 

in the difference between the motivation of ii^h-movement and QR 

and that of topicalization. The motivation of wh-movement and 

QR is to take scope or to check features in the Minimalist 

Program (Chomsky 1993, 1995). What is the motivation of 

topicalization in Mandarin? In 3.4.1, we discuss the 

motivation of topicalization in Mandarin. In 3.4.2, we 

present our analysis of the WCO phenomenon based on the 

difference between the motivation of wh-movement and QR and 

that of topicalization and discuss the theoretical 

implications of such an analysis. 

3.4.1 The Motivation of Topicalization in Mandarin 

As we have noticed, topicalization in Mandarin is very 

similar to scrambling. Scrambling in Japanese is argued to be 

a semantically vacuous movement by Saito (1989, 1992) . Is 

topicalization in Mandarin semantically vacuous too? In 

3.4.1.1, we discuss this problem and in 3.4.1.2 we discuss the 
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3.4.1.1 Is Topicalization in Mandarin Semantically Vacuous? 

Saito (1989, 1992), following Ross (1967) and Chomsky & 

Lasnik (1977)/'' argues that scrambling differs from other 

types of A-bar movement such as English topicalization and wh-

movement in that it is not semantically significant.'® 

Since scrambling is semantically vacuous, Saito (1992) 

suggests that it can be freely undone at LF, e.g. (57a-b) . 

His proposal is based on the Proper Binding Condition,which 

requires that traces be bound. 

(57) a. [Masao-ga [cpCip Hanako-ga dono hon-o 

Masao-Nom Hanako-Nom which book-Acc 

tosyokan-kara karidasita] ka] siritagatteiru] 

library-from checked-out Q want-to-know 

koto 

fact 

'"'Ross (1967) assumes that scrambling is a stylistic rule, 
and Chomsky & Lasnik (1977) suggests that scrambling applies 
in the PF component. 

'^Kuroda (1965) and Hoji (1985) observe that scrambling in 
Japanese affects quantifier scope interpretation. Kiss (1994) 
also suggests that scrambling in Japanese is semantically 
significant. 

"See Fiengo (1974, 1977), May (1977), Chomsky (1981, 
1986b). 

^°Some Japanese speakers do not think (57b) acceptable. 
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' the fact that Masao wants to know Hanako 

checked out which book from the library' 

b. ? [dono hon-o] i [Masao-ga [cp[ip Hanako-ga 

which book-Acc Masao-Nom Hanako-Nom 

tj tosyokan-kara karidasita] ka] 

library-from checked-out Q 

siritagatteim] koto 

want-to-know fact 

In (57b) , the wii-NP is scrambled out of the domain of Q but 

the sentence is not too bad. If the wh-NP in {57b) moves at 

LF to the [Spec, CP] headed by Q, the Proper Binding Condition 

will be violated because the trace left behind is not bound. 

However, the sentence is not too bad. Hence, Saito suggests 

that the scrambled element can be freely undone at LF without 

leaving a trace (see Lasnik & Saito 1984). 

Topicalization in Mandarin however is different from 

scrambling in Japanese. First, topicalization in Mandarin is 

not semantically vacuous. It may change the interpretation of 

the sentence. For example, in (58a), the wh-phrase is in-situ 

and the sentence is ambiguous. When the wh-phrase is 

topicalized, only the specific reading is available, as in 

(58b). (58a-b) are from Shi (1992). 

(58) a. Ni zui xihuan shemo shu? 

you most like what book 
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(i) 'What kind of book do you like most?' 

(ii) 'Which (kind of) book (among the 

mentioned) do you like most?' 

b. [Shemo shu] j ni zui xihuan tj? 

'Which (kind of) book (among the mentioned) do 

you like most?' 

Second, topicalization in Mandarin cannot be freely undone at 

LF if we also take the Proper Binding Condition as the 

relevant principle. For example, in (59a-b) , the verb zhidao 

'know' can have either a [+wh] or a [-wh] complement. (59a) 

is thus ambiguous. But when the wh-phrase na-yi-ben shu 

'which book' is topicalized to the matrix clause, as in (59b), 

the sentence only has one reading--the wh-phrase has the 

matrix clause as its scope. This indicates that 

topicalization cannot be undone at LF; otherwise, (59b) should 

be as ambiguous as (59a). 

(59) a. Zhangsan zhidao Lisi jiezou le na-yi-ben 

Zhangsan know Lisi borrow LE which-one-CL 

shu?/. 

book 

(i) 'Which book did Zhangsan know that Lisi 

borrowed?' 

(ii) ' Zhangsan knows which book Lisi borrowed.' 
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b. [Na-yi-ben shu]j, Zhangsan zhidao Lisi 

which-one-CL book Zhangsan know Lisi 

jiezou tj le? 

borrow LE 

'Which book did Zhangsan know that Lisi 

borrowed?' 

In summary, topicalization in Mandarin, unlike scrambling 

in Japanese, is semantically significant. 

3.4.1.2 The Motivation of Topicalization in Mandarin 

According to Chomsky (1993, 1995), every movement must be 

motivated by some morphosyntactic feature and no optional rule 

exists. Fukui (1993) suggests that if an optional rule 

exists, its application must be 'costless'. He proposes a way 

to measure the cost of rule applications called 'parameter-

value preservation' with respect to the head parameter, as in 

(60) . 

(60) The Parameter Value Preservation Measure (Fukui 

1993:400) 

A grammatical operation (Move a in particular) that 

creates a structure that is inconsistent with the 

value of a given parameter in a language is costly 

in the language, whereas one that produces a 

structure consistent with the parameter value is 
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costless. 

Given (60) , scrambling in Japanese is costless and may be 

semantically vacuous because Japanese is head-final and it is 

costless to scramble any element to the left of the sentence, 

the strxicture created by which is consistent with the head 

parameter. Mandarin on the other hand is not a completely 

head-final language (e.g. Huang 1982a)^'--VPs are head-initial 

and NPs head-final. Hence, leftward movement in Mandarin may 

not be costless. As Fukui (1993:400) claims, "a costly 

application of Move-a requires some driving force, such as the 

Case Filter and Spec-head agreement", topicalization in 

Mandarin must have some driving force.^ What is the driving 

force then? Could it be specificity or scope requirement? 

Although NP fronting may be related to specifity as 

suggested by Diesing & Jelinek (1995), it is not likely that 

^'Li (1985, 1990) argues that Mandarin is head-final. Her 
assumption is that the object of the verb is base-generated on 
the left of the verb and moves to the right of the verb to be 
Case-marked. However, her account cannot be maintained under 
the Case-checking theory, in which the object moves to [Spec, 
Agr^P] to have its Case checked. The other problem with Li's 
assumption is that if Mandarin were head-final, INFL/modals 
would be in the sentence-final position. But INFL/modals in 
Mandarin are in the preverbal and post-subject position, as 
shown in (i) . 

(i) Ta hui changge. 
he can sing 
'He can sing.' 

^In fact, Fukui (1993) suggests that topicalization 
involves obligatory spec-head agreement. 
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specificity motivates topicalization in Mandarin. Specific 

NPs in Mandarin may stay in situ in overt syntax. For 

example, Zhangsan in (61) is a specific NP and it stays in its 

postverbal object position. 

(61) Lisi mingtian hui qu kan Zhangsan. 

Lisi tomorrow will go see Zhangsan 

'Lisi will go see Zhangsan tomorrow.' 

It is also unlikely that an NP moves to the topic 

position in Mandarin to claim its scope in overt syntax, which 

does not even happen to wh-phrases and QPs in Mandarin. In 

Mandarin, wh-phrases generally stay in situ (see Huang 1982b) . 

They do not move overtly to claim its scope, as shown in 

(58a), repeated in (62). 

(62) Ni zui xihuan shemo shu? 

you most like what book 

(i) 'what kind of book do you like most?' 

(ii) 'Which (kind of) book (among the mentioned) do 

you like most?' 

A well-known difference between English and Mandarin with 

respect to quantifier scope interpretation is that certain 

sentences in Mandarin do not exhibit scope ambiguities of the 

sort commonly observed in English, as shown in (63). 

(63) Mei-ge laoshi dou jiao-guo yi-ge xuesheng. 

every teacher all teach-Exp one-CL student 

'Every teacher has taught one student or another.' 
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Huang (1982a) explains (63) by his Isomorphic Principle, which 

provides that a quantifier A may have scope over a quantifier 

B if A c-commands B at S-structure. That is, there is no QR 

in Mandarin.^ 

What motivates topicalization in Mandarin then? 

According to Li & Thompson (1981), topics are the center of 

attention. According to Xu & Langendoen (1985), 

topicalization is a way to emphasize things. That is, if an 

NP needs to be emphasized or to be the center of attention, it 

is topicalized. Let's assume that there is a feature 

[+topic] like the features of Case and agreement in Chomsky 

(1991, 1993, 1995), and that topicalization is triggered by 

this feature. As topicalization in Mandarin is an overt 

movement, the feature [+topic] is a strong feature (Chomsky 

1993, 1995) . 

"Aoun & Li (1989) argues that (i) is ambiguous. Huang 
(1993) however suggests that the second reading (i.e. (ib)) 
results from the specific interpretation of the indefinite NP 
yi-ge laoshi 'a teacher', not from scope ambiguity. 

(i) Mei-ge xuesheng dou bei yi-ge laoshi jiao-guo. 
every-CL student all by one-CL teacher teach-Exp 
a. 'Every student has been taught by one teacher 

or another.' 
b. 'There is a teacher who every student has been 

taught by.' 

^"•pukui (1993) suggests that topicalization is a kind of 
'focalization' process triggered by Spec-head agreement 
between a [+focus] head and its specifier. Fukui's 
focalization may be similar to Li & Thompson's (1981) 'center 
of attention' . But, the feature [+focus] is mistakable--foci 
normally involve new information but topics usually (although 
not always) involve old information. 
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3.4.2 Our Analysis 

As we have concluded, topicalization in Mandarin should 

be analyzed as an instance of A-bar movement. However, unlike 

typical A-bar movements such as wh-movement and quantifier-

raising, topicalization in Mandarin, like scrambling, does not 

exhibit the WCO effect. How to account for the lack of the 

WCO effect is what we are going to discuss in this section. 

In the literature of scrambling, it has been proposed that a 

third type of position other than A and A-bar positions is 

needed (e.g. Saito 1992, Webelhuth 1989), which we discuss in 

3.4.2.1. We will show that what has been proposed is not 

satisfactory. As suggested by Lasnik & Stowell (1991), 

whatever principle responsible for the weak crossover effect 

should also be able to explain the lack of the weak crossover 

effect in constructions such as tough-movement, parasitic gaps 

and topicalization. Among the approaches to the WCO effect, 

Higginbotham's (1983) Accessibility Condition works best 

according to Barss (1994), based on which we present a Revised 

Accessibility Condition to account for the lack of the WCO 

effect in the topic constructions in Mandarin in 3.4.2.2. In 

3.4.2.3, we discuss the property of the topic trace and 

conclude that it is an A-bar bound anaphor. 

3.4.2.1 A Third Type of Position 

Scrambling, like topicalization, lacks the WCO effect. 
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In the literature of scrambling, researchers such as Saito 

(1992) and Webelhuth (1989) try to solve this problem by 

assuming that there is a third type of position besides A and 

A-bar positions. 

Webelhuth (1989) suggests that scrambling in German moves 

elements to a non-operator/non-A position which has the 

binding properties of both A and A-bar (operator) positions. 

This analysis suffers from the problem that no position can be 

an A and A-bar position simultaneously." For example, if the 

position of zibunzisin 'self in (64), from saito (1992), is 

both an A and A-bar position, the sentence will be grammatical 

if it is an A-bar position but the sentence will be ruled out 

by Condition C if it is an A-position. How can a sentence be 

grammatical and ungrammatical simultaneously? 

(64) Zibunzisin-Oj [Hanako-.-ga t; hihansita] (koto) . 

self-Acc Hanako-Nom criticized fact 

'Herself, Hanako criticized.' 

Saito (1992) on the other hand argues that if a 

particular instance of A-bar movement, like scrambling, is 

semantically vacuous, it will not create operator-variable 

chains. He suggests that the landing site of the scrambled 

element is a non-operator/non-A position at S-structure and 

^See Mahajan (1990) and Saito (1992) for detailed 
discussion. 
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reanalyzed as an A-bar position at LF. The lack of the WCO 

effect in scrambling is accounted for at S-structure since WCO 

violations are manifested only in operator-variable 

dependencies. The problems with Saito's analysis relevant to 

our analysis here are, first, it cannot account for the 

phenomenon of topicalization in Mandarin, which is not 

semantically vacuous but which lacks the WCO effect; second, 

it will not work in the Minimalist Program introduced by 

Chomsky (1991, 1993, 1995), Chomsky & Lasnik (1994) and Lasnik 

(1993), in which explicit reference to any syntactic level of 

representation other than LF is eliminated. 

Apparently, the currently existing proposals of a third 

type of position cannot explain the lack of the WCO effect in 

topicalization constructions. An alternative is to seek the 

answer in the analyses of weak crossover phenomenon, discussed 

in 3.4.2.2. 

3.4.2.2 Our Analysis: A Revised Accessibility Condition 

Researches on the weak crossover phenomenon have been 

proliferated since the discovery of this phenomenon by Postal 

(1971). Some representatives are Chomsky's Leftness Condition 

(1976), Koopman & Sportiche's (1982) Bijection Principle, 

Higginbotham's (1980, 1983, 1985) Accessibility Condition (AC) 

and May's (1985) Path Containment Condition. Among these 

approaches, Higginbotham's AC works best according to Barss 
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(1994) . Here, we assume with Barss that the AC is the best 

approach to the WCO effect and we will explain the lack of the 

WCO effect in topic constructions in Mandarin with a revised 

version of the AC. 

Higginbotham's (1983) AC and the accompanying definitions 

are in (65-67). 

(65) If a pronoun P is dependent on a formal variable v, 

then P must be accessible to v. 

(66) A V-chain = a sequence (v,,...,v„) of formal 

variables such that for each i, lsisn-1, v•^ is 

contained in the binder of Vj+j. 

(67) Given a maximal V-chain C = (V[,...,V„), P is 

accessible to V[ only if c-commands P. 

According to the AC, the pronoun his in (68) must be 

accessible to the variable tj in order to be construed as a 

variable. The maximal V-chain associated with tj is (tj) . His 

is not c-commanded by t;. Hence, (68) exhibits the WCO effect. 

(68) *WhOj did his; mother saw t; yesterday? 

As we have argued in 3.3, topicalization in Mandarin is 

an instance of A-bar movement. But, unlike typical A-bar 

movements such as wh-movement and QR, topicalization does not 

exhibit the WCO effect. Lasnik & Stowell (1991) suggest that 

whatever principle responsible for WCO effects should be able 

to explain the lack of WCO effects in constructions such as 
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topicalization. Now the AC is the best approach toward the 

WCO phenomenon according to Barss (1994) . The problem is how 

to use it to account for the lack of the WCO effect in 

topicalization, given that (69), an example of topicalization, 

has exactly the same configuration as (68) but does not 

exhibit the WCO effect. Under what circumstances will the AC 

rule out (68) and rule in (69)? 

(69) Na-ge xiaohaij, taj-de mama zui tengai t;? 

which-CL child he-Poss mother most pamper 

'Which child, his mother pampers most?' 

Lasnik & Stowell (1991) claim that topics are not true 

QPs (wh-phrases and QPs) and their traces are not true 

variables. If this is true, then the AC does not apply to the 

WCO configuration formed by topicalization. According to the 

AC, if a pronoun P is dependent on a formal variable v, then 

P must be accessible to v. In other words, if v is not a true 

variable, the dependency between P and v does not require that 

P be accessible to v. The problem here is that, as noted in 

3.3.1.2, Lasnik & Stowell's claim may not be true to some 

topics in Mandarin; for example, the topic in (69) is a true 

QP. However, topicalization and wh-movement/QR are different 

in that vh-movement is triggered by the [+wh] feature and QR 

is possibly triggered by some feature named [+quant] suggested 

by Chomsky (1995) , but topicalization in Mandarin is triggered 
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by the [+topic] feature, as discussed in 3.4.1.2. If the 

property of the trace is dependent on the feature that 

triggers the movement not on the property of the antecedent, 

the lack of the WCO effect in topic constructions may be 

accounted for by adding to the AC the constraint: v is a 

formal variable if the chain v is in is triggered by a 

[+wh]/[+quant] feature. The revised AC is in (70). 

(70) a. The Accessibility Condition (revised) 

If a pronoun P is dependent on a formal 

variable v, then P must be accessible to v. 

b. In an A'-chain C = (ofi, ...,«„) , oi„ is a formal 

variable v if and only if C is formed under the 

driving force of [+wh]/[+quant] feature. 

c. A V-chain = a sequence (vi,...,v„) of formal 

variables such that for each i, lsisn-1, V; is 

contained in the binder of Vj+i. 

d. Given a maximal V-chain C = (vj, . . . , v„) , P is 

accessible to v, only if v„ c-commands P. 

Given the constraint in (70b), the AC does not apply to 

topic constructions since the chain formed by topicalization 

is triggered by [+topic] feature and the trace left by the 

topic is not a v. That is, sentences of topicalization will 

not be ruled out by the AC even if they have the WCO 

configuration. The lack of the WCO effect in topic 
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constructions is thus explained. 

(70b) may also apply to constiructions such as tough-

movement and parasitic gaps, which lack the WCO effect as 

well. According to Lasnik & Stowell (1991), the null 

operators involved in the constructions of tough-movement and 

parasitic gaps are not true operators since they depend on 

their antecedents for reference. In this case, the null 

operators are not likely to have the morphological features 

[+wh] or [+quant] . Therefore, whatever feature triggers 

movement in the constructions of tough-movement and parasitic 

gaps, it will not be [+wh] / [+quant] and the AC will not apply 

to them. The lack of the WCO effect in these two 

constructions can be likewise explained. 

3.4.2.3 The Topic Trace as an A-bar Bound Anaphor 

In this chapter, we have argued that topicalization in 

Mandarin is uniformly A-bar movement. And, in order to 

explain the lack of the WCO effect, we have modified the AC by 

adding the constraint in (70b). Adding (70b) is like saying 

that the topic trace is not a true variable. Now the question 

is what the topic trace should be. 

Lasnik & Stowell (1991) suggest that the topic trace is 

a previously unrecognized type of empty category--a null R-

expression, with binding properties analogous to those of 

names and definite descriptions rather than to those of 
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variables. The difference between a variable and a null R-

expression is defined as (71) vs (72) (Lasnik & Stowell 

1991:711). 

(71) X is a variable iff 

a. X is in an A-position, and 

b. X is locally A'-bound by a true QP. 

(72) X is an R-expression iff 

a. X is in an A-position, and 

b. X is locally A'-bound by a non-QP. 

Liu (1986) on the other hand suggests that the topic 

trace in Mandarin is an A-bar anaphor as defined in Aoun's 

(1981, 1985, 1986) generalized binding theory, as in (73). 

(73) Generalized Binding Principles (Aoun 1986:6) 

a. An anaphor must be X-bound in its governing 

category. 

b. A pronominal must be X-free in its governing 

category. 

c. An R-expression must be A-free. 

(Where X = A or A-bar) 

Liu proposes that A-bar bound anaphors properly include 

variables--only those A-bar anaphors that are operator-bound 

are variables and that a topic trace is not a variable. 

Lasnik & Stowell's proposal is no different from Liu's. 

They all recognize a type of A-bar bound trace other than a 

variable. The difference is terminological. Here we prefer 
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Liu's 'A-bar anaphor' to Lasnik & Stowell's 'null R-

expression' because the term 'null R-expression' may be 

misleading in that a non-null R-expression does not have to be 

bound in any way. However, Liu's definition cannot apply to 

all the cases of topic traces in Mandarin. To Liu, A-bar 

anaphors that are operator-bound are variables and topic 

traces are not variables. But some topics in Mandarin such as 

wh-phrases are operators; their traces hence are topic traces 

and operator-bound at the same time. According to Liu, they 

should be variables and non-variables simultaneously, which is 

not possible. Therefore, Liu's definition is not completely 

correct. 

According to {70b), the constraint we have added to the 

AC, a variable is the tail of a chain triggered by the 

features [+wh] / [+quant] . A more precise definition of 

variables and A-bar bound anaphors has to be feature-based, as 

in (74) (=(70b)) and (75). 

(74) In a chain C = (ofi, . . .Qfj) , is a variable iff 

a. Q!n is in an A-position, and 

b. a, is in an A-bar position, and 

c. C is triggered by the feature [+wh]/[+quant]. 

(75) In a chain C = (ofi, ...«„) , o;„ is an anaphor iff 

a. Qfn is in an A-position, and 

b. Qfi is in an A-bar position, and 
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c. C is triggered by a feature other than 

[+wh] / [+quant] . 

With (74) and (75) , we recognize a type of A-bar bound 

traces other than variables, like Liu and Lasnik & Stowell, on 

the one hand. On the other hand, (74) and (75) explain the 

cases of wh/QP-topicalization in Mandarin, which are 

exceptions to Liu's and Lasnik & Stowell's definitions. 

Traditionally, an A-bar position is assumed to be an 

operator position. As reviewed in 3.4.2.1, linguists such as 

Webelhuth (1989) and Saito (1992) have tried to find a third 

type of position but the result is not satisfactory. But, 

with our definitions in (74) and (75) , a third type of 

position does exist, and the position is feature-defined. 

According to our definitions, an A-bar position may be an 

operator position or a non-operator position, depending on the 

feature the position hosts. Our analysis here provides a 

different point of view concerning A-bar positions and 

operator positions. 

3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we first discussed the A/A-bar 

properties of topicalization in Mandarin based on Mahajan's 

(1989, 1990) criteria and concluded that topicalization in 

Mandarin, clause-bound and long-distance, may be A-movement or 

A-bar movement. We then however argued that topicalization in 
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Mandarin is in fact uniformly A-bar movement based on the 

logophoric analysis (Reinhart & Reuland 1993) of anaphor 

binding and the phenomenon of reconstruction. For the lack of 

the WCO effect in topicalization, we provided an explanation 

based on the revised Accessibility Condition by adding the 

feature-based constraint--v is a formal variable if the chain 

V is in is triggered by a [+wh] /[+quant] feature--to the AC 

proposed by Higginbotham (1983). The topic trace, which is 

not a variable as generally argued, is then classified as an 

A-bar bound anaphor according to our feature-based definition 

of variables and A-bar bound anaphors, which designates that 

an A-bar bound trace is a variable iff it is in a chain 

triggered by the feature [+wh] / [+quant] or an anaphor 

otherwise. By assuming the feature-based definition of 

variables and A-bar bound anaphors, we admit a third type of 

position--an A-bar position may be an operator position or a 

non-operator position, depending on the feature the position 

hosts. The flexibility of our feature-based approach provides 

more options to linguistic research. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE LANDING SITE OF THE TOPIC IN MANDARIN 

4.1. Introduction 

In Chapter 3, we have discussed the A/A-bar properties of 

topicalization in Mandarin and argued that it is uniformly A-

bar movement. But what is the A-bar position that the topic 

moves to? This is what we are going to discuss in this 

chapter. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows. We first 

discuss the distribution of topics, its relation to verb types 

and finiteness in 4.2. In 4.3, we review the literature on 

the landing site of topics, mainly Authier (1992) , and discuss 

the structural position of topics in Mandarin and the way wh-

movement is dealt with in our analysis. 4.4 is a brief 

conclusion. 

4.2 Topic Distribution in Mandarin 

The occurrence of topics in Mandarin is quite free but 

not without constraints. They can appear in both matrix and 

embedded clauses, e.g. (la) and (lb) respectively. 

(1) a. [Na-ben shu]j wo zhidao [Zhangsan kan-guo 

that-CL book I know Zhangsan read-Exp 
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fcj le] . 

LE 

'That book, I know Zhangsan has read (it) 

b. Wo zhidao [[na-ben shu]j Zhangsan kan-guo 

I know that-CL book Zhangsan read-Exp 

tj le] . 

LE 

'I know that that book Zhangsan has read (it) .' 

But the occurrence of topics in embedded clauses is not as 

free as that in matrix clauses, which is what we are going to 

discuss in this section. In 4.2.1, we discuss the 

distribution of topics with respect to verb types. The 

relation among finiteness, verb types and topic distribution 

is discussed in 4.2.2. 

4.2.1 Topic Distribution and Verb Types 

Jiang (1991) divides verbs in Mandarin into two types. 

The first type consists of verbs such as xiasigxin 'believe' 

and xihuaxL 'like'. Verbs of this type take a CP complement, 

e.g. (2a-b). Let's call these verbs xiangxin/xihuan verbs. 

The second type consists of verbs such as qiangpo 'force'. 

Verbs of this type take an NP and a CP as their complements, 

e.g. (3). Let's call these verbs qiangpo verbs. 
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(2) a. Zhangsarx Cv-Cv xiangxin] [^p Lisi hui qu kan 

Zhangsan believe Lisi will go see 

Wangwu]] . 

Wangwu 

' Zhangsan believes that Lisi will go to see 

Wangwu.' 

b. Zhangsan [y Cv xihuan] [cp Lisi qu kan Wangwu]] . 

Zhangsan like Lisi go see Wangwu 

'Zhangsan likes for Lisi to see Wangwu.' 

(3) Zhangsan [y [y qiangpo] [^p Lisi] [qp qu kan 

Zhangsan force Lisi go see 

Wangwu]]. 

Wangwu 

'Zhangsan forced Lisi to see Wangwu.' 

According to Jiang, xiangxin/xihuan verbs can be further 

divided into two subtypes, xiangxin 'believe' verbs and xihuan 

'like' verbs. These two subtypes are different, among others, 

in that the complement CPs of xiangxin verbs allow topics 

while those of xihuan verbs do not, as shown in (4a) and {4b) 

respect ively. 

(4) a. Zhangsan xiangxin [c? Wangwu; Lisi yijing kan-

Zhangsan believe Wangwu Lisi already see-

guo tj le] . 

Exp LE 
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' Zhangsan believes that Wangwu, Lisi has seen.' 

b. *Zhangsan xihuan [^p Wangwuj Lisi qu kan tj] . 

Zhangsan like Wangwu Lisi go see 

'Zhangsan likes Lisi to go to see Wangwu.' 

Similar to xihuan verbs, qiangpo verbs do not allow 

topics in their complement clauses either, e.g. (5). 

(5) *Zhangsan qiangpo Lisi [cp Wangwu; PRO qu kan t;] . 

Zhangsan force Lisi Wangwu go see 

'Zhangsan forces Lisi to go to see Wangwu.' 

Now we have to explain why topics can appear in the CP 

complements of xiangxin verbs but not in those of xihuan and 

qiangpo verbs. In 4.2.2, we discuss the properties of the 

complement clauses of each verb type with respect to 

finiteness and try to explain their relation to the 

distribution of topics. 

4.2.2 Topic Distribution, Finiteness and Verb Types 

As illustrated in 4.2.1, topics may occur in the 

complement clauses of xiangxin verbs but not in those of 

xihuan and qiangpo verbs. The difference between xiangxin and 

xihuan/qiangpo verbs is normally assumed to lie in the 

finiteness of their complements, discussed as follows. 

It is well-known that Mandarin does not have overt 

agreement and tense markers. How are finite and non-finite 
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clauses distinguished then? 

Huang {1982a) claims that the distinction of finiteness 

and non-f initeness in Mandarin may be made on the basis of the 

lexical content of INFL--in finite clauses INFL has lexical 

content, but in non-finite clauses it does not. By lexical 

content, Huang means whether or not INFL can be lexically 

realized as auxiliaries or aspect markers. However, Li (1985, 

1990) points out that non-finite clauses in Mandarin may in 

fact take auxiliaries as well as aspect markers. (6a-b) and 

(7a-b) are her examples. In (6a-b), the non-finite complement 

clauses have aspect markers, i.e. guo in (6a) and le in (6b) . 

In (7a-b), the non-finite complement clauses have auxiliary 

verbs, i.e. dei in (7a) and yao in (7b). 

(6) a. wo qing-le Zhangsan [e chi-guo fan le]. 

I ask-LE Zhangsan eat-Exp rice/meal LE 

'I have invited Zhangsan to eat.' 

b. wo qing-guo Zhangsan [e chi-le fan le]. 

I ask-Exp Zhangsan eat-LE rice/meal LE 

'I have invited Zhangsan to eat.' 

(7) a. wo bi ta [e dei jie yan] . 

I force he must stop smoke 

'I forced him to stop smoking.' 

b. wo quan ta [e yao jie yan] . 

I persuade he must stop smoke 

'I persuaded him that he must stop smoking.' 
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Different from Huang, Li claims that the finite/non-finite 

distinction in Mandarin is decided by tense, not the content 

of INFL.' 

Huang's (1982a) assumption that the distinction of 

finiteness and nonfiniteness in Mandarin may be made on the 

basis of the lexical content of INFL does not seem to be 

correct. However, it is not clear to us that it must be the 

tense marker that distinguishes the finite clauses from the 

non-finite ones as Li (1985, 1990) claims. In Mandarin, 

tense, as well as agreement, is not morphologically realized. 

It is difficult to use them to define (non-) finiteness (Ernst 

1994) . Following Ernst (1994) , we assume that INFL in 

'Although aspect markers may occur in non-finite clauses, 
Li (1985, 1990) obseirves that they have different syntactic 
behavior from those in finite clauses--aspect markers in non-
finite complements may be related to the matrix INFL. For 
example, Li suggests that the aspect markers in cases like 
(ia-b) do not have to be interpreted as part of the complement 
clauses but can be interpreted as part of the matrix clauses. 
That is, (ia) can be used when the action of Zhangsan's asking 
Lisi to go to see Wangwu has taken place but the action of 
Lisi's going to see Wangwu has not. 

(i) a. Zhangsan qing Lisi qu kan guo Wangwu. 
Zhangsan ask Lisi go see Exp Wangwu 
'Zhangsan asked Lisi to go and see Wangwu.' 

b. Zhangsan pai Lisi qu qing le yisheng. 
Zhangsan send Lisi go invite LE doctor 
'Zhangsan sent Lisi to go get the doctor.' 

However, Jiang (1991) points out that (ib) cannot be 
interpreted in the same way as (ia) . (ib) can only be used 
when not only the action of Zhangsan's sending Lisi to invite 
a doctor has taken place but also the action of Lisi's 
inviting a doctor has taken place. The aspect marker le thus 
has to be interpreted as part of both the complement and the 
matrix clause. 
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Mandarin is headed by the feature [+/-finite] . However, Ernst 

does not explain what [+finite] and [-finite] are. In the 

following, we try to define them. 

Stowell (1982) suggests that the time frame of the to-

infinitives in English control structures is unrealized with 

respect to the tense of the matrix clause. That is, the tense 

of a to-infinitive is that of a possible future.^ For 

example, the tense of the infinitival complement in (8) is 

understood as being unrealized with respect to the tense of 

the matrix clause; i.e., Jenny had not yet brought the wine at 

the point at which she remembered to do so. 

(8) Jenny remembered [PRO to bring the wine] . 

Does [-finite] in Mandarin correspond to Stowell's 

unrealized tense? Let's take a look at the examples of the 

three verb types. Xiangxin verbs are assumed to have finite 

complement clauses, i.e. the tense of the complement clause 

does not depend on the tense of the matrix verb, which is 

^Beside the to-infinitives in control structures, English 
has another kind of to-infinitives--complements of ECM verbs, 
which according to Stowell (1982) do not have a regular 
internally specified unrealized tense. Instead, the 
understood tense of the ECM complements with respect to the 
tense of the matrix clause is determined by the meaning of the 
governing verb. For example, there is an understood present 
tense in (ia-c), an understood future tense in (iia) and an 
understood past tense in (iib) (Stowell 1982:565-566). 

(i) a. Bill considers [himself to be the smartest]. 
b. The boys found [them to be amusing] . 
c. Jane showed [the solution to be trivial] . 

(ii) a. I expect John to win the race. 
b. I remember John to be the smartest. 
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borne out, e.g. in (9a-c) . In (9a-c) , the verbs of the matrix 

clauses have present tense, but the complement clause in (9a) 

has past tense, that in (9b) has present tense and that in 

(9c) future tense. 

(9) a. Zhangsan xiangxin Lisi yiqing hen congming. 

Zhangsan believe Lisi before very smart 

' Zhangsan believes that Lisi was very smart 

before.' 

b. Zhangsan renwei Lisi hen congming. 

Zhangsan think Lisi very smart 

' Zhangsan believes that Lisi is very smart. ' 

c. Zhangsan renwei Lisi mingtian hui lai. 

Zhangsan think Lisi tomorrow will come 

' Zhangsan believes that Lisi will come 

tomorrow.' 

In contrast to complements of xiasigxin verbs, complements 

of xihuan and qiangpo verbs do not have independent tense. 

Their temporal interpretation, like to-infinitives English 

control structures, is dependent on the tense of the matrix 

verb. (lOa-c) are examples of xihuan verbs. In (10a), the 

complement clause denotes a past event with respect to the 

matrix verb and the sentence is ungrammatical. In (10b), the 

complement clause denotes a present state and the sentence is 

also unacceptable. But in (10c), the complement clause 

denotes a future event with respect to the matrix verb and the 
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sentence is well-formed. 

(10) a. *Zhangsan xihuan Lisi qu kan-guo Wangwu. 

Zhangsan like Lisi go see-Exp Wangwu 

' Zhangsan likes that Lisi has gone to see 

Wangwu.' 

b. *Zhangsan xihuan Lisi hen congming. 

Zhangsan like Lisi very smart 

'Zhangsan likes that Lisi is very smart.' 

c. Zhangsan xihuan Lisi mingtian lai. 

Zhangsan like Lisi tomorrow come 

'Zhangsan likes that Lisi comes tomorrow.' 

Similar situations are found in complements of qiangpo verbs, 

e.g. (lla-c) . In (lla) , the reading available is that 

Zhangsan's forcing Lisi to see Wangwu happens before Lisi's 

seeing Wangwu; if Lisi's seeing Wangwu happens before 

Zhangsan's forcing it, the sentence is ungrammatical. In 

(lib), the complement clause denotes a present state and the 

sentence is unacceptable. In (11c), the complement clause 

denotes a future event with respect to the matrix verb and the 

sentence is well-formed. 

(11) a. (*) Zhangsan qiangpo Lisi qu kan-guo Wangwu. 

Zhangsan force Lisi go see-Exp Wangwu 

'Zhangsan forced/*forces Lisi to go to see 

Wangwu.' 
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b. *Zhangsan qiangpo Lisi hen congming. 

Zhangsan force Lisi very smart 

'Zhangsan forces Lisi to be smart.' 

c. Zhangsan qiangpo Lisi mingtian lai. 

Zhangsan force Lisi tomorrow come 

'Zhangsan forced/forces Lisi to come tomorrow.' 

It seems that what [-finite] in Mandarin refers to is 

Stowell's unrealized tense. That is, the temporal 

interpretation of a nonfinite complement clause is dependent 

on the tense of the matrix verb and the event denoted by the 

nonfinite clause happens in a future time relative to that of 

the matrix clause. As Langendoen (p.c) points out that this 

is a case of aspect, not tense, we prefer to use [-finite] 

rather than Stowell's 'unrealized tense' in discussing the 

nonfinite clauses in Mandarin.^ 

%ote that xihuaji verbs may appear to be different from 
qiangpo verbs and similar to ECM verbs in English, whose 
complement clauses are different from to-infinitives in 
control structures (see fn.2), in that the complement clause 
of a xihuan verb may have a sxibject, e.g. (i) . 

(i) Zhangsan [v [v xihuan] [cp Lisi qu kan Wangwu] ] . 
Zhangsan like Lisi go see Wangwu 
'Zhangsan likes Lisi to see Wangwu.' 

But, in fact, xihuan verbs are similar to want in English in 
that the embedded subject may be an empty category or 
lexically realized. When it is an empty category, the 
embedded subject is controlled by the matrix subject, 
e.g.(ii). 

(ii) Lisi xihuan e jingchang gu kan Wangwu. 
Lisi like often go see Wangwu 
'Lisi likes to go to see Wangwu frequently.' 

(i) hence should be analyzed as the want example in (iii) . 
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So far, the data seem to indicate that topics can only 

occur in finite clauses, not in non-finite clauses. However, 

Jiang (1991) points out that verbs such as quan 'persuade' , 

jiao 'tell', etc., are exceptions to qiangpo verbs--verbs with 

non-finite complements--because they allow topics in their 

complement clauses, e.g. (12). 

(12) Zhangsan quan (jiao/jiu/mingling) Lisi [Wangwu; 

Zhangsan persuade tell beg order Lisi Wangwu 

e buyao qu kan t;] 

Neg go see 

'Zhangsan tried to persuade (told/begged/ordered) 

Lisi not to go to see Wangwu.' 

Jiang claims that these verbs foinn a special group--they are 

verbs taking imperative sentences as their complements, since 

the negatives buyao and bie only appear in imperative 

sentences and the negatives in (12) cannot be replaced by 

other negative items such as bu. It seems that these verbs 

are a subgroup of qiangpo verbs. Let's call them 'quan 

verbs'. 

As the examples of quan verbs indicate, the assumption 

Whether there is an invisible preposition in (i) like for in 
(iii) does not concern us here. What is important is that the 
non-finite complements of xihuan verbs are like those of 
qiangpo verbs and not like those of ECM verbs, which according 
to Li (1985, 1990) do not exist in Mandarin. 

(iii) John wanted (for) Mairy to visit Tom yesterday. 
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that the occurrence of topics correlates with finiteness of 

the clause is not correct. A more plausible assumption is 

that the occurrence of topics in embedded clauses is dependent 

on the main verbs, like the interpretation of t/h-phrases in 

complement clauses. Wh-phrases in complement clauses may have 

direct or indirect question reading, depending on the main 

verbs. For example, (13a) may be interpreted as a direct 

question while (13b), an indirect question. 

(13) a. Ta renwei shui na-zou le wo-de shu? 

he think who take-walk LE I-Poss book 

'Who did he think took my book?' 

b. Ta xiangzhidao shui mai le na-ben shu. 

he want-to-know who buy LE that-CL book 

'He wants to know who bought that book.' 

In summairy, the occurrence of embedded topics in Mandarin 

is like the occurrence of the wh-feature, depending on the 

main verbs--xiangxin and quan verbs allow topics in their 

complement clauses while xihuan and qiangpo verbs do not. 

4.3 The Landing Site of the Topic 

As discussed in Chapter 3, topicalization in Mandarin is 

an instance of A-bar movement. And as concluded in 4.2, the 

occurrence of the embedded topic in Mandarin depends on the 

main verb. The remaining question is: what is the landing 

site of the topic? This is what we are going to discuss in 
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this section. In 4.3.1, we review the literature on the 

landing site of topics, mainly Authier (1992). The structural 

position of topics in Mandarin is discussed in 4.3.2 and the 

structure of multiple topics in 4.3.3. In 4.3.4, we discuss 

the problem of topicalization and wh-movement. 

4.3.1 The Literature 

As Authier (1992) points out, the analyses of 

topicalization can be divided into two classes. The first 

class comprises analyses that treat topicalization as an 

instance of syntactic movement to [Spec, CP] (Bowers 1976, 

Higgins 1973, Webelhuth 1989) as well as analyses that base-

generate topics external to CP with subsequent movement of a 

null operator to [Spec, CP] in the spirit of Chomsky (1977). 

The second class comprises analyses that treat topicalization 

as an operation of XP adjunction to IP (Baltin 1978, 1982, 

Iwakura 1978, Lasnik & Saito 1992, Rochemont 1978, 1989, Saito 

1985) . 

The second class is the dominant trend in recent years. 

The argument for this class of analyses is mainly based on the 

observation that whenever a topic cooccurs with an overt 

complementizer, the topic must follow the complementizer, e.g. 

(14a) vs (14b). 

(14) a. John says that Sue, Bill doesn't like, 

b. *John says Sue, that Bill doesn't like. 
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Authier (1992), however, points out that the argument of 

the second class is based on the assumption that there can 

only be one CP projection per embedded clause. He suggests 

that topicalization involving movement/base-generation to 

[Spec, CP] should be a viable alternative based on the new 

data in (15a-c). Authier's argument is that, if subject-Aux 

inversion is the result of the syntactic movement of Aux from 

I to C (Chomsky 1986a, Koopman 1983) , the Aux in (15a-c) 

should head a CP projection, and with the presence of the 

complementizer that, (15a-c) should contain two CPs. 

(15) a. John swore that under no circumstances would he 

accept their offer. 

b. Mary kept saying that never in her life had she 

seen such a thing. 

c. I found out that never before had he had to 

borrow money. 

CP iteration, as Authier suggests, is constrained by the 

selectional properties of complementizers. As noted by 

Stowell (1981), complementizers cannot be deleted in CP 

complements to nominal heads, CP subjects, and CP complements 

to nonbridge verbs, as in (16a-c). 

(16) a. The claim/belief/fact *(that) CPs can 

iterate... 

b. *(That) CPs can iterate is a possibility. 

c. John whispered *(that) CPs can iterate. 
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Stowell argues that in constructions such as (16a-c) the 

complementizer that is not lexically governed and that the 

deletion of complementizers is subject to the restriction that 

the deletion site be lexically governed. Authier observes 

that there is a correlation between the absence of CP 

iteration and the nondeletability of the complementizer that, 

e.g. (17a-c). 

(17) a. *John regretted that never had he seen Gone 

with the Wind. 

b. *John regretted that Gone with the Wind, we 

went to see. 

c. John regretted * (that) we went to see Gone with 

the Wind. 

Bases on Stowell's argument, Authier concludes that what 

constrains CP iteration is the selectional properties of 

complementizers that are lexically governed, as in (18) . 

(18) A head of type C may optionally select a CP that 

bears the index of a topic iff that head is 

lexically governed. 

In summary, Authier's proposal is that [Spec, CP] is a 

possible position for the topic and that CP iteration is 

possible. 

4.3.2 The Structural Position of Topics in Mandarin 

As we have seen in 4.3.1, topics are argued to be in 
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[Spec, CP] in some studies and in adjunct position to IP in 

others. What is the landing site of topics in Mandarin? Is 

it [Spec, CP] or IP-adjunct position? This is discussed in 

4.3.2.1. It seems that not all clauses may have topics. What 

clauses may have topics then? This is discussed in 4.3.2.2. 

According to the Economy Principle, projections should be 

minimal. What is the minimal projection for clauses with 

topics, CP, IP or something else? This is discussed in 

4.3.2.3. 

4.3.2.1 Topicalization to [Spec, CP] vs to IP-adjunct Position 

In this section, we discuss the landing site of the topic 

in Mandarin. We argue that the topic should land on [Spec, 

CP] than on IP-adjunct position. 

First, in Chapter 3, we suggest that topicalization in 

Mandarin is triggered by the feature [+topic]. The purpose of 

movement in the Minimalist Program (e.g. Chomsky 1993, 1995) 

is to check off features. As feature checking is between a 

head and its specifier, the landing site of the topic is more 

likely to be [Spec, CP] than the IP-adjunct position (e.g. 

Tang 1990b), if our assumption that topicalization is 

triggered by [+topic] is correct. 

Second, as we have seen in 4.2, the distribution of 

topics in the complement clause is dependent on the type of 

the main verb. If the main verb is a xiangxin 'believe' verb 
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or a quan 'try to persuade' verb, the complement clause may-

have a topic; if the main verb is a qiangpo 'force' or xihuan 

'like' verb, the complement clause cannot have a topic. If 

this is correct, the IP-adjunction hypothesis is not plausible 

for topicalization in Mandarin because selectional relations 

are head-to-head relations and not head-to-adjunct relations. 

Third, the ill-formedness of sentences such as {19a-b) 

also argues against the IP-adjunction hypothesis."* 

(19) a. * [Dang Lisij Wangwu zhaodao t; shi] Zhangsan 

when Lisi Wangwu find time Zhangsan 

yijing zou le. 

already leave LE 

"^It seems that sentences such as (ia-b) are more 
acceptable than {19b) . The reason may be that yinwei. . .suoyi 
'because...hence' is a paired coordinate conjunction instead 
of subordinate complementizer. If yinwei in (ia-b) is 
analyzed as a complementizer, it indicates that in Mandarin 
certain complementizers that are not lexically governed may 
select a CP with a [+topic] feature, contrary to Authier's 
proposal. 

(i) a. ?[ (Yinwei) Zhangsanj wo meiyou qing tj] suoyi 
because Zhangsan I Neg invite hence 

Lisi hen bugaoxing. 
Lisi very unhappy 
'Lisi was very unhappy because I didn't invite 
Zhangsan.' 

b. ?[ (Yinwei) na-ben shU; wo meiyou kan t;] suoyi 
because that-CL book I Neg read hence 

kaoshi kao bu hao. 
test test Neg good 
'Because I didn't read that book, I didn't do 
well in the exam.' 
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'When Wangwu found Lisi, Zhangsan already-

left . ' 

b. *? [Yinwei Zhangsanj wo meiyou qing t;] Lisi 

because Zhangsan I Neg invite Lisi 

hen bugaoxing. 

very unhappy 

'Lisi was very unhappy because I didn't invite 

Zhangsan.' 

In (19a-b) , dang...shi ' when. .. time' and yinwei 'because' are 

complementizers (Huang 1982a). If Authier's proposal in (18) 

is correct, dang. . .shi and yinwei may not select a CP with a 

topic because they are adjunct complementizers and are not 

lexically selected and governed. That is, Lisi in (19a) and 

Zhangsan in (19b) are not in [Spec, CP] and the position they 

may occupy is IP-adjunct position. The ill-formedness of 

(19a-b) indicates that IP adjunction is not an option of 

topicalization in Mandarin. 

In summary, the evidence above argues for the hypothesis 

that topicalization in Mandarin involves movement to [Spec, 

CP] than to IP-adjunct position. 

4.3.2.2 What Clauses May Have Topics? 

Topics in Mandarin may appear in matrix clauses as well 

as in embedded clauses, e.g. (la-b), repeated in (20a-b). 
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(20) a. [Na-ben shu]^ wo zhidao [Zhangsan kan-guo 

that-CL book I know Zhangsan read-Exp 

ti le] . 

LE 

'That book, I know Zhangsan has read (it) 

b. Wo zhidao [[na-ben shu]; Zhangsan kan-guo 

I know that-CL book Zhangsan read-Exp 

tj le] . 

LE 

' I know that that book Zhangsan has read (it) . ' 

As discussed in 4.2, the occurrence of the topic in an 

embedded clause is dependent on the matrix verb. But the 

occurrence of the topic feature in the matrix clause is not 

restricted by any selectional restriction. As the occurrence 

of the topic in both the matrix and embedded clauses is 

optional, we suggest that, in Mandarin, a CP may optionally 

have the feature [+topic] if it fits into the main verb's 

selectional restriction when in an embedded clause. 

Now the question is whether adjunct clauses may have 

topics. Huang's (1982a) and Tang's (1988, 1990b) examples in 

(21) and (22) respectively seem to suggest that it is possible 

for adjuncts to have topics.® But the ill-formedness of (23-

^Note that Huang (1982a) and Tang (1990b) treat (21) and 
(22) as topicalization out of the adjunct clause to the matrix 
clause. But here we treat them as topicalization within the 
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adjunct clause. If (21) and (22) are instances of 
topicalization to the matrix clause, Subjacency will be 
violated. As we have discussed in Chapter 2, Subjacency must 
be obeyed. Huang however claims that the well-formedness of 
cases like (21) results from the possibility of a pro 
interpretation, which is agreed by Tang. We however find 
Huang's analysis incorrect. 

Huang claims that the contrast between (21) and (i) may 
be accounted for under his theory of Generalized Control 
(Huang 1989) , which requires a pro be controlled by the 
minimal antecedent if it has a control domain. According to 
Huang, the empty category in (21) and (i) is a pro and the 
minimal antecedent of the pro in (21) is the topic na yi-ben 
shu 'that book' and in (i) the matrix subject ta 'he'; hence, 
(21) is grammatical but (i) is not. 

(i) * [Na yi-ben shu];, ta [yinwei ni bu xihuan 6;] 
that one-CL book he because you Neg like 

hen nanguo. 
very sad 
'That book, because you don't like (it) , he is very 
sad. ' 

Tang (1990b) suggests that (ii) in contrast to (22) is 
additional evidence for Huang's proposal, (ii) however argues 
against Huang's account instead. In (ii) , the matrix subject 
does not c-command the gap in the adjunct clause (if the 
adjunct clause is an IP-adjunct like that in (22)). Even if 
the gap were a pro, as suggested by Tang, the minimal 
antecedent would still be the topic qian and the sentence 
should be grammatical, contrary to fact. 

(ii) *Qianj, huodong ban bu hao, ruguo e•^ bu duo. 
money activity hold Neg good if Neg much 

®Note that the well-formedness of (i) does not mean 
topics can occur within the relative clause because the topic 
in (i) may be analyzed as the topic of the complement clause 
of zhidao 'know'. As for Subjacency, see Chapter 2 for 
discussion. 

(i) Wo zhidao [ [na-ben shu]; [ej du-guo t; de renj] 
I know that-CL book read-Exp DE person 
hen duo] . 
very many 
'I know that, that book, the people who read (it) 
are many.' 
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(21) [ [Na yi-ben shu]; [yinwei ni bu xihuan t;] ] ta 

that one-CL book because you Neg like he 

hen nanguo. 

very sad 

'That book, because you didn't like (it), he is 

very sad.' 

(22) [Qian; [ruguo tj bu duo]] huodong ban bu hao. 

money if Neg much activity hold Neg good 

'The money, if (it) is not enough, the activity 

cannot be done well.' 

(23) * [Lisij dang tj huilai shi] Zhangsan yijing 

Lisi when come-back time Zhangsan already 

zou le. 

leave LE 

'When Lisi came back, Zhangsan already left.' 

(24) *Wo renshi [ [na-ben shu]; Sj du-guo t; de] renj. 

I know that-CL book read-Exp DE person 

'*! know that the people who, that book, read are 

many.' 

As suggested above, the matrix CP may optionally have the 

[+topic] feature and the possibility for an embedded CP to 

have the [+topic] feature is dependent on the verb that 

selects it. The adjunct clauses in (21-24) are like the 

matrix CP in that they are not selected; hence, they should be 
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able to have the topic feature freely. However, the matrix CP 

in Mandarin is headed by an empty C, but an adjunct CP is 

headed by an adjunct complementizer such as yinwei 'because' 

or a relative complementizer supposedly de. If topicalization 

is triggered by the feature [+topic] in COMP, the adjunct or 

relative complementizer should be able to choose the feature. 

That is, some complementizers may be compatible with the topic 

feature and some may not. If this is correct, the contrast in 

(21-22) vs (23-24) may be explained: complementizers such as 

yinwei 'because' and ruguo 'if are compatible with the topic 

feature while complementizers such as dang. . .shi 'when. . .time' 

and the relative complementizer are not. 

In summary, our proposal is that the landing site of the 

topic in Mandarin is [Spec, CP] and that whether the CP has a 

topic feature depends on the head of the CP and the verb that 

selects it if it is a complement CP. 

4.3.2.3 Minimal Projections for Clauses with Topics 

So far, we have assumed that topics in Mandarin uniformly 

move to [Spec, CP] . But, according to Grimshaw (1993) , it is 

more minimal if a finite clause without any complementizer is 

an IP and an infinitive clause a VP. Is this plausible with 

respect to clauses with topics in Mandarin? 

First, let's take a look at the finite clause. In the 

finite clause in Mandarin, [Spec, IP] is occupied by the 
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subject NP, which moves there from the VP-internal subject 

position in order to fulfill the requirement of EPP (Chomsky 

1995), a strong feature in Mandarin.^ If the finite clause is 

an IP, the possible positions for topics are [Spec, IP] and 

IP-adjunct position. We have argued in 4.3.2.1 that the IP-

adjunct position is not a plausible position for topics. 

[Spec, IP] is not a position for topics either. If the topic 

moves to [Spec, IP], IP must have the strong feature [+topic] 

in addition to the strong feature [+EPP]. In current theory, 

an XP may have multiple specifiers (Chomsky 1995) and a 

feature does not have to be associated with a particular 

category (van Gelderen 1993) (e.g. the topics in the adjunct 

clauses discussed in 4.3.2.2 must be in [Spec, CP]). But if 

that is the case, the ordering of the specifiers may be a 

problem if all the specifiers are strong. In addition, [Spec, 

IP] is an A-position for it is a position for Case checking. 

But, as we have argued in Chapter 3, topicalization in 

Mandarin is uniformly A-bar movement. If topics move to 

[Spec, IP], the characteristics of A-bar movement of 

topicalization may not be explained. Therefore, it seems more 

plausible if a finite clause with a topic is a CP and the 

topic occupies [Spec, CP]. 

^According to Aoun & Li (1989) , the subject in Mandarin 
may be base-generated in [Spec, VP] and stay there. But see 
Huang (1993) for argument against their proposal. 
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As for the nonfinite clause, it must be an IP at least. 

Given the null Case theory (Chomsky & Lasnik 1994)--a PRO has 

null Case and it is checked by the non-finite INFL, a non-

finite clause cannot be just a VP. But is the nonfinite 

clause a CP? Some of them do not have to be a CP if there is 

no motivation to project such a projection. For example, the 

complement clause of xihuan and qiangpo verbs may be just an 

IP because no topic is allowed (cf. Barss 1995) . But the 

nonfinite complement clause of quan verbs may be a CP if a 

topic is present. 

In summary, the minimal projection of a clause with a 

topic, finite or nonfinite, must be a CP. 

4.3.3 Multiple Topics 

It is generally agreed that multiple topics are permitted 

in Mandarin (e.g. Xu & Langendoen 1985, Tang 1990b) . (25a-c) 

are examples from Tang (1990b) . (25a) is a declarative clause 

without topics. In (25b-c), two adverbials and the object are 

topicalized. The two sentences with multiple topics are both 

acceptable. 

(25) a. Ta zoutian zai xuexiao zhao-bu-dao 

he yesterday at school find-no-arrive 

na-yi-ge laoshi. 

that-one-CL teacher 
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'Yesterday he could not find that teacher 

at school.' 

b. Zoutian, zai xuexiao, na-yi-ge laoshi, ta 

yesterday at school that-one-CL teacher he 

zhao-bu-dao. 

find-not-arrive 

c. Na-yi-ge laoshi, zoutian, zai xuexiao, ta 

that-one-CL teacher yesterday at school he 

zhao-bu-dao. 

find-not-arrive 

Not only matrix clauses can have multiple topics, 

multiple topics may also occur in embedded clauses. (26) is 

an example from Tang (1990b) , in which two adverbials and the 

object in the embedded clause are topicalized. 

(26) Wo zhidao [zoutian, zai xuexiao, na-yi-ge 

I know yesterday at school that-one-CL 

laoshi ta zhao-bu-dao]. 

teacher he find-not-arrive 

' I know yesterday at school he could not find that 

teacher.' 

Several questions arise concerning multiple topics: How 

many topics are allowed in a single clause? What limits the 

number of topics? Is there any ordering of topics preferred 

and why? How do we account for the cases of multiple topics 

in our analysis? 
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Logically speaking, there may be as many topics as 

possible in a single clause. However, the number of topics 

may be limited by pragmatic reasons. First, as noted in 

Chapter 3, the function of the topic is to emphasize, but 

"when one attempts to emphasize many things at once, one fails 

to emphasize anything (Xu & Langendoen 1985:17)". Second, in 

Mandarin, the predicate is normally heavier (e.g. longer in 

length) than the subject. If everything but the verb in the 

predicate is topicalized, the sentence becomes awkward 

rhetorically. For example, (25a-c) and (26) are quite awkward 

though acceptable. Third, sentences with multiple topics are 

difficult to process sometimes. Mandarin is an SVO language. 

Its subject and object are not overtly marked morphologically. 

If the subject and object for example are topicalized at once, 

the sentence will be difficult to process. Both (27a) and 

(27b) have their embedded subject and object topicalized but 

(27a) is more acceptable than (27b). 

(27) a. Zhangsanj, [na-ben shu]j, wo zhidao [t; yijing 

Zhangsan that-CL book I know already 

kan-wan tj le] . 

read-finish LE 

'Zhangsan, that book, I know (he) already read 

(it) . ' 
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b. ??Zhangsan, Lisi, wo zhidao [t yijing zhaodao 

Zhangsan Lisi I know already find 

t le] . 

LE 

'Zhangsan, Lisi, I know (he) already found 

(him).' 

The reason is that in (27a), one of the two topics is animate 

and the other is inanimate. It is normal for the animate NP 

to be the subject of kan 'read' and the inanimate NP to be the 

object. But in (27b), both topics are animate NPs. It is 

difficult to tell which is the subject and which is the 

object. Sentences like (27b) are normally avoided. If it 

must be used, the tendency is to interpret the first topic as 

the subject and the second the object unless the context says 

differently. The situation seems to be different if one of 

the animate topics is a pronoun. The pronoun tends to be 

interpreted as the subject, e.g. (28) . This may be because 

the subject is more likely to be the discourse topic, hence 

old information, than the object and a pronoun expresses old 

information more often than a noun phrase. 

(28) ??Ni/Ta, Lisi, wo zhidao It yijing zhaodao t le]. 

you/he Lisi I know already find LE 

If the two topics are both pronouns, the interpretation seems 

to be speaker/hearer oriented. For example, in (29), the 

tendency is to interpret ni 'you' as the embedded subject and 
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ta 'he' the obj ect. 

(29) ??Ni, ta, wo zhidao [t yijing zhaodao t le]. 

you he I know already find LE 

In summary, sentences with multiple topics are possible 

but usually awkward pragmatically, especially when both the 

subject and object are topicalized. Sentences with multiple 

topics are normally avoided. If they must be used, they tend 

to be interpreted in the way described above when both the 

subject and object are topicalized. 

As for the ordering of multiple topics, no particular 

order is preferred unless there is a difference in emphasis or 

interpretation. For example, the three topics in (25b-c) are 

the same but with different orders and (25b-c) are both 

acceptable. Also, the two topics in (27a) may switch order 

and the sentence is still acceptable, as in (30). In (30), 

na-be shu may receive slightly more emphasis than Zhangsan, 

but not much. 

(30) [Na-ben shu]j, Zhangsanj, wo zhidao [t; yijing 

that-CL book Zhangsan I know already 

kan-wan tj le] . 

read-finish LE 

What can really tell us whether a particular ordering of 

topics is favored is scope relation between the topics. 

Examples of this kind are very difficult to find. In 
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Mandarin, there is no existential quantifier such as some in 

English; the only true QP is the NP with the universal 

quantifier such as mei-ge ren 'every person' ; and the numerals 

which can serve as quantifiers receive specific interpretation 

once topicalized. However, we can still see some difference 

in interpretation if the ordering of the topics is different. 

For example, Ola) implies that it is at school and not 

somewhere else that I ran into Zhangsan or someone else, but 

(32a) implies that it is Zhangsan and not someone else that I 

ran into at school or somewhere else. This can be seen from 

the difference in acceptability of the second conjuncts in 

(31b) vs (31c) and (32b) vs (32c) . If we interpret this 

difference between Ola) and (32a) in terms of scope, we may 

say that the first topic has scope over the second. 

(31) a. Zai xuexiao-,, Zhangsanj, wo t; peng-guo tj. 

at school Zhangsan I run-into-Exp 

'At school, Zhangsan, I ran into (him) 

(before).' 

b. Zai xuexiaOj, Zhangsan^, wo^ tj peng-guo tj,-

at school Zhangsan I run-into-Exp 

Lisi,, e^. tj mei peng-guo t,. 

Lisi Neg run-into-Exp 

'At school, I ran into Zhangsan (before) but I 

never ran into Lisi.' 
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c. #Zai xuexiaoj, Zhangsanj, wo^ tj peng-gno tj,-

at school Zhangsan I run-into-Exp 

zai jie-shang,, t, mei peng-guo tj. 

at street-on Neg run-into-Exp 

'At school, I ran into Zhangsan (before) but on 

the street, I never ran into him.' 

(32) a. Zhangsan;, zai xuexiaoj, wo tj peng-guo tj. 

Zhangsan at school I run-into-Exp 

'Zhangsan, at school, I ran into (him) 

(before) .' 

b. tZhangsanj, zai xuexiaoj, wo,; tj peng-guo t;,-

Zhangsan at school I run-into-Exp 

Lisi|, Cfc tj mei peng-guo t,. 

Lisi Neg run-into-Exp 

c. Zhangsanj, zai xuexiaoj, wo^ tj peng-guo tj,-

Zhangsan at school I run-into-Exp 

zai jie-shang,, t, mei peng-guo tj. 

at street-on Neg irun-into-Exp 

In view of the possible occurrence of multiple topics in 

cases like (25b-c) and (26) , Tang (1990b) suggests that 

topicalization in Mandarin should be movement to IP-adjunct 

position, which is different from our proposal that the 

landing site of the topic is [Spec, CP] . Now we have to 

account for the cases of multiple topics in our analysis. 
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There are two possibilities to accommodate the cases of 

multiple topics in our analysis. One is to posit multiple CPs 

with multiple heads; the other is to postulate that a single 

head may have multiple specifiers (Chomsky 1995, Reinhart 

1981, Koizumi 1994, Ura 1994) . 

The multiple CP hypothesis may not be preferred according 

to Grimshaw (1991, 1993) . Grimshaw (1991) suggests that a 

functional category is a relational entity and is a functional 

category by virtue of its relation to a lexical category, 

based on which she proposes the idea of extended projection, 

defined as in (33) (Grimshaw 1991:4). 

(33) X is the extended head of y, and y is an extended 

projection of x iff: 

a. y dominates x, 

b. y and x share all categorial features, 

c. all nodes intervening between x and y share all 

categorial features, 

d. If X and y are not in the same perfect 

projection, the F value of y is higher than the 

F value of X. 

In Grimshaw's system: (a) CP and IP are functional categories 

of VP and they share the [+V] feature with VP, i.e. they are 

extended projections of VP; (b) every category has an F 

(functional) value; a CP has an F value higher than that of IP 

and IP has an F value higher than that of VP; (c) a category 
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cannot select and form extended projections with a category of 

the same F value, as in (33d). Hence, according to Grimshaw, 

a CP cannot select a CP and forms extended projections with 

the CP because they are of the same F values. That is, 

multiple CPs are impossible. 

In addition, Grimshaw (1993) proposes that 'Minimal 

Projection' is required in current syntactic theory. Minimal 

Projection requires that a functional projection make a 

contribution to the functional representation of the extended 

projection it is part of. It is violated by empty 

projections, by projections which contain only functionally 

unspecified material and by projections which contain 

redundant functional information. That is, it will rule out 

arbitrajry numbers of projections with the same functional 

head. Multiple CPs again are impossible according to the 

requirement of Minimal Projection.® 

Now the only possible structure for multiple topics is a 

®One possible argument for the multiple CP hypothesis is 
that in Mandarin there may be topic markers such as ma and ne 
following the topics. Shi (1992) treats these topic markers 
as heads of TopicP. If that is the case, we may need multiple 
COMPs to host these topic markers in cases of multiple topics. 
However, according to Li & Thompson (1981:86-7), "topic 
markers, however, including the simple pause, are not 
necessary. A cursory survey of Mandarin speech suggests that 
they are not commonly used at all." Personally I feel that a 
topic followed by a topic marker or a longer pause is more 
like a different discourse segment than like the topic of the 
following sentence. Hence, the so-called topic markers should 
not be treated as heads of TopicP's or CPs. 
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single CP with multiple specifiers. It is traditionally-

assumed that there is only one specifier position in each 

maximal projection. Chomsky (1995) however suggests that it 

is possible to have multiple specifiers. But, according to 

the theory of feature checking proposed in Chomsky (1993) for 

example, once a feature is checked, it is deleted. Under this 

circumstance, multiple topics are impossible with the multiple 

specifier hypothesis. Since there is only one COMP head and 

one topic feature in COMP to trigger topicalization, once the 

first topic moves there, the feature is checked and deleted. 

However, Chomsky (1995) suggests that features that are 

interpretable may not be deleted and erased even after they 

are checked. Here, we suggest that the topic feature is an 

interpretable feature and is not deleted nor erased after 

checking; hence, it is possible to trigger multiple topics and 

check off their features. 

We have argued that a single COMP with multiple 

specifiers is the most plausible structure for multiple 

topics. The other question is how these specifiers are 

structured with respect to each other. Is it like (34a), in 

which the specifiers are sisters, or like (34b) , in which one 

specifier asymmetrically c-commands the other? 
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(34) a. CP b. CP 
/ \ / \ 

Spec Spec, CP 
/ \ C / \ 

Spec, Spec„ ] Specj .... 
C CP 

I / \ 
[+topic] Spec„ C 

I I 
C 
I 
I 

[+topic] 

The examples of multiple topics in (31a-c) and (32a-c) 

discussed above show that the first topic has scope over the 

second and the second topic forms a constituent with all the 

elements following it. (34b) thus is a more plausible 

structure than (34a). 

In summary, multiple topics in Mandarin are permitted but 

not without constraints. The number of topics may be limited 

by pragmatical reasons such as the function of topics, 

rhetorical consideration, and ease of processing. The 

ordering of topics may be constrained by semantic reasons, 

e.g. scope relation between the topics. And structurally, 

multiple topics should appear as multiple specifiers of a 

single COMP based on the minimalist considerations. 

4.3.4 Wh-movement and Topicalization 

In 4.3.2, we have argued that the landing site of the 

topic is [Spec, CP] , which is also the landing site of wh-

phrases as normally argued for. In Mandarin, wh-phrases may 
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be topicalized. How will the t/ii-feature of a topicalized wh-

phrase be checked? If wh-phrases can be topicalized in 

Mandarin, why is topicalizing wh-phrases not allowed in 

English? These are what we are going to discuss in this 

section. 

In Chapter 3, we have argued that topicalization in 

Mandarin is to check the [+topic] feature. After 

topicalization, the topic occupies [Spec, CP], a position for 

wh-phrases also. If what is topicalized is a wh-phrase, e.g. 

(35) , how will the wh-feature be checked? 

(35) [Na-yi-ge xuesheng]; ni jiao-guo t;? 

which-one-CL student you teach-Exp 

'Which student, you have taught?' 

In Mandarin, topicalization is an overt movement. The 

topic feature is strong and is checked in the pre-SPELLOUT 

stage. Wh-phrases on the other hand stay in-situ in overt 

syntax. The wh-feature in Mandarin is weak and is checked in 

the post-SPELLOUT stage. One possible way for the wh-feature 

of a vh-topic to be checked is that it moves to a higher CP 

immediately dominating the topic CP and has the wh-feature 

checked. The other possibility is that the wh-feature is 

checked in the topic CP. For the first option, an additional 

CP has to be posited and another movement is required. For 

the second option, the CP has to have two features--the topic 
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feature and the wh-feature. It seems that the second option 

is more preferable if the Economy Principle (Chomsky 1991, 

1993, 1995) is taken into consideration.^ 

Note that the chain formed by the checking of the topic 

feature and the chain formed by the checking of the wh-feature 

should be viewed as two different chains because they are 

formed at different stages and for different reasons. The 

trace of a wii-topic thus has dual status, as an A-bar bound 

anaphor and as a variable, according to our definitions in 

Chapter 3, repeated in (36-37). In the post-LF semantic 

component, the wii-phrase is first interperted as a topic and 

then as an operator. By the interaction of these two 

features, a topicalized wh-phrase only has the specific 

reading. For example, the vh-phrase in (38a) is in-situ and 

may have specific or nonspecific reading; but in (38b) the wh-

phrase is topicalized and only has the specific reading.'" 

'Another possible assumption, mentioned by Simin Karimi 
(p.c.) , is that the [+topic] feature is in essence the same as 
the [+wh] feature. Once a t/h-phrase is topicalized, it does 
not have to check its [+wh] feature any more. This however is 
not a plausible assumption because an embedded wh-topic may 
have matrix scope, e.g. in (i) ; i.e., the wh-topic has to move 
to the matrix CP to have its [+wh] feature checked, 

(i) Ni renwei [sheme shu]; ta zui xihuan tj? 
you think what book he most like 
'What book do you think he like most?' 

'°The phenomenon that a topicalized wh-phrase only has 
specific reading may be accounted for by Diesing's (1992) 
Mapping Hypothesis, which requires specific NPs to move out 
VP. 
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(36) In a chain C = q;„), cy„ is a variable iff 

a. is in an A-position, and 

b. cxj is in an A'-position, and 

c. C is triggered by the feature [+wh] /[+quant] . 

(37) In a chain C = (a,, . . .of„) , is an anaphor iff 

a. Qfn is ill an A-position, and 

b. Qti is in an A'-position, and 

c. C is triggered by a feature other than 

[+wh] / [+quant] . 

(3 8) a. Ni zui xihuan shemo shu? 

you most like what book 

i) 'What kind of book do you like most?' 

ii) 'Which (kind of) book (among the 

mentioned) do you like most?' 

b. Shemo shu ni zui xihuan? 

what book you most like 

'Which (kind of) book (among the mentioned) do 

you like most?' 

If the topic feature and the wh-feature can co-occur, we 

have to explain why topicalizing wh-phrases in English is not 

allowed, e.g. (39) . 

(39) *Which book;, John bought t;? 

English differs from Mandarin in that wh-movement happens 

overtly in English but covertly in Mandarin, while 
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topicalization is overt in both languages. That is, in 

English, both the wh-feature and the topic feature are strong 

while in Mandarin the wh-feature is weak and the topic feature 

is strong. A possible explanation for the ill-formedness of 

(39) is that a head can not host two strong features at the 

same time. This seems to be borne out considering (40) . 

(40) * B e a n S j ,  who likes t;? 

In (40) , the wh-phra.se is in [Spec, CP] , as is generally-

assumed, and the topic is also in [Spec, CP] , according to our 

analysis. The COMP thus must have both the topic feature and 

the wh-feature and check them at overt syntax, which is not 

allowed according to our hypothesis; hence, the sentence is 

ungrammatical. 

4.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have discussed the possible landing 

site of the topic in Mandarin and our proposal is that the 

topic moves to [Spec, CP] rather than to the IP-adjunct 

position. Our arguments are: (a) topicalization is triggered 

by the [+topic] feature, which appears in a head and has to be 

checked with the topic in a Spec-head configuration; (b) the 

occurrence of topics in an embedded clause is dependent on the 

verb that selects the clause, which only occurs in a head-to-

head relation not in a head-adjunct relation; and (c) no topic 
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is allowed to follow an adjunct complementizer. Specifiers 

other than [Spec, CP] have also been discussed but none of 

them can be the landing site of the topic, considering the 

relative order of the subject and the topic. Also, multiple 

topics are permitted in Mandarin. To explain this phenomenon, 

we adopted Chomsky's (1995) multiple specifier hypothesis 

(i.e. multiple specifiers with a single head) and his 

assumption that interpretable features may not be deleted and 

erased after feature checking. As [Spec, CP] is also the 

landing site of wh-phrases, we suggested that the wh-feature 

is also checked in the topic CP, based on the minimalist 

consideration. To account for the difference between 

topicalizing wh-phrases in English and in Mandarin, we 

suggested that no two strong features are allowed in the same 

head at the same time. These are our analyses and findings in 

this chapter. 
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SOV SENTENCES IN MANDARIN 

5.1 Introduction 

SVO is the canonical word order in Mandarin (Chu 1979, 

Huang 1978, Huang 1982a, Li 1979, Mei 1979, Sun and Givon 

1985) . But SOV sentences, like OSV sentences, are not 

uncommon. In an SOV sentence, the object is preposed to the 

preverbal and post-subject position.' Let's refer to the 

process as 'object preposing'. (lb) is an example of SOV 

sentence and (la) is its SVO counterpart. 

(1) a. Wo du-wan-le na-ben shu le. 

I read-finish-LE that-CL book LE 

'I finished reading that book.' 

b. Wo [na-ben shu]; du-wan tj le. 

I that-CL book read-finish LE 

'That book, I finished reading it.' 

In appearance, SOV sentences may be similar to sentences 

'Sentences of the Jba-construction, e.g. (i) , are 
sometimes considered as having SOV order. But, iba-objects 
such as Lisi in (i) always occur after modals while preposed 
Jba-less objects do so only rarely. In this study, we do not 
consider ba-sentences as SOV sentences. For discussion of the 
Jba-construction, see Li (to appear) and the references cited 
there. 

(i) Zhangsan hui ba Lisi sha le. 
Zhangsan will BA Lisi kill LE 
'Zhangsan will kill Lisi.' 
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with double topics. However, they are not. The reasons are 

presented in 5.2. 

If object preposing is not an instance of topicalization, 

what is the motivation of object preposing?^ This is 

discussed in 5.3. 

Object movements such as object preposing in Mandarin 

have been found in other languages, such as 'object shift' in 

Scandinavian languages and object scrambling in Hindi, German, 

Yiddish, etc. Is object preposing in Mandarin the same as 

object shift/scrambling in other languages? This will also be 

discussed in 5.3. 

If SOV sentences are not sentences with double topics, 

the landing site of the object will not be [Spec, CP], the 

landing site of the topic as discussed in Chapter 4. Then, 

what is the landing site of the preposed object in SOV 

sentences? This and some related phenomena are discussed in 

5.4. 5.5 is a brief conclusion. 

^Object preposing is normally assumed to be an instance 
of movement because it involves local movement (which we 
discuss in 5.4.2 and 5.4.6), Subjacency is not violated, and 
no resumptive pronoun is possible, as in (ib) . In this study, 
we also assume this position. 

(i) a. Wo jian-dao Zhangsan le. 
I see-arrive Zhangsan LE 
'I saw Zhangsan. 

b. Wo Zhangsan; jian-dao ti/*tai le. 
I Zhangsan see-arrive he LE 
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5.2 Double Topics or Not? 

SOV sentences in Mandarin are treated as sentences with 

double topics in some studies (e.g. Xu & Langendoen 1985, Lee 

1986, Lin 1992) . But we have reasons to believe that they are 

not such sentences. 

First, as Tang (1977), Lu (1994) and Ernst & Wang (1995) 

point out, topicalization in Mandarin may be long-distance but 

object preposing is clause-bound. That is, topicalizing an NP 

from an embedded clause to the matrix clause is possible but 

extracting an embedded object to the post-subject position of 

the matrix clause is impossible, e.g. (2a) vs (2b) . 

(2) a. [Na-ben shu]; Wangwu renwei [Lisi du-wan 

that-CL book Wangwu think Lisi read-finish 

t; le] . 

LE 

'That book, Wangwu believes that Lisi finished 

reading (it) . ' 

b. *Wangwu [na-ben shu]; renwei [Lisi du-

Wangwu that-CL book think Lisi read-

wan tj le] . 

finish LE 

Second, nonmovable adverbs may occur to the left of the 

preposed object (Ernst & Wang 1995). Following Li & Thompson 

(1981) , Ernst & Wang divide adverbs in Mandarin into two 
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types, 'movable' and 'nonmovable'. Movable adverbs may occur 

before or after the subject, including time and attitudial 

adverbs, such as mingtian 'tomorrow' and xianran 'obviously' . 

Nonmovable adverbs occur only in the position following the 

subject and before the verb, including manner and nonmanner 

adverbs, such as kuaikuaide 'quickly' and yijing 'already'. 

Ernst & Wang assume that the nonmovable class may occur only 

under VP (including ModalP and main VP) while the movable 

class under VP or IP. If nonmovable adverbs can only adjoin 

to VP, then the double topic analysis of sentences such as 

(3a-b) is incorrect because nonmovable adverbs can appear on 

either side of the preposed object. 

(3) a. Xiaolan yizhi dianying; dou bu kan t;. 

Xiaolan always movie all not see 

'Xiaolan always doesn't go to see movies.' 

b. Ta zao piao; dou mai-hao-le tj. 

he early ticket all buy-good-LE 

'He quite early got the tickets bought.' 

Third, objects in Mandarin may be preposed to a position 

to the right of a modal, e.g. (4). If topics are in a pre-

subject position, object preposing is not topicalization since 

modals in Mandarin can never appear to the left of the 

subject. 
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(4) Ni bu keyi fan; ye bu chi tj, shuij ye bu 

you not can rice also not eat water also not 

he tj. 

drink 

'You can't not eat nor drink.' 

Fourth, as pointed out by Ernst & Wang (1995) , 

topicalization is blocked in certain embedded contexts, such 

as in relative clauses, but object preposing is not, e.g. (5a) 

vs (5b), from Ernst & Wang (1995). 

(5) a. *Motixie [Akiu;, ej xihuan t;] de renj mei 

some Akiu like DE person not 

lai. 

come 

'Some people who like Akiu didn't come.' 

b. Qing zai [ta [na-ben shu] j kan-wan t; 

please at he that-CL book read-finish 

de shihou] lai. 

DE time come 

' Please come when he finished reading that 

book.' 

Based on the evidence above, sentences of object 

preposing in Mandarin should not be treated as constructions 

with double topics. 
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5.3 The Motivation of Object Preposing 

Object movement is not uncommon among languages, such as 

Scandinavian languages, Dutch, German, Hindi, etc. Is object 

preposing in Mandarin the same as object movement in these 

languages in motivation? The answer seems to be negative, 

which is discussed in 5.3.1. The real motivation of object 

preposing in Mandarin is discussed in 5.3.2. 

5.3.1 Object Preposing in Mandarin and Object Movement in 

Other Languages 

Object movement similar to object preposing in Mandarin 

is very common among other languages, including object shift 

in Scandinavian languages and object scrambling in languages 

such as Dutch, German, Yiddish and Hindi. Different 

suggestions concerning the motivation of object 

shift/scrambling in these languages have been proposed, e.g. 

Diesing (to appear), Reinhart (1995) and Mahajan (1990), 

reviewed and discussed in the following. 

According to Diesing (to appear), object shift in 

Scandinavian languages and object scrambling in languages such 

as German and Yiddish are driven by scope fixing, based on the 

fact that the shifted/scrambled object NP must be definite or 

specific in interpretation, e.g. (6b) vs (6c) . 
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(6) a. Hann las ekki baskur. 

he read not books 

'He didn't read books.' 

b. *Hann las b$kur ekki. 

he read books not 

c. Hann las baekumar ekki. 

he read books-the not 

'He didn't read the books.' 

(Icelandic, form Diesing to appear:53) 

Diesing's analysis is based on Diesing & Jelinek (1995), 

in which two hypotheses are assumed. The first is Partee's 

(1987) NP types and the second is scope fixing. Diesing & 

Jelinek's claim is that the semantic type of an object NP 

determines its behavior with respect to two conditions on LF--

repairing 'type mismatch' and scope fixing. The hypothesis of 

scope fixing is the Mapping Hypothesis proposed by Krazter 

(1989) and Diesing (1992), which provides that NPs within the 

VP domain are within the existential closure and must be bound 

by the default existential quantifier. Based on Heim's (1982) 

claim that indefinites are not inherently existentially 

quantified but simply introduce variables into the semantic 

representation, Krazter and Diesing suggest that indefinites 

may stay within VP but definite/specific NPs must move out of 

VP by LF to escape the existential closure. Thus, based on 

the Mapping Hypothesis, Heim's assumption of indefinites and 
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the fact that shifted/scrambled object NPs in these languages 

are definite/specific in interpretation, Diesing (to appear) 

suggests that overt object shift/scrambling in Scandinavian 

languages, German and Yiddish is driven by scope fixing. 

In Mandarin, object preposing may appear to have the 

result of scope fixing because the preposed objects are mostly 

definite or specific, e.g. {7a-b) vs (8a-b). 

(7) a. Wo du-wan-le na-ben shu le. 

I read-finish-LE that-CL book LE 

'I finished reading that book.' 

b. Wo [na-ben shu]; du-wan le. 

I that-CL book read-finish LE 

(8) a. Wo mai-le yi-ben shu. 

I buy-LE one-CL book 

'I bought a book.' 

b. *Wo [yi-ben shu]; ma-le tj. 

I one-CL book buy-LE 

But, it is not driven by scope fixing. For example, the 

preposed object in (10) may only have the generic/specific 

reading and does not have the existential reading but the in-

situ object in (9) may have either the specific/generic or 

existential reading. If scope fixing were the driving force 

of object preposing, all generic/specific NPs should move out 

of VP overtly, e.g. in (10), and the in-situ object, e.g. in 
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(9), should not have the generic/specific reading given that 

no optional rule is allowed in the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 

1993, 1995) . 

(9) Wo he jiu ye he shui. 

I drink liquor also drink water 

'I drink liquor and water.' 

(10) Wo jiu he shui bu he. 

I liquor drink water not drink 

'Liquor I drink; water I don't.' 

Reinhart (1995:69), on the other hand, suggests that 

scrambling in languages like Dutch is motivated by focus 

considerations, while the semantic properties (e.g. 

definiteness) of the scrambled NPs are only a reflection of 

the process. She argues that scrambling in Dutch is to change 

the stress pattern of the sentence and allow the verb to be 

the focus. The focus rule assumed by Reinhart is that the 

most embedded focus projects as the sentence focus. The most 

embedded focus is normally the object NP if the object stays 

in-situ. If the object scrambles out of VP, the most embedded 

focus becomes the verb. Reinhart suggests that 

definite/specific NPs do not normally bear focus and hence 

they normally scramble out of the VP, and that the situation 

appropriate to use the verb alone as focus is when the object 

has already been in the context set. For example, in (11), 

the object NP is mentioned in the question, i.e., the object 
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NP is in the context set after the question is asked; 

therefore, it is more appropriate to have the focus on the 

verb than on the object, e.g. (lib) vs (11a). 

(11) Heeft je buurtnan al een buro gekoocht? 

(Has your neighbor already a desk bought?) 

a. .#No, hij heeft in de tussentijd een buro 

getimmerd. 

b. No, hij heeft [een buro] j in de tussentijd tj 

getimmerd. 

(No, he has a desk in the meanwhile built.) 

(From Reinhart 1995:68) 

Reinhart's proposal that the purpose of scrambling is to 

change the stress pattern and allow the verb to be the focus 

does not work for object preposing in Mandarin, either. For 

example, in (12), an example similar to Reinhart's example in 

(11) , the appropriate answer is (12a) , in which the verb is 

stressed intonationally, and not (12b) , in which the object is 

preposed. 

(12) Ni-de linju yijing mai-le yi-zhang zhuozi 

you-Poss neighbor already buy-LE one-CL table 

le ma? 

LE Q 

'Has your neighbor bought a desk already?' 
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a. Meiyou, ta zuo-le yi-zhang zhuozi. 

Neg he make-LE one-CL table 

'No, he made a table.' 

b. *Meiyou, ta yi-zhang zhuozi zuo-le. 

Neg he one-CL table make-LE 

Different from Diesing and Reinhart, Mahajan (1990) 

suggests that object scrambling in Hindi (i.e. Mahajan's 

short-distance scrambling to the post-subject position) is 

driven by agreement. That is, the object moves to [Spec, 

Agrg] to have its agreement feature checked. 

Mandarin, however, does not have agreement features. 

Even if there are abstract agreement features, Mahajan's 

hypothesis is not applicable to Mandarin. In Mandarin, 

sentences with in-situ objects and with preposed objects are 

both grammatical, e.g. (la-b), repeated in (13a-b). If object 

preposing in Mandarin is to check the agreement features, the 

object cannot optionally stay in-situ, according to Chomsky 

(1993, 1995) . 

(13) a. Wo du-wan-le na-ben shu le. 

I read-finish-LE that-CL book LE 

'I finished reading that book.' 

b. Wo [na-ben shu]; du-wan tj le. 

I that-CL book read-finish LE 

'That book, I finished reading it.' 
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In summary, object preposing in Mandarin is neither 

driven by the semantic reason (definiteness) suggested by 

Diesing (to appear), nor by Reinhart's (1995) focus 

consideration or Mahajan's agreement requirement. 

5.3.2 The Motivation of Object Proposing in Mandarin 

In this section, we discuss the motivation of object 

preposing in Mandarin. We first review previous studies on 

the motivation of object preposing in Mandarin, including Qu 

(1994), Lu (1994a) and Ernst & Wang (1995), and from there we 

decide on the real motivation. 

Qu (1994) argues that SOV word order in Mandarin is 

derived by moving the object NP to [Spec, Agr^P] . Qu 

(1994:104) suggests that "this process is viewed as a kind of 

feature checking as envisaged in the minimalist program," and 

that the features checked are agreement features. Qu's 

analysis has the same problem as Mahajan's hypothesis 

discussed in 5.3.1--in the Minimalist Program, no optional 

mle is allowed but, in Mandarin, sentences with in-situ 

objects and with preposed objects are both grammatical. If 

object preposing is to check agreement features, the object 

cannot optionally stay in-situ as in (13a), according to 

Chomsky (1993, 1995). Therefore, the motivation of object 

preposing is not to check agreement features. 
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Lu (1994a) divides SOV sentences into two types.^ The 

first type involves only object NPs as in (lb), repeated in 

(14) , and the second type involves object NPs followed by 

emphatic markers such as dou 'all' and ye 'also' or with the 

presence of a contrastive conjunct, e.g. (15a-b). 

(14) Wo [na-ben shu]; du-wan tj le. 

I that-CL book read-finish LE 

'That book, I finished reading (it) .' 

(15) a. Zhangsan jiu; ye he tj. 

Zhangsan liquor also drink 

'Liquor, Zhangsan also drinks.' 

b. Zhangsan jiu he, kele bu he. 

Zhangsan liquor drink cola not drink 

'Liquor, Zhangsan drinks but he doesn't drink 

cola.' 

According to Lu, the motivation of object preposing of 

the first type is to obtain sentential scope. There are 

several problems with Lu's point of view. First, 

^There is a third type of SOV sentences in Lu (1994a) , 
which involves deletion of the first verb after the 
reduplication of the verb , e.g. (ia) vs (ib) . Since SOV 
sentences like (ib) are viewed as the result of verb deletion, 
we do not consider them as SOV sentences and will not discuss 
them in this study. 

(i) a. Lisi kan na-bu dianying kan le san-ci. 
Lisi see that-CL movie see LE three-time 
'Lisi has seen that movie three times.' 

b. Lisi na-bu dianying kan le san-ci. 
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semantically, it is not clear why the object NP has to obtain 

sentential scope; it is also not clear what 'sentential scope' 

means by Lu. For example, the preposed object may be a non-

quant if icational NP, such as a proper name, as in (16) which 

according to May (1977, 1985) does not undergo QR. 

(16) Wo Zhangsanj zoutian kandao tj le. 

I Zhangsan yesterday see LE 

'I saw Zhangsan yesterday.' 

Second, Huang (1982a, 1993) argues forcefully that in Mandarin 

the c-commanding relation of two QNPs at S-structure 

represents the scope relation. For example, in (17), henduo 

ren 'many people' has wide scope over liang-ben shu 'two 

books' but not vice versa. Whether a QNP has to move to 

obtain its scope is a question. 

(17) Henduo ren mai le liang-ben shu. 

many person buy LE two-CL book 

'There are many people who bought two books.' 

Third, in Lu (1994a) , the preverbal object NP of the first 

type is adjoined to ModalP, which is also a problem. If QR 

''in Lu (1994a) , sentences like (16) in which the preposed 
object is animate are ungrammatical. But to me, they are 
perfectly acceptable. Jiang's (1991:107) example in (i) also 
shows that sentences like (16) are well-formed. 

(i) Zhangsan; Lisij jian-guo tyj le. 
Zhangsan Lisi see-Exp LE 
a. 'Zhangsan has seen Lisi.' 
b. 'Lisi has seen Zhangsan.' 
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does exist in Mandarin and if the object in question really 

has to undergo QR, the most common adjunction site is IP 

instead of ModalP (May 1985). If the Economy Principle is 

taken into consideration, VP should be a more appropriate 

adjunction site than ModalP if it does not result in any 

interpretation difference (Fox 1995) . In summary, the 

motivation of object preposing in Mandarin should not be to 

obtain scope. 

The second type of SOV sentences in Lu (1994a) involves 

emphatic markers such as dou 'all' and ye 'also'. According 

to Lu, dou and ye are adverbs adjoined to V or M'(odal) and 

trigger the object NP to move to adjoin to VP or ModalP. The 

problem here is that it is not clear why dou and ye can 

trigger the preposing of the object NP and how and why they 

can do it without being in a Spec-head configuration. 

Ernst & Wang (1995) suggest that the function of SOV word 

order in Mandarin is to set a focus topic, which introduces an 

entity to be focused on in contrast to another, with respect 

to the following comment. 

While I agree with Ernst and Wang that the preverbal 

object NP in the SOV sentence is a focus topic, I must point 

out that a contrastive reading is not always required. For 

example, if the host says (18a) to the guest, the guest may 

use (18b) as a reply after he has finished drinking the 

liquor. In both (18a) and (18b) , the speakers do not have any 
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intention to use jiu in contrast to other things. The 

motivation for them to use it in the preverbal position is to 

emphasize it in order to call for the hearer's attention. 

(18) a. Ni jiu weisheme meiyou he? 

you liquor why Neg drink 

'Why didn't you drink the liquor?' 

b. Wo jiu he le. 

I liquor drink LE 

'Liquor, I drank the liquor. 

Therefore, the function of the SOV sentence is to make the 

object NP the center of attention or to use it as a focus 

topic. Let's call it a 'focus' and assume that object 

preposing in Mandarin is triggered by a focus feature. We 

must remember that this 'focus' does not refer to new 

information, as can be seen from (18a) and (18b) , in which jiu 

is old information but is a 'focus'. 

5.4 The Structural Position of the Preposed Object in Mandarin 

In this section, we discuss the structural position of 

the preposed object NP in Mandarin. We first discuss the 

classification of SOV sentences in 5.4.1, the clause-bound 

property of object preposing in 5.4.2 and the A/A-bar 

properties in 5.4.3. In 5.4.4, we present our opinion on the 

possible landing sites of the preposed object and the 

licensing problem is discussed in 5.4.5. Phenomena related to 
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object preposing such as clause-boundness of object preposing, 

the positions of the adverbs, and the emphatic markers 

accompanying the preposed object are discussed in 5.4.6-5.4.8 

respectively. 

5.4.1 The Classification of SOV Sentences 

As mentioned in 5.3.2, Lu (1994a) divides SOV sentences 

in Mandarin into two types: those involving bare obj ect 

preposing and those involving emphatic markers, such as dou 

'all' and ye 'also', and contrastive conjuncts, as shown in 

(14) and (15a-b), repeated in (19) and (20a-b). 

(19) Wo [na-ben shu] j du-wan tj le. 

I that-CL book read-finish LE 

'That book, I finished reading (it).' 

(20) a. Zhangsan j iuj ye he tj. 

Zhangsan liquor also drink 

'Liquor, Zhangsan also drinks.' 

b. Zhangsan jiu he, kele bu he. 

Zhangsan liquor drink cola not drink 

'Liquor, Zhangsan drinks but he doesn't drink 

cola.' 

Ernst Sc Wang (1995) on the other hand regard them as a single 

type. Should SOV sentences in Mandarin be divided into two 

types or be viewed as a single type? This is what we are 
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going to discuss in this section with respect to the relative 

positions between the object and the adverb and the relative 

positions between the object and the modal. 

Adverbs in Mandarin, as mentioned in 5.2, are divided 

into two types according to Li & Thompson (1981)--movable and 

nonmovable adverbs. If the preposed object is not followed by 

any emphatic marker or if there is no contrastive conjunct, 

nonmovable adverbs such as yijing 'already' and toutoude 

'secretly' are not allowed to precede the preposed object NP, 

as shown in {21b) vs (21c) and (22b) vs (22c) . When the 

object is followed by an emphatic marker, nonmovable adverbs 

may precede or follow the object, e.g. (23a-b) from Ernst & 

Wang (1995). 

(21) a. Lisi yijing mai le na-ben shu. 

Lisi already buy LE that-CL book 

'Lisi already bought that book.' 

b. *Lisi yijing [na-ben shu]; mai le tj. 

c. Lisi [na-ben shu]; yijing mai le t;. 

(22) a. Lisi toutoude mai le na-ben shu. 

Lisi secretly buy LE that-CL book 

'Lisi bought that book secretly.' 

b. *Lisi toutoude [na-ben shu]; mai le t;. 

c. Lisi [na-ben shu]; toutoude mai le t;. 
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(23) a. Guorong yijing yifu; *(ye) ziji feng t; le. 

Guorong already clothes also self sew LE 

'Guorong already sews clothes himself.' 

b. Guorong yifu^ (ye) yijing ziji feng le tj. 

On the other hand, movable adverbs such as zoutian 'yesterday' 

can freely occur before or after the object, with or without 

emphatic markers, as shown in (24c-d). 

(24) a. Zoutian Lisi kan-wan le na-ben shu. 

yesterday Lisi read-finish LE that-CL book 

'Lisi finished reading that book yesterday.' 

b. Lisi zoutian kan-wan le na-ben shu. 

c. Lisi zoutian [na-ben shu] j (ye) kan-wan le tj. 

d. Lisi [na-ben shu] j (ye) zoutian kan-wan le tj. 

Modals, like nonmovable adverbs, can only occur after the 

preposed object if the object is not followed by any emphatic 

marker or there is no contrastive conjunct, e.g. (25b) vs 

(25c) and (26b) vs (26c), from Lu (1994a). 

(25) a. Lisi hui jiejue zhexie wenti. 

Lisi will solve these problem 

'Lisi will solve these problems.' 

b. Lisi [zhexie wenti] j hui jiejue t;. 

c. *Lisi hui [zhexie wenti] j jiejue tj. 
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(26) a. Lisi keyi du-wan na-ben shu. 

Lisi can read-finish that-CL book 

'Lisi can finish reading that book.' 

b. Lisi [na-ben shu] j keyi du-wan tj. 

c. *Lisi keyi [na-ben shu] j du-wan tj. 

But if there is an emphatic marker or a contrastive conjunct, 

modals may appear before or after the preposed object, e.g. 

(27a-c) and (28a-c). 

(27) a. Ta jiu (dou/ye) keyi he le. 

he liquor all/also can drink LE 

'He can (even) drink liquor.' 

b. Ta keyi jiu * (ye) he a. 

he can liquor also drink Part 

'He can also drink liquor.' 

c. Ta keyi jiu ye he, cai ye chi. 

he can liquor also drink dish also eat 

'He can drink the liquor and eat the dish.' 

(28) a. Ni zhe-ben shu (ye) keyi mai. 

you this-CL book also can buy 

'You can (also) buy this book.' 

b. Ni keyi zhe-ben shu *(ye) mai. 

you can this-CL book also buy 

'You can also buy this book.' 
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c. Ni keyi zhe-ben shu mai, na-ben shu bu 

you can this-CL book buy that-CL book Neg 

mai. 

buy 

'You can buy this book and not buy that one.' 

In summary, modals and nonmovable adverbs such as yijing 

'already' may appear on either side of the object in SOV 

sentences on some conditions. If they appear to the left of 

the object, the object must be accompanied with an emphatic 

marker or a contrastive conjunct must be present. If they 

appear to the right of the object, emphatic markers or 

contrastive conjuncts may but do not have to be present. In 

other words, there may be two landing sites for the preposed 

object, one on the right of the modal and one on the left. If 

the object is on the right of the modal, explicit 

contrastiveness, i.e. the presence of an emphatic marker or a 

contrastive conjunct, is obligatoiry. If the object is on the 

left of the modal, it may or may not be explicitly 

contrastive. 

As discussed in 5.3, the motivation of preposing the 

object in Mandarin is to make it the center of attention, i.e. 

the focus, and object preposing is triggered by the focus 

feature. As our discussion here shows, this focus may or may 

not be explicitly contrastive. Let's use the feature [focus] 

for those that are not explicitly contrastive and [C-focus] 
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for those that are explicitly contrastive, i.e. for those 

which have an emphatic marker or a contrastive conjunct. 

5.4.2 Clause-Boundness of Object Preposing 

As noted in 5.2, object preposing in Mandarin, unlike 

topicalization, is clause-bound. If the object is in a finite 

clause, object preposing cannot cross over the clause boundary 

to a higher clause, e.g. (29b) vs (29c). 

(29) a. Wangwu shuo [Lisi du-wan na-ben shu 

Wangwu say Lisi read-finish that-CL book 

le] . 

LE 

'Wangwu said that Lisi finished reading that 

book.' 

b. Wangwu shuo [Lisi [na-ben shu]; du-wan tj le] . 

c. *Wangwu [na-ben shu]; shuo [Lisi du-wan t; le] . 

If the object is in a nonfinite clause, object preposing out 

of the clause is much more complicated. As observed by Lu 

(1993, 1994a, 1994b) and cited by Ernst & Wang (1995) and Qu 

(1994) , if the clause is nonfinite, the bare object cannot be 

preposed to a position within its own clause and must move to 

the immediately higher clause, e.g. (30b) vs (30c). 
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(3 0) a. Wangwu bi Lisi [PRO du-wan na-ben 

Wangvni force Lisi read-finish that-CL 

shu le] . 

book LE 

'Wangwu forced Lisi to finish reading that 

book.' 

b. *Wangwu bi Lisi [PRO [na-ben shu]; du-wan t, 

le] . 

c. Wangwu [na-ben shu]; bi Lisi [PRO du-wan t; 

le] . 

However, if the object in question is accompanied with an 

emphatic marker, object preposing to a position within its own 

clause and to a higher clause are both acceptable, e.g. (31a-

b) ; if there is a contrastive conjunct, object preposing to a 

higher clause is impossible, e.g. (32a) vs (32b). 

(31) a. Wangwu bi Lisi [PRO [na-ben shu]; ye yiao 

Wangwu force Lisi that-CL book also must 

mai t;] . 

buy 

'Wangwu forces Lisi to also buy that book.' 

b. Wangwu [na-ben shu]; ye bi Lisi [PRO yiao mai 
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(32) a. Wangwu bi Lisi [PRO fanj ye yiao chi t;, 

Wangwu force Lisi rice also must eat 

shuij ye yiao he tj] . 

water also must drink 

'Wangwu forces Lisi to eat rice and drink 

water.' 

b. *Wangwu fan; ye bi Lisi [PRO yiao chi t;, shuij 

ye yiao he t,-] . 

These clause-bound phenomena will be explained in 5.4.5 

and 5.4.6. 

5.4.3 A/A-bar Properties of Object Preposing 

In this section, following Qu (1994), we argue that the 

position occupied by the preposed object is an A-position, 

based on the facts of weak crossover, reconstruction and 

locality constraints. 

First, object preposing does not exhibit the weak 

crossover effect. For example, the preposed objects suoyoude 

xuesheng 'all the students' in (33b) (vs (33a)) and Zhangsan 

(34b) (vs (34a)) both move over a coindexed pronoun, but the 

sentences are grammatical. 
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(33) a. *Wo zai tamenj-de jiaoshi-li jiandao le 

I in they-Poss classroom-in meet LE 

[suoyoude xuesheng];. 

all student 

' I have met all the students in their 

classroom.' 

b. Wo [suoyoude xuesheng] •, dou zai tamenj-de 

I all student all in they-Poss 

jiaoshi-li jiandao le tj. 

classroom-in meet LE 

(From Qu 1994:88) 

(34) a. *Wo zai taj-jia jian-guo Zhangsan;. 

I at he-home see-Exp Zhangsan 

'I met Zhangsan at his home.' 

b. Wo Zhangsan; zai ta—jia jian-guo tj. 

I Zhangsan at he-home see-Exp 

Lasnik & Stowell (1991) argue that some constructions of A-bar 

movement may not exhibit the WCO effect such as constructions 

of topicalization, tough movement and parasitic gaps, as 

reviewed in Chapter 3. The construction resulted from object 

preposing is not one of the constructions in Lasnik & Stowell. 

The lack of the WCO effect in object preposing may indicate 

that object preposing is an A-movement. 

Second, object preposing does not exhibit reconstruction 
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effects. Belletti & Rizzi (1988) argue that A-movements with 

respect to Condition A may be reconstructible. In Chapter 3, 

we also showed that A-movements with respect to Condition B 

may be reconstructible under certain circumstances but A-

movements with respect to Condition C are not reconstructible 

while A-bar movements with respect to all the three conditions 

are all reconstjructible. Object preposing in Mandarin is not 

reconstructible with respect to all the three principles, e.g. 

(35-37)Hence, object preposing should be analyzed as an 

instance of A-movement with respect to reconstruction effects. 

(35) a. Wo gei John; kan-guo tazijij-de zhaopian. 

I to John see-Exp he-self-Poss photo 

'I showed John his own photos.' 

b. *Wo [tazijij-de zhaopian]j gei John; kan-guo 

I he-self-Poss photo to John see-Exp 

tj-

(From Qu 1994:90) 

(3 6) a. ?Wo gei-le Lisi; ta^de shu, gei-le Wangwu 

I give-LE Lisi he-Poss book give-LE Wangwu 

ni-de shu. 

you-Poss book 

^(36a) is a little marginal perhaps because the direct 
object ta-de shu 'his book' in the first conjunct is in 
contrast to ni-de shu 'your book' in the second conjunct. The 
sentence will be improved if taziji-de shu 'his own book' is 
used instead to emphasize the contrast. 
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'I gave Lisi his book and Wangwu your book.' 

b. *Wo [taj-de shu]j gei-le Lisi; tj, ni-de 

I he-Poss book give-LE Lisi you-Poss 

shu gei-le Wangwu. 

book give-LE Wangwu 

(37) a. *Wo huan-gei ta; Johnj-de shu le. 

I return-give he John-Poss book LE 

'I gave him John's book.' 

b. Wo [Johnj-de shu]j yijing huan-gei 

I John-Poss book already return-give 

ta-, tj le. 

he LE 

c. Wo yijing [Johnj-de shu]j ye huan-gei 

I already John-Poss book also return-give 

ta; tj le. 

he LE 

Third, in current linguistic theory, A-movement is 

normally locally bound (Chomsky 1986a,b, among others). As 

discussed in 5.4.2, object preposing in Mandarin is clause-

bound when the clause is finite. Therefore, object preposing 

in Mandarin should be analyzed as an instance of A-movement 

with respect to the locality constraint. 
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5.4.4 The Landing Site of the Preposed Object 

In 5.3, we discussed the motivation of object preposing 

in Mandarin and concluded that object preposing is triggered 

by the focus feature. If that is correct, the preposed object 

should be in a specifier position instead of an adjunct 

position as proposed by Lu (1994a) and Ernst & Wang (1995)® 

because feature checking happens in Spec-head configuration, 

not in adjunct-head configuration. Besides, we have shown in 

5.4.3 that object preposing is an instance of A-movement, 

which again indicates that the landing site of the preposed 

object is a specifier position instead of an adjunct position. 

Which specifier position does the object move to then? 

In 5.4.1, we have discussed the relative position of the 

preposed object and showed that there are two possible 

positions for the preposed object, one on the right of the 

modal and one on the left. What are the two possible landing 

sites then? 

If the object is preposed to the right of the modal and 

if it is in a specifier position, the only position available 

is [Spec, VP] , which is an A-position according to Chomsky 

(1993) . But, if the object is in [Spec, VP] , it may run 

against the VP-internal Subject Hypothesis, according to which 

®Lu (1994a) claims that the preposed bare objects adjoin 
to ModalP and objects with emphatic markers adjoin to VP or 
ModalP. Ernst & Wang (1995) claim that the preposed objects 
adjoin to (auxiliary or main) VP. 
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the subject is base-generated in [Spec,VP] (Kuroda 1988, Fukui 

& Speas 1986, Kitagawa 1986, Koopman and Sportiche 1985, 1988, 

1991, Contreras 1987). If we assume the multiple-specifier 

hypothesis (Chomsky 1995, Reinhart 1981, Koizumi 1994, Ura 

1994) , this may be solved. If the VP has two specifier 

positions, the subject may be base-generated in the inner Spec 

position and the object can move to the outer Spec position. 

If the object is preposed to the left of the modal and to 

the right of the subject and if it is preposed to a specifier 

position, there are several possible positions for the object 

which are all A-positions according to Chomsky (1993), namely, 

the specifiers of ModalP, Agr^P, and TP. There is no problem 

for [Spec, ModalP] to be the landing site of the preposed 

object. But it is problematic to project an Agr^P in 

Mandarin, because (a) there is no overt agreement marking in 

Mandarin; (b) Chomsky (1995) suggests that the existence of 

AgrP's (AgrjP and Agr^P) is not well-motivated; (c) according 

to Grimshaw (1993), to posit an unnecessary projection 

violates the Minimal Projection Principle. Hence, it is not 

likely that there should be an Agr^P in Mandarin nor is it 

possible for the object to land on [Spec, Agr^P] . [Spec, TP] 

may be a landing site of the object but it may not be. If the 

landing site of the subject is [Spec, AgrjP] as assumed in 

Chomsky (1993) , [Spec, TP] may be a landing site of the 
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preposed object. However, as we have just argued, there is no 

motivation to posit an Agr^P in Mandarin; likewise, to project 

an AgrjP is not well motivated. Hence, the subject is likely 

to land on [Spec, TP]. If that is the case, the object may 

not be preposed to [Spec, TP]. Multiple specifier hypothesis 

is not plausible either. If TP has two specifiers, one for 

the subject and one for the object, there should be no adjunct 

intervening between the two specifiers. But, as mentioned in 

5.4.1, movable adverbs such as zoutian 'yesterday' may appear 

between the subject and the object, e.g. (24c), repeated in 

(38) . [Spec, TP] is thus not a possible landing site for the 

object. 

(38) Lisi zoutian na-ben shu (ye) kan-wan le. 

Lisi yesterday that-CL book also read-finish LE 

'Lisi finished reading that book yesterday.' 

In summary, [Spec, VP] is the landing site for the object 

when the object is preposed to the right of the modal, and 

[Spec, ModalP] is the landing site when the object is preposed 

to the left of the modal. But, when there is no modal verb, 

there is no motivation to posit a ModalP according to the 

Minimal Projection Principle (Grimshaw 1993) . The only 

possible landing site for the object in this case is [Spec, 

VP] . The question concerning how the preposed object is 

licensed is discussed in 5.4.5. 
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5.4.5 The Licensing of the Preposed Object 

As we have concluded in 5.4.4, the landing site of the 

preposed object may be [Spec, ModalP] or [Spec, VP]. How is 

the object licensed in these positions? This is what we are 

going to discuss in this section. 

As noted above, the preposed object in Mandarin may be 

divided into two types. One is explicitly contrastive and has 

the [C-focus] feature, which may appear to the right or left 

of the modal; the other is not explicitly contrastive and has 

the [focus] feature, which may only appear to the left of the 

modal. In the Minimalist approach (Chomsky 1993, 1995), every 

movement must be triggered by some morphological features. 

Here we assume that [focus] and [C-focus] are morphological 

features and that object preposing is triggered by these 

features. As object preposing is an overt movement, the 

[focus] and [C-focus] features are strong features (Chomsky 

1993, 1995). Also, according to Horvath (1988) and Chiu 

(1993), there is only one focus per sentence, which is 

confirmed by the ill-formedness of sentences with double 

preposed objects, e.g. (39b). Hence, we suggest that [focus] 

and [C-Focus] are morphological features in the lexicon and 

only one of them can be optionally chosen for each sentence. 

(39) a. Zhangsan gei-le Lisi na-ben shu. 

Zhangsan give-LE Lisi that-CL book 

'Zhangsan gave Lisi that book.' 
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b. *Zhangsan Lisi; [na-ben shujj gei-le t; fcj. 

Zhangsan Lisi that-CL book give-LE 

If we further assume van Gelderen's (1993) floating feature 

hypothesis, according to which features are not supposed to be 

connected with certain head and subcategorization is in terms 

of categories and sets of features, the [focus] and [C-Focus] 

features may reside in either V or Modal under some 

selectional restriction and the preposed object may be 

properly licensed, discussed as follows. 

When a modal is present, as we have discussed, the object 

preposed to the left of the modal may be a [focus] or a EC-

focus] and the landing site of the object is [Spec, ModalP], 

while the object preposed to the right of the modal must be a 

[C-focus] and the landing site of the object is [Spec, VP]. 

These can be explained if the modal cannot select a verb with 

the [+focus] feature. The relation between the modal and the 

focus features of the preposed object can be tree-diagramed as 

in (40a-b). 

(40) a. TP b. TP 
/ \ / \ 

T' T' 
/ \ 
T ModalP 

/ \ 
T ModalP 

1 / \ 
[+fin] [foe] Modal' 

[C-foc] 

1 / \ 
[+fin] Modal' 

/ \ 
Modal VP 

/ \ 
[C-foc] 
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When there is no modal, the only landing site of the 

preposed object is [Spec, VP] and the object in this case can 

either be a [focus] or a [C-focus]. Without the modal, VP is 

directly selected by TP. A finite TP can select a category 

with the [focus] or [C-focus] feature, as shown in (40a) . 

Hence, a VP directly selected by a finite TP may have either 

the [focus] or [C-focus] feature, as tree-diagramed in (41), 

and both types of objects can be properly licensed. 

(41) TP 
/ \ 

T' 
/ \ 

T VP 
I / \ 

[+fin] [foe] 
[C-foc] 

The cases discussed above are those concerning object 

preposing in finite clauses. Object preposing in nonfinite 

clauses is different, as discussed in 5.4.2: if the object is 

in a nonfinite clause, the object must prepose to the 

immediately higher clause if it is a [focus]; the object may 

but does not have to prepose to the immediately higher clause 

if it has an emphatic marker; and if there is a contrastive 

conjunct, the object must stay within its own clause. These 

phenomena may be explained if we assume that [-finite] T is 

incompatible with the feature [focus] . If there is a modal 

and the object is on the right of the modal, the modal, like 

in a finite clause, can only select a VP with the [C-focus] 
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feature, as in (42b). If there is a modal and the object is 

on the left of the modal, the modal can only have a [C-focus] 

object in its specifier position because the [-finite] T only 

selects a [C-focus] modal, as in (42a) . If there is no modal, 

the [-finite] T can only select a [C-focus] VP, as in (42c). 

That is, if the object has the [C-focus] feature, it may stay 

within the nonfinite clause but if the object has the [focus] 

feature, it cannot stay within the nonfinite clause because 

the [focus] feature cannot be properly licensed. 

(42) a. TP 
/ \ 

T' 
/ \ 

T ModalP 
I / \ 

[-fin] [C-foc] Modal' 
*[foe] 

3. TP 
/ \ 

T' 
/ \ 

T ModalP 
i / \ 

[-fin] Modal' 
/ \ 

Modal VP 
/ \ 

[C-foc] 
*[foe] 

c. TP 
/ \ 

T' 
/ \ 

T VP 
i / \ 

[-fin] [C-foc] 
* [foe] 

In summary, with floating features and the selectional 

restrictions in (40-42), the preposed object may be properly 

licensed and the phenomena that an object with the [C-focus] 

feature can stay within a nonfinite clause and an object with 

the [focus] feature must move out of a nonfinite clause can be 
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explained. As for why an object with an emphatic marker can 

either stay in the nonfinite clause or move to a higher clause 

and why an object must stay in its own clause when there is a 

contrastive conjunct, we explain them in 5.4.6. 

5.4.6 Clause-boundness of Object Preposing: Explanation 

As mentioned in 5.4.2, object preposing in Mandarin is 

clause-bound when the clause is finite, e.g. (29a-c), repeated 

in {43a-c) . 

(43) a. Wangwu shuo [Lisi du-wan na-ben shu 

Wangwu say Lisi read-finish that-CL book 

le] . 

LE 

'Wangwu said that Lisi finished reading that 

book.' 

b. Wangwu shuo [Lisi [na-ben shu]; du-wan le] . 

c. *Wangwu [na-ben shu]; shuo [Lisi du-wan t; le] . 

Ernst & Wang (1995) explain this by suggesting that in 

Mandarin there is an optional feature [+foc] in the VP which 

requires some focused element be preposed to VP-adjoined 

position and that the clause-bound property of object 

preposing is due to the clausemate constraint on VP-

adjunction. The problem is that it is not clear why there 

must be a clausemate constraint on VP-adjunction. In Chomsky 
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(1986a), VP-adjunction is not limited to clausemates. 

Lu (1994a) claims without argument that the object is 

preposed to obtain scope and that since the movement to the 

preverbal position within the same clause as in (43b) can 

satisfy the scope requirement, the Principle of Economy 

excludes further movement to the matrix clause as in (43c). 

The problem with Lu's claim is that, as discussed in 5.3.2, 

the motivation of object preposing in Mandarin is not to 

obtain scope. 

In our analysis, the ill-formedness of (43c) may be well 

explained. As we have argued in 5.4.3, the landing site of 

the preposed object is an A-position. If the landing site of 

the object is an A-position, the chain formed by object 

preposing is an A-chain. An A-chain must be 0-subjacent 

(Chomsky 1986a). If the object moves from an embedded clause 

to the matrix clause as in (43c) , it will cross over the 

embedded CP, which is a barrier. The A-chain is thus not 

well-formed.' Hence, object preposing is clause-bound. 

If object preposing from an embedded clause to a higher 

clause crosses the CP barrier and results in an ill-formed A-

"'By doing this, we adopt the definition that A-positions 
are L-related positions (Chomsky 1993) instead of positions to 
which theta-roles can be assigned (Chomsky 1986a) . An A-
chain, according to Chomsky (1986a), is headed with a Case 
position and tailed with a theta-position. Here, an A-chain 
should be viewed as headed by an L-related position and tailed 
with a theta-position. 
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chain, why can the object in a nonfinite clause be preposed 

out of the clause, as in (30-31), repeated in (44-45)? 

(44) a. Wangwu bi Lisi [PRO du-wan na-ben shu 

Wangwu force Lisi read-finish that-CL book 

le] . 

LE 

'Wangwu forced Lisi to finish reading that 

book.' 

b. *Wangwu bi Lisi [PRO [na-ben shu]; du-wan tj 

le] . 

c. Wangwu [na-ben shu] j bi Lisi [PRO du-wan 

le] . 

(45) a. Wangwu bi Lisi [PRO [na-ben shu] j ye yiao 

Wangwu force Lisi that-CL book also must 

mai tj] . 

buy 

'Wangwu forces Lisi to also buy that book.' 

b. Wangwu [na-ben shu]; ye bi Lisi [PRO yiao mai 

til. 

The answer to the question lies in the answer to another 

question: what is a nonfinite clause, a CP or an IP? If it is 

a CP, the CP is a barrier for A-movement; if it is an IP, 

there is no barrier preventing the object from preposing to a 

higher clause. A non-finite clause is more likely to be an IP 
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than a CP, as argued in Barss (1995) . Also, according to 

Grimshaw's (1993) Minimal Projection Principle, to project a 

nonfinite CP is not motivated. The only time that a CP has to 

be posited is when there is a topic or a vh-feature because 

they occupy [Spec, CP] But as we have discussed in Chapter 

4, most of the nonfinite complements do not have topics; 

complements of quan 'try to persuade' verbs are an exception. 

Even in the complements of quan verbs, topicalization and 

object preposing cannot co-occur. If there is an object, the 

object can either be topicalized or preposed but not both. If 

there are two objects, i.e. the verb is ditransitive, it is 

still impossible for one object to be topicalized and the 

other to be preposed, e.g. (46b) . 

(46) a. Zhangsan quan Lisi [PRO song Wangwu na-ben 

Zhangsan persuade Lisi give Wangwu that-CL 

shu] . 

book 

' Zhangsan tried to persuade Lisi to give Wangwu 

that book.' 

®The Minimal Projection Principle will cause a problem to 
object preposing in finite clauses. If all the clauses that 
do not have topics or vh-features are not CPs, object 
preposing in finite clauses without topics or tWi-features 
should not be clause-bound since there will be no CP-barrier 
to block the movement. It seems that further research on the 
plausibility of the Minimal Projection Principle is needed. 
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b. *Zhangsan quan Lisi [ [na-ben shu]; PRO WangwUj 

song fcj tj] . 

As for wh-features, according to Tang (1990b) , nonfinite 

clauses in Mandarin must be [-wh] and wh-phrases in a 

nonfinite clause always have scope over a higher clause. For 

example, the wh-phrase nali 'where' in (47) can only have 

matrix scope. 

(47) Zhangsan quan Lisi [PRO qu nali]? 

Zhangsan persuade Lisi go where 

'Where did Zhangsan try to persuade Lisi to go?' 

Therefore, a nonfinite complement clause is more likely to be 

an IP than a CP and there is no barrier blocking object 

preposing from a nonfinite clause to the immediately higher 

clause. This explains why (44c) is possible. (45b) is thus 

also possible if there is no [C-focus] in the nonfinite clause 

given that a sentence can only have one focus feature. 

If object preposing out of a nonfinite clause is 

possible, why cannot the object be preposed to a higher clause 

if there is a contrastive conjunct, as in (32), repeated in 

(48) ? 

(48) a. Wangwu bi Lisi [PRO fan; ye yiao chi t-,, 

Wangwu force Lisi rice also must eat 

shuij ye yiao he tj] . 

water also must drink 
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'Wangwu forces Lisi to eat rice and drink 

water.' 

b. *Wangwu fanj ye bi Lisi [PRO yiao chi t;, shuij 

ye yiao he tj] . 

It seems that the ill-formedness of (48b) is not because 

there is any barrier blocking the movement but because there 

is a contrastive conjunct--object preposing out of the first 

conjunct violates the Coordinate Structure Constraint (Ross 

1967). 

In summary, object preposing in finite clauses must be 

clause-bound because the CP-barrier blocks legitimate 

formation of the A-chain; object preposing out of a nonfinite 

clause is possible because a nonfinite clause is an IP and 

there is no CP-barrier preventing the object from preposing to 

a higher clause. 

5.4.7 The Positions of the Adverbs 

Another question concerning us is the relative positions 

between the adverb and the preposed object, discussed as 

follows. 

As mentioned in 5.4.1, nonmovable adverbs such as yijing 

'already' can only appear to the right of the object if the 

object is a [focus] , e.g. (21a-c) , repeated in {49a-c) ; if the 

object is a [C-focus] , the adverb can appear on either side of 
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the object, e.g. (23a-b), repeated in {50a-b). 

(49) a. Lisi yijing mai le na-ben shu. 

Lisi already buy LE that-CL book 

'Lisi already bought that book.' 

b. *Lisi yijing [na-ben shu]; mai le tj. 

c. Lisi [na-ben shu]; yijing mai le t;. 

(50) a. Guorong yijing yifu; *(ye) ziji feng t; le. 

Guorong already clothes also self sew LE 

'Guorong already sews clothes himself.' 

b. Guorong yifU; (ye) yijing ziji feng le t;. 

As suggested in 5.4.5, if the preposed object is a 

[focus] , the landing site of the object is [Spec, ModalP] when 

there is a modal or [Spec VP] when there is no modal. A 

nonmovable adverb can only occur to the right of the object if 

the object is a [focus] . The possible positions for the 

adverb in this case are Modal'-adjunct, VP-adjunct and V-

adjunct positions if there is a modal. If there is no modal 

and the object lands on [Spec, VP] , the only possible position 

for the adverb is V-adjunct position. If the object is a [C-

focus] and if there is no modal, the landing site of the 

object is [Spec, VP]. A nonmovable adverb in this case can 

occur on either side of the object. The possible positions 

for the adverb are VP-adjunct and V-adjunct positions. If 

there is a modal and the landing site of the [C-focus] object 
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is [Spec, ModalP] or [Spec, VP] , a nonmovable adverb can 

appear on either side of the object. The positions for the 

nonmovable adverb in this case are ModalP-adjunct. Modal'-

adjunct, VP-adjunct, or V-adjunct positions. 

On the other hand, a movable adverb such as zoutian 

'yesterday' can freely occur on either side of the preposed 

object, no matter whether the object is a [focus] or a [C-

focus], e.g. (24a-d), repeated in (51a-d). 

(51) a. Zoutian Lisi kan-wan le na-ben shu. 

yesterday Lisi read-finish LE that-CL book 

'Lisi finished reading that book yesterday.' 

b. Lisi zoutian kan-wan le na-ben shu. 

c. Lisi zoutian [na-ben shu]; (ye) kan-wan le t;. 

d. Lisi [na-ben shu]; (ye) zoutian kan-wan le t;. 

The possible positions for the adverb are VP-adjunct and V-

adjunct positions if there is no modal. If there is a modal, 

the adverb can appear as a ModalP-adjunct, VP-adjunct or V-

adjunct no matter whether the object is a [focus] or a [C-

focus]. But the adverb can occur between the modal and the 

object, i.e. as a Modal'-adjunct, only when the object is a 

[focus], e.g. (52c). 

(52) a. Ni mingtian na-ben shu (ye) keyi mai. 

you tomorrow that-CL book also can buy 

'You can buy even that book tomorrow.' 
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b. Ni na-ben shu (ye) keyi mingtian mai. 

c. Ni na-ben shu (*ye) mingtian keyi mai. 

If we assume with Travis (1988), Ernst (1989) and Tang 

(1990b) that adjuncts are licensed by a particular head, 

nonmovable adverbs and movable adverbs are both licensed under 

VP and ModalP. If we further assume that when an adjunct is 

licensed by a head X, it can appear as either an X' -adjunct or 

an XP-adjunct. The distribution of the adverbs may thus be 

explained. However, some stipulation is still needed. As the 

examples above show, first, when a [focus] object is preposed 

to [Spec, VP] , the nonmovable adverb is not allowed in VP-

adjunct position; second, when a [focus] object is preposed to 

[Spec, ModalP] , the nonmovable adverb is not allowed in 

ModalP-adjunct position; third, when the object is a [C-focus] 

in [Spec, ModalP] , the movable adverb is not allowed in 

Modal'-adjunct position. In other words, we have to stipulate 

that when the verb/modal has the [focus] feature, a nonmovable 

adverb is not licensed in VP/ModalP-adjunct position, and when 

the Modal has the [C-focus] feature, a movable adverb is not 

licensed in Modal'-adjunct position. As for how these can be 

explained more principledly, we will leave it for future 

research. 

5.4.8 Those Emphatic Markers 

Dou 'all, ye 'also' and bu 'not' are called 'emphatic 
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markers' by Lu (1994a) and Ernst & Wang (1995). These three 

elements however are different from each other. Bu is a 

negation marker. Dou is a distributor and ye is an additive 

conjunctor. Dou and ye are normally used with lian 'even' to 

single out and focus on some element, as in (53), but lian is 

optional. 

(53) Wo (lian) yifu dou xi-hao le. 

I even clothes all wash-good LE 

' I even washed the clothes.' 

In this section, we discuss the use of bu in SOV 

sentences in 5.4.8.1 and that of (lian...) dou/ye in 5.4.8.2. 

5.4.8.1 Bu 'not' 

Bu appears in SOV sentences quite frequently and is 

assumed to be an emphatic marker by Lu (1994a) and Ernst & 

Wang (1995). But, if we examine the examples carefully, we 

will find that bu is not an emphatic marker. The reason that 

it occurs in SOV sentences so frequently is because it induces 

certain kind of contrastive reading. For example, (54) is an 

example from Ernst & Wang. The use of bu in (54) may be just 

simple negation, or it may imply some contrast such as 'I 

don't drink liquor but I drink. . . ' . It does not contribute to 

the focus status of the preposed object. The focus status of 

the object is derived from its preverbal position not from bu 

and it is not changed even if Jbu does not appear. 
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(54) Wo jiu bu he. 

I liquor not drink 

'Liquor, I don't drink.' 

Bu in (55) and (56) , both of which are from Ernst & Wang, 

is like Jbu in (54) . The post-modal Jbu in (55) is a simple 

negation. Without Jbu, the grammaticality status of (55) is 

not changed. (56) is in fact an incomplete sentence. Bu in 

this sentence induces certain contrast and the complete 

sentence should be like (57). 

(55) Ni bu keyi fan ye bu chi, shui ye bu he. 

you not can rice also not eat water also not drink 

'You can't just not eat and drink.' 

(56) Xiaolan bu hui na-ben shu bu mai. 

Xiaolan not will that-CL book not buy 

'Xiaolan will (won't not) buy that book.' 

(57) Xiaolan bu hui na-ben shu bu mai, mai zhe-ben 

Xiaolan not will that-CL book not buy buy this-CL 

shu. 

book 

'Xiaolan won't not buy that book, buy this one.' 

The structural position of Jbu in these sentences is not 

clear. The most plausible position is V-adjunct position, if 

our analysis that the preposed post-modal object is in [Spec, 

VP] is correct. 
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5.4.8.2 {Lian. . .) Dou/Ye 

Huang (1982a:311) considers both lian. .dou/ye and dou 

'all' having universal quantificational force. Huang notes 

that dou is a universal quantifier, and when lian occurs, what 

is quantified is not a single person or object, but is a large 

number of people or objects implied in the sentence. Lian 

singles out the least expected person or object. A similar 

point regarding the quantificational function of lian..dou/ye 

has been made by Paris (1979) as well. 

Ye and dou are claimed to head a Focus Phrase (FP) 

carrying a focus feature [+Foc] by Shyu (1994) and Gao (1994) 

and lian+NP moves to [Spec, FP] to satisfy some spec-head 

agreement. The FP proposal is not preferred if not 

implausible because it violates the Economy Principle (Chomsky 

1991, 1993, 1995) . First, as we have discussed, there are at 

least two different positions that (Iian+) Obj+dou/ye may 

occur, one in the pre-modal position and the other in the 

post-modal position. If the FP hypothesis is assumed, at 

least two FPs are needed, which is not economical. Second, if 

there are two or more FP positions, the subcategorization 

system has to be complicated. Third, the FP hypothesis also 

misses the generalization that bare object preposing should be 

treated in the same way as {lian. ..)dou/ye objects.' 

'See Ernst & Wang (1995) for more argument against the FP 
hypothesis. 
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In our analysis, {lian. . .) dou/ye with the object is a 

single constituent in the specifier position of VP or ModalP. 

This is supported by the fact that when the object is 

preposed, {lian and) dou/ye must be adjacent to the object, 

e.g. (58a-b) 

(58) a. Ta lian jiu dou yijing keyi he le. 

he even liquor all already can drink LE 

'He already can drink even liquor.' 

b. *?Ta lian jiu yijing dou keyi he le. 

Our speculation is that {lian+) Ohj+dou/ye is base-generated as 

a constituent with a focus feature that must be checked. 

Hence, it has to move to the preverbal position. 

As for the internal structure of (Iian+) Obj + dou/ye, I 

would like to leave it open. It may be headed by dou and form 

a DouP as suggested by Chiu (1993) , or it may consist of a 

LianP and a DouP with DouP as lian's complement as implied in 

Shyu (1994) . 

'°Note that dou and ye may have different meanings and 
they may not be adjacent to the object in this case, e.g. (i) 
and (ii). Dou in (i) is a universal quantifier and does not 
have the function of an emphatic marker. Ye in (ii) is an 
adverbial and does not have the function of an emphatic 
marker, either. 

(i) Ni jiu keyi dou he-wan. 
you liquor can all drink-finish 
'You can drink up all the liquor.' 

(ii) Ni jiu keyi ye he-wan. 
you liquor can also drink-finish 
'You can also drink up the liquor.' 
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5.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have discussed object preposing in 

Mandarin in detail and suggested a more plausible analysis. 

We first argued that sentences with preposed objects are not 

sentences with double topics because (a) object preposing is 

clause-bound; (b) objects may be preposed to the right of a 

modal or a nonmovable adverb; and (c) objects may be preposed 

but not topicalized in certain embedded clauses, e.g. relative 

clauses. We then discussed the motivation of object preposing 

and found that, different from object movement in other 

languages, object preposing in Mandarin is to make the object 

the center of attention, i.e. to make it the 'focus' in our 

term. After that, we classified the preposed objects into two 

types, one with emphatic markers such as dou 'all' and ye 

'also' or with a contrastive conjunct and the other without. 

The former is called [C-focus] and the latter [focus]. We 

also discussed the A/A-bar properties of object preposing and 

found that object preposing in Mandarin is an instance of A-

movement. Considering the relative positions between the 

preposed object and the modal and the property of A-movement 

of object preposing, we suggested that the landing sites of 

the preposed object should be [Spec, ModalP] or [Spec, VP]. 

The objects in these two positions are licensed by the [C-

focus] and [focus] features on the heads. The occurrence of 

the focus features on the heads is constrained by some 
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selectional restriction. For example, a modal can only select 

a verb with the [C-focus] feature, which explains why the 

objects preposed to the post-modal position must have an 

emphatic marker or be accompanied with a contrastive conjunct, 

and a [-finite] T can only select a verb or a modal with the 

[C-focus] feature, which explains why bare objects have to 

prepose to the immediately higher clause. Questions related 

to object preposing are also discussed and possibly answered. 

For example, the clause-boundness of object preposing is 

suggested to be constrained by the nature of the movement--A-

movement, and the possible positions of the adverbs are 

suggested to be ModalP-adjunct, Modal'-adjunct, VP-adjunct and 

V-adjunct positions for both movable adverbs and nonmovable 

adverbs. 

Our discussion and analysis in this chapter provide a 

more detailed and adequate analysis for the phenomenon of 

object preposing in Mandarin and related problems. But there 

are still some residual problems. First, we suggested that 

[C-focus] objects are explicitly contrastive, which can be 

manifested by emphatic markers or contrastive conjuncts. The 

problem is that it is not clear how we can account for cases 

of contrastive conjuncts syntactically. Second, we suggested 

that both movable adverbs and nonmovable adverbs are licensed 

by Modal or by V and can occur as ModalP-adjuncts, Modal'-

adjuncts, VP-adjuncts or V-adjuncts. However, as we have 
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noted, nonmova±)le adverbs cannot appear as VP/ModalP-adjuncts 

if the verb/modal has the [focus] feature; and movable adverbs 

are not licensed in the Modal'-adjunct position when the modal 

has the [C-focus] feature. We have no explanation for all 

these cases. In this study, we have treated the preposed 

object and the emphatic marker (lian...)dou/ye as a 

constituent. The internal structure of (lian)+Obj+dou/ye 

requires further study. These are problems for future 

research. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation, we have studied the derivation of 

and the phenomena related to OSV and SOV sentences, i.e. 

topicalization and object preposing, in Mandarin Chinese. Our 

findings and residual problems for future research are 

summarized as follows. 

Topics in Mandarin, as we have defined it, are the XPs in 

the pre-subject position with coindexed gaps in the sentence. 

Topics in Mandarin have been arcfued to be base-generated in 

their sentence-initial position by some linguists and argued 

to be derived by movement by others. In this study, we found 

that topics in Mandarin should be analyzed as derived by 

movement based on the assumption that movements obey the 

Subjacency Condition. 

Topicalization in Mandarin are normally assumed to be A-

bar movement. Based on Mahajan's (1989, 1990) criteria, we 

however found topicalization in Mandarin, clause-bound or 

long-distance, may be A or A-bar movement for it exhibits 

reconstruction effects and lacks the WCO effect and the topic 

can serve as the antecedent of an anaphor. Yet we still 

argued that topicalization in Mandarin is uniformly A-bar 

movement based on the logophoric analysis (Reinhart & Reuland 

1993) of anaphor binding and the phenomenon of reconstruction. 
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For the lack of the WCO effect in topicalization, we provided 

an explanation based on the revised Accessibility Condition by-

adding the feature-based constraint--v is a formal variable if 

the chain that v is in is triggered by a [+wh] / [+quant] 

feature--to the AC proposed by Higginbotham (1983) , which 

works best for the weak crossover phenomenon among all the 

approaches. The topic trace, which is not a variable as 

generally argued, is then classified as an A-bar bound anaphor 

according to our feature-based definition of variables and A-

bar bound anaphors, which designates that an A-bar bound trace 

is a variable if it is in a chain triggered by the feature 

[+wh] / [+quant] or an anaphor otherwise. By assuming the 

feature-based definition of variables and A-bar bound 

anaphors, we admit a third type of position--an A-bar position 

may be an operator position or a non-operator position, 

depending on the feature the position hosts. 

Topics are normally assumed to move to IP-adjunct 

position. We however argued that the topic moves to [Spec, 

CP] based on the arguments: (a) topicalization is triggered by 

the topic feature, which appears in a head and has to be 

checked with the topic in a Spec-head configuration; (b) the 

occurrence of topics in an embedded clause is dependent on the 

lexical property of the verb that selects the clause, which 

only occurs in a head-to-head relation not in a head-adjunct 

relation; and (c) no topic is allowed to follow an adjunct 
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complementizer. 

In addition to the phenomena of topicalization, we have 

also studied the phenomena of object preposing in Mandarin. 

Studies of object preposing are rare compared with those of 

topicalization. Object preposing is assumed to be a movement 

to an adjunct position by Lu (1994a) and Eimst & Wang (1995) . 

We however found it a movement to a specifier position based 

on the arguments that object preposing is triggered by the 

focus feature and that object preposing is an instance of A-

movement. The landing site of the preposed object is argued 

to be [Spec, ModalP] or [Spec, VP] depending on the relative 

positions of the object and the modal. The preposed object in 

Mandarin are classified into two types, one with emphatic 

markers such as dou 'all' and ye 'also' or with a contrastive 

conjunct and the other without. The former is called [C-

focus] and the latter [focus]. The two focus features appear 

on the modal or the verb to trigger object preposing. The 

occurrence of the focus features on the heads however is 

constrained by some selectional restriction. For example, a 

modal can only select a verb with a [C-focus] feature, which 

explains why the objects preposed to the post-modal position 

must have an emphatic marker or be accompanied with a 

contrastive conjunct, and a [-finite] T can only select a verb 

or a modal with a [C-focus] feature, which explains why bare 

objects in nonfinite clauses have to prepose to the 
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immediately higher clause. Questions related to object 

preposing are also discussed and answered. For example, the 

possible positions of the adverbs are suggested to be ModalP-

adjunct. Modal'-adjunct, VP-adjunct and V-adjunct positions 

for both movable adverbs and nonmovable adverbs, and the 

clause-boundness of object preposing is suggested to be 

constrained by the nature of the movement --A-movement. 

Our discussions and analyses in this study provide more 

detailed and adequate explanations to the phenomena of 

topicalization and object preposing in Mandarin. However, 

there are still some residual problems. First, in the study 

of topicalization, we found that most cases of topicalization 

observe Subjacency but there are cases that are grammatical 

but violate the Subjacency Condition, namely topicalization 

out of the sentential subject and BR-CNPs in the subject 

position of a quantitative predicate, which we also proved to 

be derived by movement by providing examples of adverbial 

extraction. The two cases of Subjacency violation cannot be 

explained without stipulation under Chomsky's (1986a) and 

Cinque's (1990) barrier systems. Second, in the study of 

object preposing, we suggested that [C-focus] objects are 

explicitly contrastive, which can be manifested by emphatic 

markers or contrastive conjuncts. The problem is that it is 

not clear how we can account for cases of contrastive 

conjuncts syntactically. Third, in the study of object 
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preposing and adverbs, we suggested that both movable and 

nonmovable adverbs are licensed by Modal or by V and can occur 

as ModalP-adjuncts, Modal'-adjuncts, VP-adjuncts or V-

adjuncts. However, as we have noted, nonmovable adverbs 

cannot appear as VP/ModalP-adjuncts if the verb/modal has the 

[focus] feature, and movable adverbs are not licensed in the 

Modal'-adjunct position when the modal has the [C-focus] 

feature, to which we do not have an explanation. Fourth, we 

treated the preposed object and the emphatic marker 

(lian. . .) dou/ye as a constituent and left its internal 

structure open. All of these are problems for future 

research. 
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